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Foreword

From July 1987, the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER)
adopted Education and Technology as one of five research and development
themes for the three-year period to June 1991. Ms Liddy Nevile had been
appointed in May 1987 to establish and develop the work of the theme.
The first initiative she took was the development of a School of the Future in
collaboration with the Museum of Victoria. The physical location of lhe · schoo
was within the museum. It was conceived as a 'technologically rich' environment
within which students and teachers could work. The benefit of its location within
the museum was lhat it could give the participants ready access to the substantial
cultural and physical resources of that public institution.
During the planning stage the name of lhe proposed centre was changed from
Sehool of the Future to Sunrise School. The school was launched at the
beginning of 1988 with the key participants being a class of Year 8 students and
three teachers from Princes Hill Secondary College in Melbourne. These studentS
and teachers spent two half days per week at the museum lhroughout the year.
The Princes Hill program continued at the museum for two years to the end of
1989.
At the official launch of the Sunrise School, the principal of Methodist Ladies
College in Melbourne, Mr David Loader, was attracted to the possibility of
establishing a similar initiative within his school. In consultation with Ms Nevile
at ACER, Mr Loader and staff at .MLC developed plans for the Sunrise Centre at
MLC which commenced in 1989 with a class of Year 7 students. The program at
.MLC was considerably expanded in both 1990 and 1991.
During 1988 and 1989, ACER organised a number of general seminars on the
work of the Sunrise centres to which participants from throughout Australia were
invited. These seminars and associated discussions generated the idea of a new
centre in Queensland to be established as a joint initiative of the Queensland
Department of Education and ACER.
Responsibility for planning the proposed Queensland Sunrise Cen'tre was shared
by Ms Nevile at ACER and Mr Laurie Vogler in the Technology Services Unit in
the Queensland Department of Education. In this planning, they drew on the
experiences of the Princes Hill Secondary College students and staff in the
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original Sun rise School in the Museum of Victoria and the students and staff in
the MLC Sunrise Centre.
For the Queensland Sunrise Centre, Ms Nevile and Mr Vogler needed to consider
the implications of such a development as an initia tive of an educational system .
In particula· r , they needed to consider the possibility of developing the centre in
such a w ay that it might inform subsequent devel opm ents in other departmental
s chools. They we re able to d raw also on the expe rience s of the Queens land
Departm ent of Edu cation i n its Elec tro nic Le a m i ng Centre s , wi th w h i c h
Mr Vogler had bad considerable involvement.
Planning for the MLC Sunrise Centre and the proposed Queensland S u n rise
Centre for 1990 was parallel in one very important respect. The emphasis was to
be on stu de n ts ' use of p e rsonal n o tebook c o m p u ters . By l ate 1 9 8 9 , the
Queensland Departm ent had chose n Coom babah State Primary S chool a s the
location for the Queensland Sunrise Centre.
In order to investigate and document the establishment and development of the
centre at Coombabah, the Queensland Depanment of Educ ation commissioned
ACER to undertake a research study in association wi th the development project.
Mr Michael Ryan of the B ri sbane College of Advanced Education (now part o f
th e Queensland University of Technology) was appointed as a research fellow to
be based in Queensland to undertake the study.
Detailed responsibility for the dev elopment of the Queensland Sunrise Centre
w as to be und ertaken by a project offi cer who w as to be appointed by the
department. The project began at Coombabab at the commencement of the school
year in l ate J anuary 1 990 with the three te achers involved taking day- to-day
re s pons ibility for i ts development . Tbe Project O ffi cer, Mr Greg Grimmen,
c o m m enced in April 1 9 90 and has provided s u pport fo r the te achers in the
developm ent o f the program a nd in orga n i s i n g profe s sional devel opment
opportunities for them .
The contribution of ACER to the development of the program lay in the initial
consultat ions between M s Nevile and M r V ogl e r in the p l annin g fo r the
Queensland centre and in a range of activities org anised for the teachers and the
students.
In Decem ber 1 9 8 9 , Ms Nev il e and Mr Vogler worked for several days with the
te achers to introduce them to their personal com pu ters and some of the ideas of
the project. Mr Lo ader from MLC attended some of these sessions and provided
input from the MLC experience in 1 9 89.
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In Jan u a ry 1 990 and again in Febru ary 1 990, the ACER Resea rch Fellow
Mr Ryan, visited ACER for discussions with Ms Nevile and to work with her ort
the specifications of the research study.
In e a rly Febru a ry 1 9 90 , Ms Nevile and M r Yogl er spe nt s e v eral d a y s a
Coombabah working with the te achers and the local re gional consultant. Some
c u rriculum ideas we re developed and some exemplar activ i ties planned and
p ra ctised. Noti ons s u c h as collaborative l e a rning, exploratory l e a rning id
carefully constructed learning environments, and others were introduced. Later in
Febru a ry 1 9 90, one of the C o om babah teachers , Ms Jenny B etts, visi ted
Melbo u rn e fo r t w o weeks . S h e h ad by th en s pent a fe w w e e ks on thd
development of the S u nri s e program in h e r class and this v i s i t prov i d e d
opportunities for extended discussions with Ms Nevile and for visits to the MLC
Sunrise Centre.
ln March 1 990, with the project officer appointed but not yet able to comm ence
duties, Ms Nevile and Mr Vogler planned a further session with the teachers al
the school to help them with the development of the i r program. This two-day
w o rkshop in April 1 9 90 coincided with M r Grim me tt ' s comm encem ent as
project officer and both he and Mr Ryan participated with the teachers. From th
time, responsibility for the detailed development of the program at the school was
borne by the teachers and Mr Grimmen. Ms Nevile and Mr V o gler had little
direct or sustained involvement.
ln June 1 990, Ms Nevile arranged for Mr Steve Ocko and Mr Mitch Resni ck
from the LEGO Laboratory at Massachusetts Insti tute of Te chnology to spend
time at the Queensland Sunrise Centre. Fi rst, they participate d in the Queensland
Computers in Education Conference which the Coom babah tea chers attended.
Then Mr Ocko spent a week at the school during which he worked di rectly with
the students on Logo and LEGO/Logo and conducted an evening meeting for the
parents of the students involved in the centre.
L ater in June 1 990, the teachers , a group of students , Mr Grimmett and Mr Ryan
attend ed the Worl d Conference on Compute rs in Education in Sydne y. The
students stayed only for the initial weekend to participate in a Sunrise program
workshop organised by Ms Nev ile and involving also students from MLC and
those confe rence part i c ipants who h a d chosen to p arti cipate i n thi s pre 
confe rence activity. The teachers, Mr G rimm ett and Mr Ryan rem aine d in
Sydney for the following week of the conference. One of the keynote speakers at
the conference was Professor Seymour Papert of the Mass achusetts Institute o f
Technology who had developed the language Logo with which the teachers and
the students were working.
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One of the other persons the teachers met at the conference and in the Sunrise
program workshop beforehand was Mr Gary Stager who is convener of the US
Logo Special Interest Group. He was brought back to Australia in August 1990 to
work with the teachers at Coombabah in Queensland and at MLC in Melbourne.
Mr Ryan has now completed his study of the first year in the Queensland Sunrise
Centre. His work is reported in this volume and focuses on some of the
experiences of the teachers as they developed a radically different approach to
their teaching and to their interactions with students. The research program
continues in 1991 under the direction of Dr Helga Rowe, Principal Research
Fellow at ACER in Melbourne, along with Ms Irene Brown, an ACER Research
Assistant based in Queensland. Dr Laurel Bomholt of the University of Sydney is
also collaborating in the research. The research focus in 1991 is the students and
the impact on their learning of the intensive use of personal compucers.
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Introduction
Many studies and p rojects have extolled the virtues and potential benefits of
computers within educational settings. Of course, there is a mixture of myth and
reality in most of these claims. Consequently, there is a need to carefully examine
well supported educational practice which seeks to inform on the assertions that
are made. In addition, there is a need to go beyond questions that are based on
current customs and understandings and to examine innovative educational
applications - of both ideas and technology. Such inquiries would need to
examine how the educational enterprise may be usefully restructured given the
new tools and the new ways of thinking that become possible.
It is tempting, when considering such matters, to believe that computers can
themselves become agents of change in educational innovation. Some
educational reformers believe that computers are the instruments that carry the
seeds of radical change to those who participate directly in education - students
and their teachers. However, such a view is fundamentally flawed, for it neglects
the diverse and complex social reality that lies at the heart of any classroom.
Computers and other associated technological instruments do not automatically
change the practices of students and teachers. Rather, it is how these groups
choose to act, given the communicated imperatives and philosophies of interested
outsiders, that determines what changes will take place.
This chapter describes the broad questions that were of interest at Coombabah
and the manner in which they were investigated. The following chapter sets out
the theoretical and philosophic foundations that underpin the research effort.

THE QUESTIONS
Since the central concern of this project deals with an interest in change, the
central research questions also deal with change. The interest was not in change
for its own sake, but was directed at discovering more about:
• what occurs when support is provided for change - directed at better models of
learning and teaching; and
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• capturing and abstracting those elements of the experience that represent
effective prototypes on which to build future classrooms assisted by
technological devices.

3 their parents
4 project advisers and administrators
5 school administration and support staff as well as occasional visitors.

These questions could have been approached from a single perspective, using a
single methodology, but this would have provided an impoverished view of
classroom reality and the changes that took place. Such an approach would not
capture the many ways of interpreting the events that transpired. Instead, two
broad descriptive perspectives are offered. The first involves descriptions from an
outsider - a person who enters the classroom to observe and interpret. The second
is provided by the teacher-participants themselves. Together they provide a
unique view that gives an insight into the intentions behind the actions, the joy
behind the successes and the pain behind the struggles.

The context is concerned with how these people interact with and shape their
surroundings.

The two major parts to this report, The Sunrise Context and Other Views.
represent the two major ways in which the research questions were ultimately
approached. The former provides a description. by an outsi der, of the changes
that occurred as the project got under way. The latter is made up of observations
written by the teachers directly involved in the project. The final section of this
report, End-points, attempts to draw together the experiences and extrapolate out
insights to be gained.

The first and most obvious part of the context is the serting of the classroom. Thill
ranges from a description of the surrounding community co particular attributes
within the school and classroom. Elements such as physical items, classroom
indicators and significant events as well as organisational structures will be
described.
Another major element in a description of the surroundings is a characterisation
of the social interactions that occur within the classroom. These may be treated
at a number of levels, for example at an incident level (where the practices of
participants involved in a significant teaching moment or learning moment are
examined) or at a macro level (where broad panems that constitute classroom
functioning are studied). This pan of the report concentrates on a macro level
examination of classroom life and studies its development over time. Among the
areas of interest are:

The following sections provide a brief description of the structure of the major
pans to this repon.

• organisation and characterisation of groups within the class;
• methods of communication; and
• the manner in which class decisions are made and conflicts resolved.

THE SUNRISE CONTEXT

The final elements to be dealt with are the attitudes and perceptions of the
participants. In a similar fashion to the examination of practice, these elements
may be treated at different levels of focus: relating to particular episodes or to
more general concerns. This theme centres on the more general, and specifically
considers:

Participants and the Setting
The description of the Sunrise context aims to discover the circumstances that
surround the development of the project. In panicular, this relates to how the
setting, patterns of behaviour and perceptions of the participants develop over the
lifetime of the project. Of course, a complete study of context would be very
broad, for it would encompass the classroom, school, surrounding community,
educational systems, families, media, local, state and national politics•. etc. While
such a study might be desirable, it is not feasible. Thus. the objects of inquiry
have been restricted to those that relate to the central questions of this project.
The major participants in this study include:
l the students
2 their teachers

• attitudes of teachers and students to the project;
• survival strategies or mechanisms that are constructed to deal with the
complexities of innovation; and
• perceptions of the project constraints and goals.

Reporting Structures
The description of the contextual study is given in five chapters. The first
provides a background to the study, where it took place and what were the
starting points for the participants. Next, the critical issue of support, panicularly
the initial suppon offered to the teachers, is described. An understanding of this
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phase of the project is vital in making sense of the reports that fo llow. The
responses of the teachers and the students to innovation are examined in the next
three chapters.
As the research program lagged behind the implementation of the project by a
number of months, it is difficult to provide a complete picture of the context that
existed as changes were made. Fortunately, in the first term there was only minor
structural change to the functioni.ng of the classroom. In addition, the project has
had little impact on the rest of the school or the surrounding community. Thus it
h as been possi ble to gather broad evidence that provides a r easonable
representation of initial conditions.
OTHER VIEWS
The second part of this report deals with accounts and summaries by the teacher
participants and suppon personnel. These accounts serve as counterpoints to the
interpretations given in the contextual description. They also provide multiple
perspectives in which one can make sense of the project. Each participant has
chosen a different way to interpret their experience.
Reporting Structures
The first report looks at the roles and professional responsibilities of the major
support person involved in the project. His personal philosophy, and a single day
in his life as the project officer, are described from this perspective. In this way,
we can capture the pressures and glimpse the role performed by this person.
The second report focuses on how a teacher's perceptions changed over the
course of the project's first year. Details of how implementation problems were
encountered and solved provide an insight into the struggle for innovation.
Development in student-teacher relations are described and provide evidence for
a major shift in the way these two groups negotiated. This account also provides
views of changes to teacher planning and instructional practice.
The third report is divided into two parts. The first relates the storx of a novel
approach to the teaching of social studies within the Sunrise context. The second
focuses on the development of one instructional technique: the coconstruction, by
students and teachers, of computer-based information systems. Together, the two
sections provide a broad picture of what it is like to be a teacher in the Sunrise
project.

INTRODUCI1ON 7

How to establish a coherent approach to curriculum development within an
innovative project is a major concern of the fourth report. In the first part, there is
an examination of the broad concerns that pertain to invo lvement in an
innovative project. This includes a discussion of philosophy, professional
suppon, as well as considerations of instructional opponunities and professional
pressures. The second part is approached by providing an account of the
development of an instructional topic (in mathematics). This description
demonstrates how the translation of a set of ideas into classroom practices and
student understandings took place.
The fifth repon is based around the transcript of an interview condu cted with an
experienced teacher who took part in the study for 10 weeks. The discussion
examines perceptions of student characteristics; the classroom context; influences
on teaching style and influences on professional concerns.
Toe final chapter in this section reports on one part of a professional development
experience. In this exercise, an experimental approach to language instruction
was developed and applied in the classroom. A number of perspectives (and a
number of questions) are provided towards this innovation.

SUNRISE FRAMEWORKS 9

2

Sunrise Frameworks

This c hapter sets o ut a principled p o sition as a basis for a generative,
interventionist research program. Six classes of related principles were unveiled
that had. a direct bearing on rhis project. These involved:
• the desire and means to encourage autonomous learning;
• the manner in which students construct knowledge and the implications of
such theories;
• the influence and building of alternative classroom cultures;
• the influence of technological instruments on education;
• the professional growth of teachers; and
• appropriate research methodologies.
In one sense the framework for this project might be expected to have as a central
theme something radical, a bold initiative that parallels the use of technologically
dazzling equipment. Instead, the main issue is something quite conventional,
something that may have been an implicit focus of many studies in education.
Simply stated, it is that there is an interest in obseIVing and supporting change
and investigating potential change: in patterns of thinking; in networks of
communication and control; and in situations that can not be foreseen right now.
The reasons for change, and the manner in which such change might be obse1Ved.
rest on a collection of perspectives. These take the form of a general perception
that schooling may be failing to deliver people who can cope with the demands of
the future; that the pace and nature of change will make it difficult to plan change
in schools; and that we need to approach and define the roles that technology
might have in schools with an open mind.
It is widely held that participation in a future, technologically rich and demanding
culture will require individuals who demonstrate adaptive, f lexible and
cooperative abilities. DiSessa (1987 :344) observes • a jump in technological
complexity and abstractness' in modem society and a consequent demand for a
higher quality of technical understanding. But this frequently expressed
prediction exists in a climate where the produ�ts of schooling are being seriously
questioned. As Gott (1989:98 ) observes, 'marked discontinuity thus exists
between what schools supply and the real world demands of skilled performers'.

It seems that schools have, in general, abstracted real world knowledge to a stage
where such a disparity exists. This has lead some, such as Papert (1980), to
question educational content and practice and to suggest radical reform. Parallel
to this rhinking are those who posit new conceptions of intelligence. Rather than
being aligned with academic achievement, the new intelligence is characterised
by qualities such as self-management in purposeful constructive ways (Sternberg,
1988). Thus, intelligently acting individuals can adapt to various environmental
constraints as well as changing these conditions if the need arises.
The pace of change, both technological and theory building, in the area of
computer education mitigates against research based on stable empirical results.
As Pea (1985:167) suggests:
The urgency of updating education's goals and methods recommends an activist research
par.uiigm: IO simultaneously create and srudy changes in processes and outcomes of human
learning willl new cognitive and educational tools.

Thus, there is a place for theory building and crafted, infonned implementation to
occur at the same time. Theory building in this sense entails the generation of
hypotheses in the light of direct experience. Of course, the only way to gather
such experience, especially when it involves novel technology, is to implement
changes based on a reasoned position and to have in place a research program
that is generative (of theories). This resonates with the ideas of diSessa (1987),
that there are two research strategies worth pursuing: the development of
prototypes (working models of educational innovation) and the strategy of
principled design (where the conjectures that lie behind the innovation are
uncovered as it proceeds).
To consider the influence that computers and computing may have on education
in the future we should not rely on prediction based on the devices themselves
(we should not adopt a hardware orientation); rather it would be more productive
to consider how we might construct uses and derive meanings. As Papen (1987)
suggests, it is the responsibility of people, not machines, to determine the future
of educational computing. The project should be inquiry driven rather than
technologically driven. There should be a willingness to accept the responsibility
that this brings to the enterprise. Thus, the products of the endeavour include
knowledge, possibilities and questions rather than mere use of resources.
Computing in schools may evoke a wide variety of responses in those involved in
education. Some will view computers as necessary agents within schools so thaJ
schools may reflect the perception that the large scale adoption of computers in
other areas of society (business. government, etc.) is necessarily a desirable thing,
Others will view a study of computers as important because students need to be
aware of the social and cultural effects that computers may bring, and need to be
prepared to handle such issues. Still others will view computers as providing a
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mechanism for increasing educational efficiency, where more is achieved at
lower cost. All of these view s, the pragmatic, social and productive, are
impoverished yet understandable perceptions. They arc flawed because there is
the implicit assumption that computing in schools does not alter any of the
fundamentals in the educational equation, that as Pea (1985) suggests computers
are seen as mere amplifiers of existing patterns of thought. Yet there is evidence,
outlined in Papert (1980), Pea (1985) and diSessa (1987), that thoughtfully
crafted computing environments and the inherent changes in classroom
atmosphere can alter the educational equation in fundamental ways.
The perspectives outlined above set the groundwork for the rest of this chapter,
which is structured so that an examination of the underlying philosophies takes
place. These philosophies have been collected from six interlinked areas:
• the value of autonomous learning and pedagogies that advance this process;
• the role of personal construction when kno wledge bu ilding and an
epistemology that supports this;
• the influence that the persuasive, embedded classroom culture has on learning;
• the manner in which the influence of technological instruments on education
may be examined;
• the ways in which professional growth of teachers involved can best be
enhanced; and
• the underlying principles that establish the methodologies for conducting
research in this .field.
PRINCIPLES
This section has three aims:
• to elucidate the underlying principles;
• to justify them; and
• to show how they are to be related to the current project in practical ways.
Autonomy
There seems to be a widely held desire for members of our society to be
autonomous thinkers - capable of self-management towards productive goals.
Educationists have expressed this aspiration in the central goals of education
where independence is highly valued.
If thinking is organised into schematic, heterarchical forms, thinking processes
would range from procedural (how to) and propositional knowledge (knowledge

about) to higher order procedures (such as heuristics) and metacognition. The
development of autonomous learners is concerned with improvement and
expansion of higher order and metacognitive processes.
Research into cognition suggests that in order to deliberately learn new ideas or
to solve novel problems, students need to have autonomy over their thinlc.ing
processes. Metacognitive ability, being able to set goals, monitor, select among
alternatives and control processes, has been the focus of much research in recent
years. The research has included not only theoretical aspects, but also how
instruction may be fashioned to encourage such thinking. Two strands from the
educational research stand out:
• instruction that targets metacognitive and higher order procedures; and
• the social environment that fosters such instruction.

Instruction
Instruction that supports autonomous learning by targeting thinking strategies
needs to occur in more than one context. Various studies, for example Brown,
Collins and Duguid (1989), and Perkins and Salomon (1989), have indicated that
higher order strategies tend to remain context-bound and resistant to
generalisation. Other studies, for example Schank and Abelson (1977), suggest
that memory is sto red and retrieved episodic ally and i s thus highly
contextualised. Unfortunately, as Papert (1987) o bserves, many modern
classrooms are characterised by compartmentalisation where strategies, factual
knowledge and procedures are restricted to tightly defined, academic domains. Of
course, this ensures that thinking remains context-bound. Brown (1985) suggests
that explicit guidance is necessary for flexible, cross-contextual application of
higher-order thinking to occur. In the same vein, Davis (1989) asserts that it is
important to establish links with the solving of real problems, rather than the
artificial teacher pleasing problems of the classroom. In this way the learning is
grounded in knowledge domains rather than superficial teacher -dependent
domains.
It is also important that attention is provided to the naive strategies that learners
bring to any instructional situation or knowledge domain. As diSessa (1987:347)
states:
Srudents do not absorb new knowledge onto a blank slate, but instead interpret what they
have read and what is said to !hem in umns of an already functioning knowledge system.

Thus, instruction should recognise and build from existing conceptions and
procedures in a way that respects the autonomy that is already there.
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The Social Environment
The social environment, or classroom culture, needs to be carefully managed for
auton omy to be encouraged. At first, this may appear strange - that the
development of autonomy is linked to a surrounding classroom culture. A
number of perspectives may be put forward to cla rify this view. First, the
classroom atmosphere must be conducive to the expression of independent
thoughL Before a student can engage in selecting from alternate strategies, these
strategies must be available (either in the mind of the student or in some socially
determined reality). A classroom culture that encourages (and values) the
expression of a number of alternatives can increase the repenoire of intellectual
resources that are available to the learner. Awareness of alternatives can only be
achieved when communicating with others in a way that establishes their worth.
Second, as Davis (1989) observed, there is a need to inject into classrooms the
spirit or disciplined inquiry that exists in outside domains (for example the
experimental flavour of scientific and mathematical research or the creative
character of musical composition). In this way the autonomous nature of the
domain expert is transported to the classroom.The role that technology might
have in this bridging process will be treated later in this chapter.
It is worth considering how the very nature of autonomous functioning may alter
in the future. There is the prospect that traditional measures of intelligence may
prove incomplete when external processors are taken into account.New ways of
personal control over thinldng and expression may emerge.

The Personal Construction of Knowledge
The constructivist epistemology, derived from the work of Piaget, is grounded in
the belief that knowledge is a personal construction of cognitive structure
requiring active engagement of the learner.Papen (1980) has built on this
perspective and has provided productive insights into learning, particularly
learning that is based on the agency of computer-based software environments.
This raises a number of issues.
First, pedagogies based on constructivism should support an experiential
methodology. Davis (1989: 152) points out that direct instruction alone does not
provide sufficient links for knowledge structures to become established. He
believes that: 'Experience provides the very foundation materials from which all
ideas can later be synthesised ...'. Hence, learners should be provided with the
opportunity for experiences (which may involve real or abstract objects) as a
necessary form of introduction.
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Second, knowledge is situated• . .. being in part a product of the activity, context
and culture in which it is developed and used' (Brown, Collins & Du.g uid
1989:32).
This means that a pedagogy must address the issue of abstracting principles and
powerful procedu res from situation-bound experienc es, otherwise any
associations with influential abstractions will be speculative. Hawkins and Pe1'
(1987:291}, speaking of science education, suggest that this process involves the
engagement • ...in the complex process of mod ifying natural notions of
empirical phenomenon'.
The third issue lies in establishing meaningful experien ces and learning
environments.Since the construction of knowledge is a personal, intentional and
active process, it requires an intellectual commitment from the learner to invest
cognitive time and effort.Papen (1987:18} captures some of the reasons why
students were prepared to invest such effort when he explains:
... b ecause they are making something they could mobilise their whole person: their
aesthetic sense, their sense of a meaningful project. their sense of it being related to who
they were as individuals and wh111 their most import:int values were.

In addition, it may be asserted that personal meanings related to personal goals
and desires are preferred to imposed meanings because more robust and
independent forms of knowledge could be expected.
The fourth issue relates to the belief that cognitive structures are inextricably
linked. Davis (1989:151) asserts that' ... there really is no such thing as a piece
of knowledge, separate from some sort of larger context ... '. This means that
one measure of the robus tness of knowledge is the extent and quality of
connections that a person can establish with other knowledge. To discuss the
acquisition of a particular concept, idea or procedure may in fact be an illusion,
convenient at times. but not reflecting real knowledge state.
The issue of attribution is relevant to the constructivist perspective. If children
believe that their ability to learn isftxed rather than incremental, then it is likely
that they will attribute failure to learn as an inescapable consequence of their
unchanging ability. Conversely, if children believe that knowledge is constructed
incrementally, then failure presents less of a problem and perhaps not a problem
at all (failures might be used productively).Some software environments suppon
an incremental view of knowledge. Papen (1980) explains how Logo can be used
to present an incremental account of knowledge (embodied in a computer
environment).
Finally, there is the belief that it is not only the personal construction of
knowledge that is important, but also the tools (physical, technological or mental)
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employed in such construction. Given the episodic nature of knowledge, it is not
surprising that there is a close relationship between the tool(s) used and the
knowledge gained - the two are inextricably bound. Normally, intelleccual tools
(in the form of cognitive technology or professional behaviours) are presented to
learners as fixed entities without much explanation. DiSessa (1988; 1989)
suggests a rational extension to the constructivist metaphor: that learners should
be involved in the construction of tools of inquiry, record keeping, computation,
etc.

Persuasive, Embedded Cultures
The previous section established a view of learning that is concerned wilh the
individual's mental functioning. However, learning occurs within, and is
d etermined by, a variety of powerful cultural contexts. Davis (1989:146)
advances the notion that learning can be described as • ... becoming part of a
viable culture'. This section deals with this cultural perspective of learning and
describes some of the important issues at stake.
The first task is to describe what is termed the traditional school culture (although
this is necessarily a gross simplification as schools have a variety of overlapping
cultures). There seems to be a widely held belief that there is a gap between
classroom culture and the culture that exists within professionals of particular
knowledge domains (such as mathematics in schools versus professional
mathematics users and researchers). It seems that this gap extends so that there is
a distinct difference between the classroom culture and the indigenous culture of
children and families (for example evidence suggests that children solve similar
arithmetic problems quite differently in a shop and at school). One way of
characterising this difference is to observe that in outside cultures a person
accomplishes a task, but inside the classroom culture the focus lies in the
acquisition of knowledge and tools (arithmetic, spelling). This may be described
as the tool-bound orientation of schools.
Another way of depicting the classroom culture is to examine the roles that are
played. Davis (1989: 153) explores the functional role of students within a
traditional classroom culcure in the following way:
I
2
3
4
5
6

Come to school.
Come to school on time.
BequieL
Do what you are told.
Do it the way you are told iL
Stay out of uouble.
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If students perceive this list to be their primary duty, it is difficult to imagine how
this will equip them to learn or to panicipate in a technologically advanced
society when they finish school. Davis provides an alternative, ideal functional
role that sits in direct contrast to the previous description:

..

�

1 Make sure that yo11 understand the meaning of what is said or wrinen.
2 If in doubt ask questions.
3 Check whatever has been said against your own experience and your own data.
4 Look for negative evidence against any claim made.
5 Try IO solve problems by methods that you yourself invent.
6 Look for pauems, and try to make use of them.
7 Look for other possibilities.
8 Look for generalisations.
9 When things look similar, look carefully for possible differences.
10 When things look entirely unlike one another. look for ways in which they are
essentially the same.
11 Learn about your personal st:rengths and wea.Jcnesses in the way you deal wilh
mathematical situations.
12 Try IO understand the power that lies within heuristics, :,nd make use of it.

Finally, there is the view that the traditional classroom is dominated by the
teaching of abstracted concepts and skills, divorced from legitimate conditions.
Gott (1989) describes this as the development of generalised academic abilities.
From this largely negative view of the prevailing classroom culture, it is
worthwhile to construct some notions of a what replacement culture might look;
like. Such a learning culture would see students engaged in legitimate activity
drawn from outside cultures and activity created within the classroom context.
For example, students involved in some literary activity would take on the role,
experience the problems, and use the tools of professional authors. In this sense,
learning would change from the typical reception of exposition to one of
cognitive apprenticeship (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989).
Besides the culcurally derived meaning such a change may bring to learners in a
classroom, it is possible to conceive advantages to enhance cognition. As
Cements (1986:310) suggests:
Metacognitive experiences are more likely to occur in situations in which people engage in
a nd communicaie about conscious cognition, particularly when they behave in new and
unaccustotued ways; the outcome of what people think and do is import:,nt to them; people
believe that their cognjtions contain errors; and there are sufficient attention and memory
resources (i.e. there is sufficient time to think about cognjtions ).

The conditions mentioned (communication, importance) are pan of the social.
construction of the classroom.
While one might describe the above sentiments as laudable, it seems problematic
as to how such an enculruration might be fostered.It is a major premise of this
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project that it is possible to bridge the gap between specific domains and to foster
an enveloping learning culture through the careful use of emerging technological
resources. Papert (1980); Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989); Davis (1989);
diSessa (1988; 1989); Noss (1988); and Hawkins and Pea (1987) all advocate this
idea as wonhy of investigation. Technology then becomes a new medium that
transcends cultural barriers.

Cognitive Technologies
The term cognitive technology has been proposed by Pea (1985) to encompass
any instrument that may extend or productively alter patterns of thinking.
Obvious technologies in this domain include drawing instruments (such as paper
and pen) or representation and portrayal devices (such as photographic
equipment). Following the notion forwarded by Vygotsky (1978) that such tools
may be considered as extracortical organisers of thought, it is Pea's premise that
we should consider computers and software environments as modem cognitive
technologies. He stresses that we should not be limited by this view; that is, we
should not consider these new technologies as mere amplifiers of human
cognition. Rather, we should be sensitive to the notion that modem cognitive
technologies are likely to change our patterns of thinking in significant,
qualitative ways. This view is particularly important in education given the
predominance of pen and paper technologies as th.e medium of expression and
external process. If we replace this medium then it is likely that such a
replacement will have generally unforeseen effects.
It is possible to presume some avenues in which a change of cognitive
technology is likely to have impact. These invoke the shifting of cognitive tasks;
a redefinition of some social functions; and new effective practices of learning.

Cognitive Tasks
Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) introduce the term off-loading of cognitive
tasks onto the environment. This suggests that some knowledge and knowledge
handling procedures once considered necessary for intelligent functioning can be
transferred to cognitive technologies. An example might suffice to demonstrate
this argument. Literacy could be said to include extensive knowledge of word
spelling and include procedures to check and edit written work for misspellings.
With the advent of word processors and automatic spelling checkers, such
knowledge and skills can be transferred to an external processor. The question
now becomes: does a person cease to have such literary ability because an
external device is being used? This example can be extended to raise
pedagogical issues. What happens if a student not only uses a spelling checker to

off-load a cognitive task, but is also involved in using such a tool to build a
personal dictionary? In much the same way in which calculators may be
im aginatively used to enhance arithmetic skills, a spelling check e{
/accumulator/editor may be used to strengthen literacy skills.
Instead of merely off-loading a cognitive task, it is possible for a student to
engage in building the tool as well (a new social function).

New Social Functions
DiSessa (1989) points out that classroom cultures contain powerful intellectual
tools, but that they often fail to be exploited profitably. The reasons for this, as
discussed in previous sections, lie in the artificial abstraction in contemporary
classroom cultures. Hence, there is a need to closely examine new social
functions and closely related cognitive activities that may legitimately find a
place within a new learning culture. DiSessa believes that we should examine
activity structures of the participant learners. This means that we should look at
how learners create meanings for the technology (as opposed to some intended
meaning), and the uses to which they put them. Although it is possible to
establish a large number of social functions, diSessa settles on a small number of
genres:
• establishing and supporting a tool enriched, using and constructing
environment;
• external expression of knowledge using a variety of modes; and
• enhancing the likelihood of creative experience and expression.
This perspective represents a more m ature, educationally legitimate set of'
functions than those that have been proposed in earlier cycles of educational
computing.

A Computational Medium
A computational medium is a particular instantiation of cognitive technologies. It
is a means of expression that differs from traditional media in fundamental ways
by:
• enabling rich representational opportunities;
• providing a wide range of external intellectual functioning; and
• facilitating interaction and construction.
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Sophisticated software environments allow knowledge (both declarative and
procedural) to be represented and manipulated in different ways. In addition to
traditional forms of texrual, numeric and graphical imagery, the links between
different representational forms can be made explicit. This allows a system user
or constructor to choose appropriate modes to embody concepts or ideas.
External procedures which are related to cognitive activities (such as searching
and selecting information) can be put into effect by a computational medium.
Some computational systems exist that contain embodiments of powerful
cognitive functioning such as hierarchical organisation and anention focusing.
Hypertext systems and outline processors are computer software environments
that embrace these design principles, and function by prompting and supporting
such extended cognition. Finally, it is well appreciated that some computer-based
environments achieve great utility and effectiveness though their constructive
nature since this attribute supports inquiry based methods of knowledge
acquisition and expression.

Professional Growth
The teacher maintains a critical role in the manner in which new technological
instrumems are incorporated into the classroom. As well as establishing various
procedures that dictate the entry and use of such devices, teachers have a great
influence on models that students adopt and use in their thinking. This is
certainly a non-trivial exercise, because it involves:
• the construction of a sup[X>Iting learning culture;
• the anairunent of technical knowledge and implications; and
• the choice, by teachers, of models, metaphors and practices as starting points
for students.
One approach might be simply to extend traditional roles and models. But, as the
previous discussion illustrates, this is unlikely to achieve the desired results.
What is critical is the measure of support that teachers receive as they are asked
to carry out major changes to their established practices.
Since this project involved major and unpredictable changes to classroom
functioning, it was important for the teachers involved to develop appropriate
theories and practices relating to the technology and student learning. These
could equip the teachers with a broad repertoire of (X>tential res[X>nsive actions as
well as building a panem for the growth of such practices.

Methodologies
Information processing models of human behaviour have led to an increased
awareness that it might be possible to inquire into and describe children's
thinking processes. One fundamental problem faced by all methodologies that
anempt this is that essentially covert processes are required to be made overt. TQ
meet this challenge, a variety of experimental and observational research
procedures have been developed. No one method, by itself, is sufficient to
provide a co mplete pic t ure of mental functioning . A combinatio n of
methodologies, using interviews, thinking aloud protocols and passive
descriptive means, is likely to be appropriate.
In addition to methodologies that report on cognitive processes, there is a need to
address changes that might occur within the various cultures that overlap in this
project. While measuring cultural shifts may be problematic. techniques a�
available that can describe such changes. These techniques are ethnographic in
nature because they anempt to re-create the meanings: shared knowledge and
behaviours of groups of teachers and students.

PART2
THE SUNRISE CONTEXT

3

First Steps

The early stages of a project are critical. Decisions are made, and events unfold,
that set the course for later development. It is also a time where heavy demands
are placed on the teachers, students and the project planneIS. New practices have
to be adopted and old ideas re-examined. We can assume that radical
technological change in classrooms based on simple, settled devices and practices
is liable to cause disorientation and insecurity.
This chapter serves two major purposes. First, to describe the physical and
organisational settings that surround the teachers and students involved in this
project. Second, to describe the starting points from which participants
established their place in the innovative process. In this discussion, the focus will
be placed on the teachers.

THE ENVIRONMENT
The District
Coombabah State School is situated at the northern end of Gold Coast City. To
the immediate north along the coast are extensive tracts of crown land in the form
of mangroves, islands and waterways. To the west lies land that was previously
used for fanning. These areas are now being developed for residential and tourist
purposes. The area immediately surrounding the school consists of low and
medium density housing. The housing developments are reasonably new and
many of the expensive houses front onto canals. Opposite the school is a small
environmental pan: with a ranger's station (see Figure 3.1).
A major arterial road passes in front of the school and connects the surrounding
districts to Hope Island and the Pacific Highway to the north-west. The road is an
alternative route fo.r vehicles travelling from Southport and. the northern suburbs
to Brisbane.
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tou risl busi ncsscs, corn pany di rectors and m anagcrs. pu bi i c servants,
professionals, anisls and pensioners. Very few of these occupations deal wilh
industries that export products out of lhc region; mosl deal wilh supporting
tourism and recrcaLion. servicing new seulcrs in the region, rctircmcnl and lhe
provision of general services. A small number of boat manufacturing businesses
also exist in nearby area<;.
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Figure 3.1 The Surrounding District
Note:

M=mangrove, H=housing, S=school, EP=envimnmental park

The areas surrounding the school, particularly to the north and east, are highly
valued. To lhe south is an older, more established group of houses oflower value.
A small settlement to the north on Hope Island has some lower valued housing
and a nearby area contains a caravan park. The feeder area for the school has a
no.rth-south orientation (with the Broadwater to the east and Coombabah Creek
and wetlands to the west).
Three other state primary schools lie to tbe south between Coombabah and
Southport. They are Biggera Waters (20 years old), Musgrave Hill (27 years old)
and Labrador (70 years old). Southport itself is 110 years old. Thus. there bas
been a general expansion of the population to the north over the last century. A
Catholic primary school, St Francis Xavier, is also situated nearby. The schools
to the north-west (Coomera and Helensvale) lie inland, away from the coast and
are isolated culturally from Coombabah. A state secondary school, Coombabah
State High, is situated a shon distance to the south of the schooi. In the past,
many studems who have completed their schooling at Coombabah State School
have gone on to attend this high school.
The socioeconomic distribution of the parents is quite wide. A survey of the
occupations of fathers of Year 7 students revealed a mixture of (in approximate
decreasing frequency) construction workers, small service business operators,

The regional prospects for the future were reported by the school administration
to be quite bright, with new tourist developments lO lhc nonh. During 1990 a site
to the north of Coombabah was suggested for the establishment or a Multi
Funccion Polis. Following some controversy, these plans were discarded for
another site. ln future years. if the pauem for other areas on the Gold Coast is
followed, there will probably be (ewer residential developments and more high
d�nsity housing. A large resort is being constructed on Hope Island to join a
number of other developments (marinas and closed residential developments
such as Sanctuary Cove).

The School
Coombabah State School is a medium-sized. government-nm, primary school of
approximately 780 students (including 50 students in the preschool section).
Most of the grades have around 100 students (except for Year 4 which had 77
students at the beginning of 1990), There are approximately 40 staff. The school
nwnbers have stabilised in recent years.
The school is relatively new, having been built 11 ye� ago. Most of the teaching
areas are attractive two storey constructions with concrete slabs, metal frames
and metal roofs. Some teaching areas are one scorey and of similar construction
while some are demountable buildings. The administration block, sports block,
amenities and tuckshop are all single storey buildings. A large covered area is
available to avoid the sun and rain while students anend assembly, eat lunch and
morning tea. The grounds have been pleasantly landscaped with native trees and
tropical foliage. Surrounding the buildings are various sporting fields and play
areas.

,._.,

The school has a student turnover of about 10 per cent during a normal school
year. While higher than other schools in the state, this rate is comparable to (if
not slightly lower than) most schools in the coastal region. During the year the
research class experienced a turnover of 10 per cenc with a net gain of four
srudents at the end of the year.
The school ethos was described by the administration as achievement orienred,
with an alignment towards traditional teaching practice. It was felt that the age
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Figure 3.2

Floor plan: the shaded region is the teaching area generally
used for instruction
Not.e:

Note:

WR=withdrawal room, PA,..preparation area, TS=teachers' sroreroorn, CS=cleaners'
stt>reroom. TA=reaching area.

of the school (being younger than surrounding schools) has meant that there is
less need for the type of school renewal taking place in other cencres.

The Classroom
The 110 Year 6 srudems are housed along the top floor of a two-storey school
building. The school library and a music room talce up the ground floor. The top
floor is broken up into six areas including two large teaching areas, a withdrawal
room, a teachers' storage room, a preparation area and a small storage room for
the cleaning staff. Outside the rooms is a wide, panially covered verandah where
students gather before entering class and where they eat their lunch (see Figure
3.2).
All Year 6 students are divided up into similar sized classes (called 6A and 6B) at
the beginning of the year. Each class was allocated to one of the teaching areas.
All ,the other facilities arc shared, alth.ough in practice, the class not taking pare in
the project (6B) made little use of the shared facilities.

cz::::J

Initial classroom arrangement: the shaded region indicates the
student assembly area

Trr-ote:icher desk. WB=wbiteboard, PR=priru.er, COMP=tlesktop compurer

The main teaching area for the 6A class is well lit and ventilated. Large glass
�dows and metal louvres occupy most of the external walls. Almost all free
wall space and some window space is regularly used for the display of student
work, posters and decorations. Carpet covers much of the room except for an area
near the main entry and sink.
The physical setting of the room along with tb.e placement of furniture, technical
equipment and special purpose areas was traced during the year. In one way, the
changes which occurred to the physical. setting can provide clues to other aspects
of classroom and teacher orientation.
At the start of the year, the room was organised by the teachers using a plan from
previous experience (see Figure 3.3). As was customary, the 60 students were
broken into two smaller class groups. These srudents were allocated desks which
fonned two clusters at opposite ends of the room. The central part of the room
(shaded) was used as a general gathering point for whole class activities. When
assembled in this area, srudems were required to sit on the floor to be addressed
by one or more teachers. At other times, the students were broken up into two
groups and taught by teachers at each end of the room. Rarely were any other
arrangements of student groupings made.
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Scattered around the edges of the room were various devices such as printers,
desktop computers, a CD-ROM device, an externally mounted modem and a
colour scanner. Other, less technical, equipment included display boards, a
manual mailing board, partitions, shelves, teacher desks and whiteboards. In
addition posters and advertising material adorned the walls and ceiling.
Students kept their laptop computers in slide-out boxes that .fined underneath the
desks. At times, particularly when other students needed to use the computers,
they were left on the top of the desks. After school, students would take their
computers home in a specially constructed carry bag. Computers that were
damaged or unwanted by the students were stored in the adjoining storeroom.

THE CLASSROOM PARTICIPANTS
The Teachers
A Year 6 class of 60 students is normally allocated two teachers who can then
choose to divide the group up in any way that they see fit. In this case, three
teache.rs were allocated to the class in order to account for the anticipated heavier
workload that would be required, particularly in curriculum development. In the
planning stages before the project got under way, it was determined that the extra
time so generated would be used to free up one teacher away from classroom
duty. This time was intended to be spent in curriculum planning, professional
development or project administration.
During the course of the year, one teacher took 10 weeks leave in class time, and
a replacement teacher was introduced to the project. This change presented a
research opponunity as the new teacher was able to provide some independent
insights into a project that was well under way. A later chapter will deal with the
perceptions gathered.
The three teachers had no formal training in educational computing in either
preservice or in-service form. One teacher had experience with a home computer
and a small amount of tutorial use within the classroom. Another had some
classroom instruction experience with a single computer using a word processor,
simulations and a simple database application. Highest formal qualifications
included a bachelor's degree in education and two teaching diplomas. The three
were well experienced teachers, mainly in the upper primary area. Their years of
teaching experience were 6, 8 and 18 years. Two of the teachers have expressed
intentions to pursue further formal study in mathematics education and computer
education in 1991.

Before the project began formally, the teachers received a small amount of
informal tuition in the use of LogoWriter. They received little or no instruction
on how to use other devices in the classroom or b.ow to operate basic software
such as the operating system or a word processor. Although they were expected
to engage in quite an amount of innovative curriculum development, the three
teachers had little formal training or in-service education in this area.
rmpo.rtantly, they received little practical help in how to design a curriculum that
made substantial use of computational tools.
At various stages at the beginning of the project, the teachers were asked to give
their views concerning the general imperative for the introduction of computer
technology into their classroom. The following comments were obtained from
such discussions.
,r

One type of argument that was given may be described as the vocational
imperative. Since computers are increasingly important in the working
envlronment, today's students need to be trained in their use. The teachers
believed that this argwnent was the most cogent:
Because ... they're probably the most significant factor that's ... in society. AY!d .•. if
any kid's got a ch:,nce of becoming fluent [with compw:.ers) ... must be worth millions of
dollars of oppo.runicy to be able to get in on the gi-ound floor.
. , . So what that means is that these kids have IO be exposed to it. because when they leave
school. I'm sme their businesses are going to be dominated by ... and even their lives ...
dominated by personal compwen.

A wider perspective, which incorporated a general view concerned with social
control, was expressed as an extension to the preceding argument:
The fact that they are there, th.ey·ve got to know how to control that technology. In other
wards. l':lthe,- than having it control them. You can •t afford to be ignorant any more of what
computet5 are and whaI they do.

This imperative, although derived from the vocational, probably deserves a status
of its own. It is also important since it resonates with one of the expressed aims
of the Sunrise Project: to have students conuol their learning environment by
taking part in the construction of computer-based inquiry tools. It can be argued
that this form of computer interaction (programming) has the student more
involved with control over the technology than student activity based on
manipulating application packages.
Another class of imperatives dealt with instructional issues. Here, the computers
were seen as appropriate because of potential enhancement to instruction and
learning. One rationale that was put forward focused on the motivational aspect
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of computers, especially in the context of accommodating for individual
differences:
The:re is always the chance that you are going to reach kids that you wouldn't reach
otherwise ... By using something like rlt3! I think: it really opens someone up. While a kid
might otherwise sit there and do nothing.

Another teacher concentrated on the opportunities that computers might provide
in going about writing tasks:
One could be looking at ... the kids process writing and the drafting process. l mean. we
are giving them a lool that makes that process just easy, and therefore they will define their
ideas that much more easily ...

The most cont.entious imperative dealt with the necessity of change in teaching
style that a computer-rich environment might make possible. The problem
surronnds the question of amplification versus restructured use of the computers.
On one hand, computers can be used to reinforce, and extend, existing teaching
styles. Alternatively, the opportunity exists to try out innovative strategies that
address instructional objectives in novel ways. One teacher expressed this issue
quite succinctly:
. . . you do have to look back a liaJe bit and say: 'What can we do that's better now, rh-at we
do anyway']' But I don't agree, I thlnJc it's really important - you have got 10 say: 'What
can I do tl:uii I could never do before?' It's very hard to see that ...

Of course this attitude contrasts with the inherent conservatism that exists among
teachers. A5 two of I.be teachers expressed it:
... I'm the same way, I like to feel a bit secure and know where I'm going ...
... I think my tendencies ;,.:re that. I like to leach thal way [reacher direcled] sometimes
because it is a secure way of teaching, the kids are quiet. If anyone walks in, they are
working and it looks good and all those superficial lhings that it is the righl thing to do ...

The desire for the resolution of these competing demands - the innovation in
teaching and the wish to strengthen existing styles - was to form a turbulent
background in the lives of the teachers over the first year of the project.
One critical element in the teachers' background was their attitude towards
professional aceountability. They identified four major groups of people who
were significant in this respect:
•
•
•
•

the school's administration staff
their students
the project personnel
the parents
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During the early stages of the project it was not immediately obvious which of
these groups was the most imponant, although later events provided some clear
indi_cations. What was obvious, however, was a concern about conflicts that
might arise:
t"

. .. because if lhe Principal wanted you lo do something then you muse meet his objectives.
But then again for the project we must meet your [project personnel] objectives so I guess
that is going IO be hard sometimes. We don't know which direction we are just going to be
pulled by either side all the time. That scares me.

An issue raised with the teachers concerned the ethical problem where one group
of students in I.be school were extremely well resourced in contrast to a group in
the adjoining classroom. They responded by pointing out the cross-benefits that
other students in Year 6 and in other years would gain. These included the
enhancement of professional skills by teachers in the years ahead as well as
access to some of the equipment that was used by the research group. One teacher
reponed on how the parents of the other Year 6 group reacted when they found
that their children were not to be included:
... I mean !here is this real feeling of: 'Oh we missed out on something 1ha1 is lerrific •
and you jus1 have lo say: 'Well that's life. Bad luck.' And it is hard, there is no way
you c3Iljustify any of it really. But I think ... 100 much good is coming oul .•.

The other teachers concurred with the justification that the outcomes would be
sufficient to dispel ethical doubts.
When the teachers were asked to reflect on their style of teaching and expected
changes that they might take on board, some interesting insights emerged. One
teacher expressed the hope that a style which encouraged student investigation
and control might now surface:
I think I have been progressing lowards where I want to go, bul I think that perhaps that ...
if you are not quite sure of the coment or the olher teacher at Lh.e other end was doing
somelhing qujet., you will tend to wke over and lalk and uilk ••• and you take comrol. You
.t,: take ilie conirol away from ilie kids ... I've seen too many kids in my teaching that are
e totally turned off, 1101 interested. They are failures ... I'd like to get to the stage ... like in
preschool, where the kids are keen, and they are enjoying what they are doing. They are
1aking their own choices. They are determined what !hey are going to do. The reacher is
more a facilitator than a teacher. I have never seen a preschool kid 1hat hated going co
preschool. And they are really lea.ming, and they are doing d yn amic stuff and tha1's what
I'd like IO gee to the older kids. I can't see why it has to stop as soon as you get 10 primary
school or get up ro Year 3 and scare having a bad self unage, or hating school or school
becomes boring. Why does it have to be boring? It might be scary but they are things I
have lo overcome.

Another teacher drew a distinction between the teaching style that might be
applied in a language orientated topic and a mathematical one:

N
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. . . it depends what s ubject I was reaching. If it was language, it was m o.r e . . . directing
th,:ir own learning . But I had a fair bit of input into that ID • • • if they were going in the
wrong direction I could shove lhem over in the right direction. But they had a lot of say in
w h at they were doing. Then I also had a lot of mouths tallcing . . . but not as much as in
maths. Maths is a bit of an area where the leacher doininares a lot up there [pointing co the
front of the room] . to show them how to do it. and they go back 10 their table ID do iL It 's
not that you get told not ID do thaL I lhink you 'II find chat a lot of people [ teachers J do l)Ild
that's a shame. But lhal is the way I am, very directed . . . So I guess my changes in my style
is my t,,aching approach has changed more to the way I us e my [ approach co] language
[instruction}.
Another te ache r agre e d with the d i v i s i o n, but took a d i ffe rent attitu d e to the
question:

When TV was fast ina-oduced ev erybody said 'That's a fantastic idea, we ' ll do a lot
of w atc hing TV to get c oncepts across ' . . . • b u t if they 're w at c h i n g BTN [ an
educational television program] and it• s supposed t o be giving l o ts and l oIS o f fa c ts • ,
. there ' s about 15 of !hem switched off. What I ' m saying is th11t with the computers
it' s going ID be • • • motivating, but that's not going to happen [all the time]. What's
going IO happen next year, when these kids are going to be so used lo lhe computers?
It's a way o[ life - which it should be.
Tbu s, motiv ation had to be s ustained. There was the feeling that if you ( as a
teacher) passively relied only on the compute r or the softw a re . students would
be co me u n inte re s te d , u nm ot iv ated and would lose the abi l i ty to direct their
le arning in p u rp o seful w a y s . What was i m portant, h o we v e r, was the a c t i v e
engagement associated w i th computer interaction that these teachers envisaged :

I ' ll always be happy teaching maths and . . . so cu t and dried and it is logical aJ).d you can
see where you are going co go • . . B ut teaching m:uhs . . . I don't know, maybe because I
get a bit frusb'aled with languoge . . • 1bere is so much deep debugging ID do in language, it
is probably the thing that really irks me. To do som.e thing it lakes so long to pick up the
mistakes and you get enthused about something and then you do it and the kids . . . Wilh
m aths itself, I c an see me sort of changing, a g ain ge tting away from le�ing this step,
learning dus sc,,p, leaming this step.
All the teachers agreed that they would like to take the teaching styles that they
were comfortable with in some areas and apply them effectively in other areas.

It's not a real Sesame S a-eet son of thing - it's an intrinsic thing from the stare . . . of
wanting to solve problems and wanting to work th ings out. That ' s why I quite like
what lhey 've got here [Logo] . Because of the simple fact that they have to do it
themselves - i t ' s not all done for them . They may sit down and watch the flashing
lights and be impressed for a little while, whereas if they get in there and do i t
themselves then it should be great.
It was re alised that not all stu dents would be motiv ated in the same way, and that
some would always provide a discipline problem .
I think that some w ill be turned off because i t ' s frustrating in a w ay : 'I w an t t o g e t this
rurtle ID go there' aJ:1.d lhey 've b'ied half o day: '1 c aJ:1. ' t do it. That' s it. I'm not doing i t ' .

Student control over their own learning emerge d as a significant issue. It was also
one where there was a range of views among the three teache rs . They suggested
that:
M aybe as adults we are too scared co let tb.e kids take responsibility for themselves.
and :
. . . they [students] take more responsibility in lhe preschool level . . . something happens in
the primary school where really it puts kids down.
T he teache rs d i sc u s s e d the notion that s tu d e n t control ov e r learni ng m i gh t
become p a rt o f the c u rri c ulum , in a more formal w a y t h a n previ ously . The
question was seen mainly in the role that com puters might play in motiv ation . So
while it was suggested that:
I think kids are going ro have ID realise !hat learning CWJ really be fun and that school can
be interesting and that they C3JI be motivated . . . I think that with the compuc,,rs, they will
click on straight away: 'It's c,,rrific ' . . . So I think that if the kids a.re motiv ated they will
tend to apply themselves.
This was countered with a refere nc e to a previou s technolo gi c al innov a ti on in
education:

Classroom organisation was an area where the three teachers anticipated change ,
bu t we re uns u re a b o u t w h a t m i g h t eventu a te . In the l i g h t of s u b se qu e n t
developments one comment is no te worthy :
. . . thie w ay that I hav e worked (and I think that is poor) with all my leaching parmers
where we had 30 this end and 30 chat end, the kids moved around , they mov e up lh.is end
for language and d own !hat end for maths, they moved a.rou nd and they had home sealS
where they could belong to that seat and sruff like thaL This time it would be interesting to
, � see how I manage in the area because this is the first time I 've worked like this. I don ' t
,(;. know h o w i t i s going c o work. Never used i t before.
One problem that w as identified earl y, and one which was to become apparent as
the project unfolded , was in kee ping track of s tudent p ro gres s . The teachers
anticipated that the students would be working at different leve ls :

�

Keeping crack o f it. Th a t i s the hardest part. I t is s o e as y to have 3 0 ki ds doing th e same
thing :1nd lhe same time. B ecause et lhe end of lhac time you can sic back and evaluate it,
and they should all be at !hat level . . . When you go into it, this is why sometimes it is " bit
o f a problem in lmguage, when you [have) people going off in different 3J'eas, y o u have
got some people who have travelled this for along lhe line md you have got some kids who
have walked only two sleps alon g th e line. And some kids who have gone off into lhe
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fu tur e, and i1 is r e ally h ar d to keep track: of. I drink that is somelhin g that y ou ar e going [ to
h ave to] hav e a close look at. How are we go ing to m onitor where these kids ar e?

When the teachers discussed the professional use of the computer, they elected to
r ega rd the com puter and the application pr ograms as the most important aspect.
There was a feeling that it would be of administrative adv antage:
yo u ' v e got a mark: to giv e . . . or a comment to gi v e - it ' s s o eas y to pu t i t into the
. . . if
c om p u ter . Then y o u can look b ack on it. U se it as a database and r ec a.11 which a re the top
ten kids in this parti cu lar ar e a . . . th at ' s b e tter especi ally s ince we have to monitor them
v ery carefully . • . I can also see we hav e a lot of comm unica ting w ith the p arents and I can
see leae ts [creare<:I] with a wo rd processor very usefuL

There was also lhe tendency to see compu ters as solutions to an as-yet undefin ed
pr oblem:
Well Tm going to look: ar iI and see every poss ible w ay in which I can use it over the next 2
ycafS . • •

T h u s , the teacher s s a w gre at oppo rtuni ties and chal l e n g e s ahe a d . Tbeir
en thu siasm fo r the project was temper ed w ith s ome concern of the unkno wn
problems that lay ahead. Howeve r, they were willing and quite frank about their
own c apa bilitie s.

T he S upport Staff
At the beginning of the ye ar the teachers were surro unded by a div erse group of
people who h ad the potenti al to o ffer them support in the ir ende av ours . It was
o b v i ous that the conditions th at were p resent i n the three are as of techn ical
s upport, c urricuJum de velo pment and cl assroom m anagement called for support
by suitably qualified people.
Within the re alm o f tec hnical suppo rt (prov i sio n of hard w a re and softw a re ,
training in thei r use, m a in tenance, advice on classroom operational procedu res ,
e tc .) the resea rch g roup had the services of two re gional co m pu te r co nsultants .
While these pe o ple had very strong backgrounds in education al compu ting, they
had to be shared by a la rge number of o ther schools in the district. In this respect
the pr oject could not recei ve any ad ditional assistance over other .schools. At tbe
same time , conditions within the classroom were qu anti ta tively and q ualitatively
diffe rent from other schools . There w as a total of 5 1 com pu te rs in the classr oom
(many under stud ent m an agem ent) , a v ari e ty of peripheral dev ices (with som e
conflicting demands) and three teachers who were almost totally inexperienced in
the use of any of these dev ices or pieces of softw ar e . Fi nall y, it sho uld be no ted
that al most all deci sions to do w i th the su pply of hard w are a nd software were

made befo re the project was implemented. At that stage no consultation with the
teachers occune d.
curriculum development support w as provided on a number of occasions by
various project personnel. Until a project officer was appointed at the beginning
of May, there was little coo rdinated or consistent support given in this area. None
of the people o ffering support had di rect experience in primary education. On
reflection, the teachers described this support as inadequ a te . The gap between
eJCpressed philosophies and practical implementation was too great.
Although it was expected that there would be m aj o r changes in cl assroom
management (group work, more autonomous proje ct work by students, etc.) little
support in these areas was provided to the teachers at the start of the project.
;.

The Students
In the p roject class, 30 s tudents have personal laptop com pute rs while the
remaining stu dents s h a re one computer between two (by a l ternate d aily
possession) . Those s tudents with full access to a compu ter we re called the
Sunrise group and those sharing a compu ter were called the Aurora group.
At the beginning of the p roj ect the re were 57 students (28 boys and 29 gi rls)
assigned to the class. S tudents we re not selec ted acco rdi n g to an y academic
i
attr bute for i ncl usio n into the class. The resu lting group had a representative
distri bution of abilities as meas ured by verbal intelli gence tests (see below) . The
age distribution ranged from 1 0 ye ars to 1 1 years 9 mo nths at the beginning of
the stu d y . The average age was 1 0 years 7 months with a stand ard devi ation of 5
months.
During the f irst week, each student (apa rt from three s tudents who were absent)
was given a b attery of verbal intelli gence tests (WISC I,S ,A,V & C). Appendix 1
provides the population and grouped data results obtained from these tests.

TH E I NSTR U CTIONAL S ETTI NG
C lassroo m Functi on i n g
Du rin g the early weeks of the proj ect, si gnifi cant changes to che functioni ng of
the class room were largely absent. Apan from a num ber of activities specifically
directed at the use of che computers , classroom life was organised by the teachers
in much the same way as they had traditionall y done . Generally , stude nt activity
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was tightly controlled by lhe teachers and communication between students and
teachers was largely governed by the ceacbers.
A com mon d ay in I.his phase of the project began with an i nformal teache r
meeting, in which the teachers would discuss how the d ay would be broken up
into various activities. Most of the planning was verbal and was often subject to
alteration as the day progressed and various pressures became apparent. At an
eady stage in the year, th.e three teachers had decided to divide the m aj o r
curriculum areas s o , that one teacher was responsible fo r language, anocher for
mathematics and the third for social studies. The division was closely adhered to
in formal lessons and student activities, but more loosely organised lessons saw
the teachers crossing over into other curriculum areas.
At che start of the d ay, students would enter the room and, after storing the i r
books and equipment, sit a s a large group fo r a housekeeping session. Various
tasks such as ensuring correct clothing, collection of money , handling incoming
and outgoing mail, roll marking, discipline statements, reminders of events and
the reading of notices would take place. During this time the teachers were
typically very busy and che students relatively idle. Often the two teachers on
duty would combine to pr,ogress through these tasks: one teacher would read a
book to the class while the other carried out any paperwork that needed co be
done.
One lesson type which crossed curriculum bounds generally i ni ti ated the day ' s
instructional activities. Morning session began a s a general, teacher directed ,
discussion of recent events. Often students were required to construct ne ws
bulletins or stories that were gleaned from the day 's news. One aspect of chis
activiry demonstrated the di rective orientation of the teachers. A fter a student had
addressed the class, there was lime given for the audience to ask questions.
However, these questions were directed fi rst to the contro lling teacher who
would often reinterpret the question before passing it on to the presenting student
for an answer.
A range of ocher lessons would go to make up the remainder of the day. More
formal lessons in mathematics, spelling, wri ting tasks, and social studies would
be conducted with the class divided into two groups of approximately 30 studencs
each. After the completion of one activity, the students would mov� from one end
of the room to the other and take pan in alternate lesson with anocher teacher.
Thus, the teachers often repeated their instruction to each half of the class. This
fonn of classroom operati on was to rem ain suTprisingly resilient to change
throughout the year.

The G rowth of Novel Lesson Types
At }east three new types of student activi ty were introduced. The first, typing
instruction, was mediated by a drill and practice program. Students were required
to spend a specific period during class time to develop typing skills. In addition,
m any students cho se to work on the program at home. Two measures of the
progress, speed and accuracy , were determ ined by lhe software package. These
results, over a number of weeks, were entered on a large poster attached to a
noticeboard . Evidence from these results and obse rvati ons by che te achers
sugges ted that the students were able to build up quite respectable typing speeds
and were soon able to manipulate the keyboard in a very functional manner.
A second student activity was introduced to promote che acquisition of Logo
programming skills. Students worked on activity cards that accompanied the
softwa re package , L o g o W riter ( 1 9 89). These card s intro d u ced i deas of
programming and system operation in entenaining ways. In a number of respects,
this mode of classroom operation diverged markedly from others. Students were
much less directed in their chosen activities. In addition, the students quickly
gained skills and knowledge that the teachers did not possess.
Typing and Logo skill acquisition were short-term objectives for the early part of
the project. The third activity type, which quickly grew to become a m ajor
concern of the classroom, dealt with problems encountered with the hardware and
software . At intermi ttent ti mes, di agnosti c periods were conduc ted by the
teachers in an effort to ameliorate the difficulties that were being experienced. In
a typi cal episode, a te acher would initi ate a computer fault reporti ng and
di agnosi s sessi on. Often this would be an unplanned activ i ty, d riven by an
accumulation of problems that the students were experiencing. A number of
students would repon problems that they were having with their computers. This
took the form of students explaining their problems ('I 've lost d: drive ' , or ' disk
full' message) and the teacher attempting to diagnose me problem. The teachers
were quite open about their o wn limitati ons in e xplaining the und e rlying
processes to their students:
,. .-_ • . we might have IO trouble shoo 1, we 're ill learnin g .
� - . . this tool sometimes does strange tltings . . . I don ' t understand it either.

Sometimes, inappropriate solution strategies were put forward by the teachers:
.
.
. a&
about 11, Ieave 1t
,ew ho urs tnne.
II ,._• . don ' t panic, think
·
. then c:ome bBCk m

suggesting that computer faulcs would fix themselves over time if the machine
was left alone.
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Classroom Structures
Much classroom activity was centred in the area immediately in front of the
teacher desks near the door. When grouped as one class, this area became the
place where presentations were made and students were addressed. At times this
caused problems because it was also the area where people would enter and leave
the classroom for various reasons.
A whiteboard nearby was used for instruction and the recording of discipline
merit points. Under the system, students were required to add or subtract merit
points from a nmning total according to events of the day. For example, a student
who talked out of tum or was inattentive would subtract points. A student who
performed a good deed or gave a particularly good answer to a question would be
invited to add points to the total. Student groups who had high totals were
allowed to leave the classroom early at the end of the day. The teachers differed
in their use of the system. Again, the practice remained surprisingly resilient to
change as the year progressed, although the frequency with which it was used did
decrease.

Classroom Indicators
Th� walls, d�play areas and the ceiling of the room were used to exhibit a variety
of mfonnat10n forms. These may be categorised according to their intended
classroom puipose (see Table 3.1). Generally the indicators were used right from
the start of the project and appear to be part of the normal functioning of this
class. Observational evidence suggests that while each of these indicators is
teacher prepared and maintained, they are scarcely used by the students during
nonnaJ classroom operation.
Among the decorative indicators were a number of commercial posters. These
promotional materials included advertising for the laptop computer brand, the
plastic construction materials, and the major software package used. Other
decorative indicators were produced by students. These included coloured
woollen balls which were bung from the ceiling, and a number of student
drawings and stories which we.re attached to the walls.
Service indicators were intended to provide students witb inform�tion to assist
them in their work. For example, a large teacher-produced poster set out the
stages involved in process writing. Another poster listed the tools that students
might use in their approach to classroom tasks.
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Table 3.1 An Indicator Classification
1
2
3

Decorative
Service
Accumulative

4
5

Instructional
Records

(including advertising and sr:udent work)
(providing procedural information}
(representing th;, current state of a longitudinal classroom
activity)
(imperative information such as worksheets)
(summarive information regnrding student performance)

Accumulative indicators were used to provide information concerning the status
of an on-going classroom activity. Typically, these indicators were composed of
both teacher and student input. For example, a general news bulletin board
contained newspaper clippings and student commentaries of daily events.
Another bulletin board was dedicated to news pertaining to the computers and
o
electrnic mail. A large wall area was put aside for a manual mailing board. This
was intended for communication between students in the form ofletters.
Instructional indicators contained imperative information in the form of student
worksheets. There were packaged in plastic folders and hung from the ceiling.
Students would remove a worksheet which contained tasks to perform from the
package.
Finally, record indicators kept progressive information that tracked student
attainment. A large chan with all student names set out in an array recorded their
progress in typing (speed and accuracy measurements appeared here).

THE TECHNOLOGICAL SETTING
Prior to the start of the project, most of the equipment that was perceived to be
required by the project administration was ordered and purchased. This section
will briefly describe the nature of these devices and the initial use to which they
were put in the classroom.
A total of 45 laptop computers were purchased for the students along with three
for the teachers. These were disnibured to each member of the Sunrise group and
to pairs of students in the Aurora group on the first day of school. The computers
were IBM compatible machines, Toshiba lO00SEs. The computers included l
megabyte of RAM (with 384K configured as a RAM drive), a 9 cm (3.5") 1.44
megabyte micro-floppy disk drive and a back-lit LCD display. There was some
confusion over the type of disks that were suitable for these computers - a
mixture of 720K and 1.44M disks were supplied. These formats were
incompatible with the disk drives supplied with other desktop computers in the
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room . In total, there were fou.r different di sk form ats used in the classroom at the
stan of the year.

Unfortunately, these devices were incompatible an d caused problems with the
scanner's operation.

Each student ' s computer i ncluded a b attery and a m ains c h arge r/ad apt or.
De pending on use, the compute rs could be ope rated fo r approxim atel y 2 hou rs
between recharging. A su pply of addi tional batteries was purchased, but these
needed to be charged using the computers - a time consuming process. A number
of problems soon developed wi th m anagement of batteri es, problem s which were
to adve rsely affe.ct perceptions and the conduct of the teachers and students
within the classroom. For example, students would often lose the contents of the
RAM drive if batteries were exchanged incorrectly. This resulted in the loss of
students ' work along with the software that had been established on the students '
machine. The te achers soon distrusted the computers and became annoyed at the
additional time that was required to maintain them .

The mode m supplied presented some problems. A single phone line was used by
the modem , a nonnal handpiece, and a security device . Thus a single phone line
was split to receive three devices using double adaptors. In addition , the noisy
lines meant tliat 2400 b a u d tra ns m i ssion was unreliable w i th o c c asi o nal
characters dropping out. Finall y , the te ache rs had recei ved only inte rmi ttent
ad vice on the accompanying softw are , Procomm . Conse quently, the modem
device was infrequently used and generally unreliable, even though it had been
intended to perform an important function in teacher professional development.
Each of the teachers and the s ru dent body were given a m ailbox on Telecom ' s
electronic mailing system, Keyl.ink.
The colour printe r operated norm ally when connected to a desktop computer.
During the early stages of the project, the teachers saw little need for i ts colour
capabili ty . In addition, some p roble m s w e re experi enced in co ntrolling this
device from the available softw are (from Logo Writer) . Thu s , the dev i ce was
largely unused except for producing monochrome drafts.

Other problems soon surfaced that can be attributed to poor training in the use of
the compu ters. For example , the teachers received no training in the organis ation
of computer files into directory structures. Wi th the large number of files that the
students soon created in different applications, basic strucruring quickJy became a
necessi ty.

The flat-bed colour scanner received little use in the early stages of the project.
The supplied software (which operated under Microsoft Windows) was a beta
v e rsion and c am e with no doc umentati on. As noted abov e , because it was
o ri ginally co nnecred to the same desktop machine as the CD-ROM drive, the
scanne r did not operate co rrectly . The files produced from the s c anne r we re
incompatible with Logo Write r, so students were unable to use the s canner to
incorporate graphics into thei r own pages. Since the device was unusable, the
teachers eventually removed it from the room and placed it in a store room.

In addition to the laptop computers , the project was supplied with three Epson
d e skto p I B M c o m p a t i bl e c o m p u te r s . The s e c o m p u t e r s w e re s i m i l a r i n
configurntion t o the laptop compu ters although each included a 40 megabyte ha.rd
disk drive. The teachers received no training in the use and management of these
hard drives. Althou gh sim ilar, the operating systems of the To shiba laptop and
the Epson desktop machines differed. They were file compatible , but there were
some differences in operating system commands (for example the options in the
formatting command). The disk drives were 1 3 cm (5 .25 ") 1 .2 megabyte floppy
d i sks and hence file sharing between the two compu ter types was not possi ble
until 9 cm drives were installed later in the year. These computers were equipped
with a number of periphe ral devi. ces including:
•
•
•
•

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
To conclude, it can be stated that teachers with considerable teaching experience
were gathered for this project. While they were apprehensive and unsu re of the
goals of the proj e c t that had been di ctate d , they were qu ite willing to pu rs ue
objectives that they believed appropriate . They we re quite c andid concerning
their teaching style , recognising that they were most comfortable with a direcred
approach. However, they were confident that they would be able to adopt new
styles of instruction and classroom organisation that allowed for greater stu dent
autonomy.

a CD-ROM drive with an early version of G rollier ' s Encyclopaedia installed;
a 2400 baud external modem ;
a 1 5 " colour and two monochrome dot matrix 8 . 5 " printers;
a flat-bed colour scanner.

The CD-ROM drive was accom panied by a s i m ple, m enu d ri v e n piece o f
s o ftware that pe rmitted simple se arches t o b e m ade o f the American-based
encyclopedia. The text i nco rpo rated i n the encyclopedia was qui te compl e x ,
requiring re ading s kill s in excess o f an 1 1 -year-old student. Initially, th e flat-bed
s c an n e r a n d the C D - R O M d r i v e we r e a t t a c h e d to the s a m e c o m pu t e r .

It is important to note that extensive experience with the instructional aspects of
computing was largely missing from their background . While this fact alone may

-
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not have presented problems, it should be realised that there was a general lack of
technicaJ and curriculwn suppon for them to quickly gain expertise in the area.

4

Although not apparent at the time, it may be inferred that there existed a pattern
of action determined collectively by the project planners. The evidence suggests
that a deep-end philosophy existed to guide the implementation of this innovative
project: Tbe philosophy was based on the belief that innovation should be
initiated with an immersion in new ideas, tools and practices. Out of the ensuing
struggle should emerge well-suited practices and novel ideas. Leaving aside for
the moment the naivety of this approach and its unfon-unate consequences, the
whole approach must be seriously questioned in the absence of adequate support.

Professional Foundations:
Access and Support

Unfor tunately, at different times and to different extents, the computers and
peripheral devices presented a variety of problems to the teachers and students in
the class. Among others, these problems were derived from:
•
•
•
•

Classroom innovation is not within the repertoire of many teachers. This is
understandable, for as Olsen (1989) suggests, innovation is a perilous exercise for
teachers since it offers intangible and unpredictable rewards. As well, innovation
poses grave ri.sks in terms of the existing school and organisational structures.
Goodlad (1984) and Cuban (1986) note the surprising resistance by teachers to
classroom change over the past 100 years, despite the best efforts of reformers.
There exist powerful social, structural and practical pressures which mitigate
against change, particularly when it comes to the adoption of novel educational
technologies. Two critical and. related components of the Sunrise experience are
drawn together in this chapter. They concern:

inadequate preparation or training;
inappropriate configurations of equipment;
ineompatible device formats;
a lack of planning as to how they were to be integrated within the cuniculum.

The consequences of these problems were to have effects on proper classroom
functioning and teacher stress as the project unfolded.

• the roles that were developed by support personnel; and
• the nature of the professional development opportunities that were ultimately
provided to the teaching staff within the project.
The observational evidence collected here provides only a partial insight into the
occurrences and issues involved in this area 1n a later pan of this report, chapters
written by the teachers and the project officer provide original accounts and
interpretations to the professional suppon that eventuated. The different accounts
combine to provide a clear picture of a struggle that grew from quite rudimentary
beginnings.

THE KEY ISSUE OF ACCESS
An important concern that may be expressed with many school implementations
of technology revolves around the question of access. The application of the term
can be quite wide, encompassing the concerns of both teachers and students and
the opportunities that are available in tenns of:

-
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• provision of appropriate hardware and software;
• device-level training in hardware and software;
• selection of curriculum materials;
• guidance in the construction of new curriculum materials;
• assistance in curriculum design and organisation; and
advicl! on new approaches to classroom practices.
Studies that have evaluated educational technology application (Linn & Fisher,
I 984; Tetenbaum & Mulkeen, 1984) have shown that teacher judgments are
significantly influenced by their level of access to well organised resources and
suppott. Difficulties have arisen where such access has not been present.
We should first dispense with the naive notion that the supply of physical
resources will automatically confer access in the sense described above. Wiske et
al. (1988) highlight this issue:
On ilie matter of hardware, teachers emphasized iliat the mere presence of computers in the
school does not guarantee sufficiemly convenient access. The location of the computers, as
well as the process for scheduling their use, shapes whether and how te3Chers might use the
hardware.
Hence, access cannot be equated with provision. In fact, it may be argued that the
provision of large amounts of material can serve to ultimately limit access to
what is provided. This can occur because teachers become overloaded with the
logistics of handling resource-rich complexity.
Access is also limited by the manner in which re sources and support are
provided. There are at least two dimensions to this point:
• coordination of the introduction of materials and support; and
• whether the participants (in this case the teachers) request or are provided with
assistance.
The manner in which resources and various forms of support are organised is of
critical impottance in the sense that poor organisation may easily waste efforts
and expenditure. As Wiske et al. (1988) suggest:
.•. the 'orchestration' of integrating new technologies inoo !he ll'aditional curriculum is not
simple. Teachers need lesson plans, reaching aids, problem seis and worksheets in order IO
carry out lessons with computer technology. Many teachers want to adapt such materi:ils to
their own circumstances, but they do not have the time to invent them all from the
beginning. A lack of appropriate courseware may preclude computer use, even when all
oilier implementation requirements are meL
The question of whether suppon is requested or provided is obviousl y a difficult
one. Ultimately, it is bound up in what one might believe to be the legitimate

source of classroom reality. lf outsiders (for example reformers or members of
the educational bureaucracy) hold the keys to such reality, then provision
becomes defensible. If, on the other band, this reality is properly derived from the
practitioners-as-professionals, then request is the only defensible course.

THE PROJECT OFFICER
Allhough the project was instigated towards the end of 1989 and implemented at
the beginning of 1990, a project officer d'id not take up duty until the beginning
of May. Since this person was to provide a critical role in teacher support
(particularly in terms of curriculum organisation and external liaison), the delay
in appoimment was to have a number of adverse effects. Fortunately, the person
appointed had a background in primary teaching and in t he preparation of
curriculum materials using computers. It is significant that the project officer was
the only member of the project team wilh such experience.

<!

A wide range of problems confronted the project at this time. They included:

� difficulties experience d by the teachers in the planning of innovative
classroom experiences;
• problems in the design and coordination of a new approach to the official
� curriculum:
• coping with device malfunctions and inexperienced users;
• arranging the supply and maintenance of various goods and services; and
• the fundamental difficulty in interpreting practical plans from a poorly
,. articulated project philosophy.
The project officer dealt with these issues in two ways:
• through the instigation of a m ore structured approach to planning; and
• in the pi:ovision of much needed moral suppott.
Prior to the project officer's appointment, the teachers often planned !heir daily
instructional program shortly before school began. This manner of organisation
was suited to traditional forms of instruction that the teachers had engaged in
-previously (when the instructional content was well known), but it was obviously
inadequate in managing the additional uncertainties that new ideas and resources
imposed. At this time, one teacher was available for courseware development.
However, while the teachers were successful in producing some student
materials, they were not provided with the critical curriculum support that was
required.
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One of the first act-ions of the project officer was to instigate more extensive and
structured project meetings before the start of school. These meetings were
approximately 1 hour in duration and took place three or four times a week.
During these meetings, the project officer would take notes for reference and
would follow-up commitments with the ind.ividual teachers.
A program that structured the daily activities of the teachers and the project
offic er was also implemented. This allowed for th e release from classroom duties
of one of th.e three teachers on any one day. During such release, the teacher
would work with the project officer on a broad range of issues including
curriculum materials, research and development or specific software and devic e
training. While one teacher was released, the remaining teachers would be
engaged in ciassroom duties. The typical pattern that emerged was for the student
body to split up into two groups for distinct activities with each teacher.
By the middle of May the project officer had instigated a structure that was to
have far-reaching implications for the conduct of the rest of the project. Thi s
began with the creation of a series of curriculum outlines as an attempt to
integrate classroom experiences as w ell as satisfying demands for external
documentation. Each term's work (for the remaining tw o terms of the year) was
to be organised around a theme designed to provide a common purpose to the
instructional effort. While these themes (Golden and Making Things Work) were
arrived at through negotiation, in many w ays they reflected the concerns and
background of the project officer.
Later in the year lhe project officer initiated a longitudinal instructional effort
directly with the students. This unit of work (called Maths in Nature) again
reflected the project officer's interest and background. It served co exemplify, for
the teacher's benefit, some of the innovative uses of the computer within the
curriculum. For ex.ample, investigations were planned with students using Logo
like procedures. Later, the LogoWriter environment was used to generate
numerical and geometrical patterns that had been observed outside the classroom
by the students. A pan from this effort, the major professional support role of the
project officer dealt directly with the teachers.
Towards the end of the year, the project officer was instrumental in developing
the collective notion of control and ownership of the project among the teachers.
In one impo.rtant episode, the teachers were provided with the opportunity to
develop statements of philosophy that encapsulated their own ideas (rather than
the received wisdom). They were also given much greater control over the
planning and provision of resources for the next year.
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PROVISION OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Within projects that deal with computer-related innovation the issue of technical
support tends to be considered excessively or dismissed as unimportant. Evidence
from the early stages of the present project suggest that the latter attitude
predominated its planning. For the purposes of this section, technical support
relates to the assistance provided for the instrumental use of computers,
peripherals, application software and systems software. Such assistance includes:
• training in the physical operation of equipment (computers and peripherals);
• assistance in developing maintenance and backup procedures; and
• training and understanding in the use of software.
Reference has been made in Chapter 3 to the sparse nature of technical support
early in the life of the project. In subsequent developments, the situation did not
improve significantly, particularly in organised attempts at providing this access.
Technical assistance from departmental support personnel, while quite beneficial,
could not cope with the demands imposed by the project. Following some
concern over the amount of suppon that was being provid.ed, it was decided to
provide additional service through the project officer and research officer.
Regular meetings with the teachers were conducted before school each week to
provide Logo and operating system instruction. In total, 12 lessons (each of
approximately 1 hour) were provided by the research officer.
In addition, the project officer provided instruction in the use of other software,
particularly with XTREE (a DOS extender), Microsoft Works (an integrated word
processor, file manager, spreadsheet and communications package) and Forte
(another integrated package). The introduction of Works occurred d uring a
morning meeting conducted by the project officer. This package was introduced
to the teachers as providing a set of solutions to management problems. It was
described as • ... a tool to add functionality for professionals'.
While acceding to the rec eived wisdom, the teachers did express some concern
that yet another software package was being imposed on them. While this form of
support was organised, there was a considerable amount of incidental support
provided by the research officer. This included help in software such as
WordPerfect (a word processor), MS-DOS (the operating system), scanning
software, Procomm (a communications package) and Publish It! (a publ.ishing
package).
Considerable assistance was provided in equipmetn domains. Again, most of this
assistance was inciden tal in nature, provided when problems were apparent or
some time after the delivery of equipment. Among the services rendered were:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

setting up and installation of printers;
installation of mouse devices;
setting up and installation of modems;
installation of control technology adaptor cards;
installation of the display panel; and
initial configuration and maintenance of hard disk drives.

It is significant that despite the large number of disk drives (over 50 floppy disk
drives and three hard disk drives), and the importance of the work invested in
disk files, absolutely no provision was made for regular maintenance of these
devices. In addition the teachers received no advice on backup procedures until
this was incidentally provided by the research officer.
The supplier of the laptop computers provided some technical support. This took
the form of repair of faulty computers and components, advice on management
procedures (particularly battery mana gement), as well as a prese ntation to
parents. The company also repaired co mputers which had been damaged. For
example one computer was extensively repaired after it was contaminated with
sand and moisture.
Some training was conducted formally, away from the school. Towards the end
of the year each teacher was given the opportunity to anend an introduct ory
training seminar in the use of WordPerfect. Training in other software packages
(apart from Logo) or hardware items was generally not provided.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
General professional support includes the provision and availability of assistance
in matters dealing with:
• curriculum development;
• classroom practices; and
• the application of technological tools in the curriculum.
Much of the support offered in these areas originated from the project officer.
Other forms of support came through visits by professional and �ommercial
consultants, curriculum support personnel and through attendance by the teachers
at the Wor1d Conference for Computers in Education in Sydney in September
1990.
Curriculum development support was provided, at the instigation of the project
officer, by departmental curriculum officers who visited the school. During such
visits, these curriculum officers had the opportunity discuss matters of concern
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with teachers who had been released from classroom duties. In general, these
visits were seen as providing much needed assistance and support, particularly in
the area of developing classroom instructional materials. Prior to such visits.
ma ny novel activities were conducted without materials. Problems were
encountered when investigatory style lessons were conducted verbally by the
teachers. Students appeared to find it difficult to remain on the set tasks in this
mode.
The growth of appropriate and innovative classroom practices was part of the
original aim of this project. During the early stages, support in this area was·
conducted externally (through electronic mail) by a consultant. The teachers were
asked to examine their practice by reflecting on teaching moments that had
occurred. In a study of teaching moments Davis et al. (1989:1) describe them as:
... those fleeting but significant momenis in a classroom when an oppommity is noted, and
a decision is taken which alters the otherwise unfolding course of evenis.

It should be noted that the above study of teaching moments was conducted in a
different and stable discipline area (mathematics education) using vastly different
means of interaction between teacher and consultant.
The teachers and other project personnel expressed some dissatisfaction with this
arran gement in terms of re lev ance and it was discontinued. Following this
episode, the teachers were left to create so me innovative practices on their own
(these are described in later cha pters). Later in the year, a member of the school's
administration gave exemplar lessons and advice on group w ork management,
though this did not have an observable impact on the classroom conduct of the
teachers.
Practices that developed around some of the technical equipment were cultivated
by the research officer. For example, instructional practices which involved the
use of the display panel were suggested and demonstrated. Similarly, advice was
accepted on the creative use of scanned images in student-constructed databases.
Support for the application of technological tools was provided through visits by
external consultants. Such visits were not made at the request of the teachers, but
were decided by project personnel. Two areas in particular, involving Lego
materials and Logo, are of interest. Prior to the w orld confere nce, visits by a
commercial Lego consultant and a leading international authority took place. In
both cases emphasis was placed on open-ended and exploratory style student
activities. lt was suggested to the teachers that the materials themselves carried
the seeds of cre ative inquiry and that they could take a facilitating role in this
process.
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A s i m i l a r d e g ree o f s u ppo rt w as o ffere d i n the d o m a i n of Logo . An
internationally recognised Logo expert was engaged for 4 days of professional
support. Again the focus was on the material (in this case the provision of useful
Logo procedures) and the subsidiary role of the teacher.
Immediately following these professional development activities , the teachers
generally began to employ som e of the ideas and approaches that had been
presented to them in their own class e s . For example, a series of classroom
activities extending over a few weeks were given to students in the exploratory
use of Lego materials. The teachers tried to emulate the style of the consultants in
providing open-ended eitperiences. After this initial phase, classroom use of the
materials diminished and eventually ceased.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In conc l u sion , it should be noted that while tbe re h as been evidence of a
provision mentality, aimed at providing support in a top-down manner, there is
also ample evidence of effective, practical suppon that grew in a natural manner.
To interpret this pattern, one must look at the source of the professional support
and the decision making that lead to it. It seems as if a fundamemal difficulty
exists when a largely bureaucratic organisation attempts to engage in grassroots
innovation. Accepted organisation al practices in the guise of top-down control
are all too easily extended to the provi sion of professional access to support. As
we h ave seen , thi s represents a contrad i ction in te nn s , for the essence o f
professi o n al behaviour lies i n info rm e d , rather than i m po s e d , choice b y
practitioners.
We have seen how imponant it is that teachers involved in innovation have ready
access to broad professional suppon. This is especially so during the early stages
of a project. To begin a m ajor innov ation without such suppon. as occurred in
this project, is to repeat the mistakes that have plagued m any innovative projects
in instrnctional technology. The teachers quickly became overwhelmed wi th
difficult pl anning and management i ssues and coped by using unproductive
mechanisms. Thus, the absence of a project officer and an inadequate level of
s u pport may be identi fied as m ajor sources of the problems reported by the
teachers during the initial phase.
When assistance was provided, it tended to be qujckly and uncritically accepted
by the teachers. After all, the support represented an opportunicy to escape from
an otherwise unstable condition . They soon became reliant on the support that
was given . While the project officer reali sed this, he was powerless to add ress
this issue until much later in the project.
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The type of support prov ided by the project officer was affected by the lack of a
pra cti cal articul ation o f project philosophy . When such a v acuum exists ,
decisions are made to alleviate shon-term problems. However, these decisions
lack the cohesiveness that might otherwise guide a project based on a firm
foundation. Although later in the year sincere anempts were made by the project
officer and the teachers to prepare a philosophic foundation, by then there existed
a practical momentum that served to constrain and, to a large extent, determine
this philosophy.
Deficiencies in the amount and conduct of technical suppon had a number of
causes and lasting effects. Not all of these were detrimental to the project. A few
issues can be isolated that characterise the experience in this domain.
The lack of technical support adversely affected teaching in these ways;
• The teachers, and in some cases the students , came to distrust some of the
· technic al resources. The y found it hard to distinguish between problems
• caused through their own naive understandings and genuine difficulties with
the resou rces. At one time, for example, errors which resulted from innocent
student manipulation of the system so ftw are were i nterpreted as hard ware
faults. The distrust had a detrimental effect on the degree to which teachers
were willing to take risks and experimenL
• Substantial periods of class time were devoted to unproductive diagnostic
activity. These sessions were prolonged because of incomplete understandings
of the devices by teachers and students.
• By associ ation, the teachers may have doubted the v eracity of some of the
theoretical positions presented to them as an educational philosophy. After all,
a clear implication of mismanagement is that the foundations are in error.
• The sho rtfall in technical assistance resulted in the research officer and the
project officer taking up many duties that were outside their province of
concern. While such diversion is hard to quantify, there was an unwanted
diversion of time and effort when other pressing matters required attention.
• The unplanned nature of the technical assistance was an issue. It meant that an
ordered, long-te rm dev elopment of experti se and understanding w a s not
possi ble. It also meant that there was a lack of coordination in the supply of
m aterials and in fo rm ation (fo r example two com munication p rogram s ,
multiple disk formats, incompatible hardware an d untested software).
• S ince a reactive rather than a preventi ve stance was employed tow ards
resource problems, short-term solutions became the focus of interest rather
than more substantial concern to the broader issues involved in innovation.
• Professional tools, by their very description, cannot be imposed on people .
Awareness of solutions techniques can be raised and opportunities offered, but
the decision to select a tool should be left to informed practitioners.
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One important issue that arises from the nature of professional support offered to
the teachers concerns the hypothesised embodiment of creative inquiry in the
materials. The consultants held, and were eager to pass on, a general belief that
the instructional medium used (Logo, Lego materials, etc.) in some way carried
the seeds of the curriculum directly to the students. This naive view suggests that
you need only provide the materials and creative invention by teachers and
students will do the rest. The educational landscape, particularly in computer
education, is littered with projects that unfortunately have had this view as an
implicit basis. In reality, the respoD5ibility of structuring the curriculum still lies
with the teacher. Materials may provide greater scope for instructional
man.oeuvre but they do not in any way replace rhe professional responsibility of
the teacher.
Contrary to popular opinion. chere is nothing inherent in the Logo environment
that automatically generates meaning and the relational understanding of
principles. It may be viewe.d more as an educational resource, a rich
representational medium that can be crafted by students and teachers. A large part
of this crafting involves principled knowledge that can only come when naive
conceptions have been raised to more sophisticated and robust forms.
Similarly, Lego materials provide an excellent opportunity for students to learn
mechanical principles, mathematical understandings, planning, experimentation
and project control. These ideas, however, are not contained within the materials,
waiting to be released, but are in the collective thoughts and writings of our
culture - needing careful sequencing, structuring of experience and
externalisation by the teachers involved. It is exceptionally innocent to expect
that the majority of children will progress and take on board these concepts
through pure experimentation.
Another aspect of the professional support offered relates to the mrumer in which
it took place. In most cases (apart from incidental support offered on-site), the
access to professional support was provided rather than requested. This approach
to support obviously runs the risk of providing inappropriate assistance. In
addition, it may be argued that the provision of support meets another, external
agenda - well removed from the perceived and expressed needs of the teachers.

5

Teachers: Reacting to the Demands
of Innovation
"i.
Tbe purpose of this chapter is to provide accoW1ts and insights into the influence
of innovation on the teachers. This will involve an examination of how the
teachers perceived innovation and how these perceptions developed over the
year. Particular emphasis will be directed at responses to imposed innovation as
well as creative changes that were initiated by the teachers themselves. It will be
important to consider these responses in the light of problems experienced by the
teachers during the initial stages of the project. While a later chapter will deal
with accounts collected from students, it will be use ful at this stage to consider
the evolution of teacher-student interaction from the teachers' perspective.
Finally, the matter of student evaluation, which was of particular concern to the
·teachers, will be discussed.
This chapter represents an interpretative view of the classroom experience that
directly involved the teachers. Later chapters, written by the teachers, will
provide other perspectives and serve to complement and balance the issues
presented here. As mentioned, it is important to place this description within the
context that has been described in earlier chapters. Hence it is very difficult to
separate those responses that pertain to innovation in general from those that
pertain to the uncertain beginning of the project's implementation in the period
before the project officer commenced.
This section will provide accounts and interpretations in relation to two major
themes:
• perceptions of, and reactions to, the innovation process; and
• the perceived effects on teacber-student interaction.
Following a discussion of these aspects, inferences will be drawn that serve to
comment on wider project issues.
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INNOVATION: A STRUGGLE?

It was difficult to discover how the teachers really felt about the manner in which
innovation was introduced. Early in the project they were too concerned with the
mechanics of the task at hand to reflect on the manner of its introduction. One
interaction with a teacher did, however, reveal an important perception. A
discussion had taken place concerning the acquisition of typing skills by studems.
When asked how students who had recently been transferred to the class were
coping, the teacher replied that they were experiencing some deal of difficulty
and then expressed a rather pointed. retlection: · [the new students] were thrown
into the deep-end, just like we were ... '. There was the pe rception that the
introduction of technology necessarily involved the imposition of struggle. The
application of this belief, especially in respect to their own students, suggested
that the teachers thought that this was a necessary condition.
As we have seen, the teachers' attitudes towards the instructional application of
technology differed. Following chapters will reveal how each chose different
ways to interpret project goals into their own practice. One major attempt at
change in classroom functioning and integrated compute r use came at the
beginning of the second term. At th at time, most of the planning and
responsibility for the subsequent implementation was undertaken by one of the
teach.ers. One teacher remained quite sceptical of the manner in which the
proposed changes were taking place (the development of an integrating theme)
and only engaged peripherally in classroom activities. Such uneven commitment
to innovation was a feature of the early stages of the project. Later stages were
characterised by a more collective approach.
Any attempt at classroom innovarion must deal with the inevitable conflicts that
arise when traditional instructional and learning practices are met. The tension
thus created was the source of a number of responses by the teachers. One
account will serve to highlight how the teachers dealt with this issue. When asked
to reflect on the student outcomes after a week's work, one teacher provided a
list (expressed in traditional terms like art, maths, spelling, writing) and then
went on to explain:
We have done traditional stuff lhis week, except we've done iE in a non-traditional way. fl
just takes time to acrnally set it down and map it out. I mean it's not like you've got your
objectives and then you go and teach. It's sort of working backwards ... and thal's much
harder to cope wilh ... I find it very hard to cope wiLb ... J"m trying. I'm Lrying Lo cope
wilh it and I can see linle bits of it and I'm t:rying Lo make it work.

The suggestion was made th at there was a need lO pi an ou L and rcco rd
achievement of the curriculum in a process-orientated way. Further, such an
effon needed to be translated into terms that parents and school systems could
understand. The response was important:
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Yes it's funny .•. it's really strange what I'm thinking because I'm tom between rraditional
... and [the olher teacher] would agree lhat I was a very traditional teacher ••• tom
between that and starting to gee a picilire of what we '11 call rtori=lfaditional; and then trying
to blend che two together. l'm fi.fldiilg that a bit harder ... I just keep throwing ideas up . _ .
most of them are not worth a grain o{ salt, but at least the idea's there . , . That what we 're
trying to do: we 're trying to get the traditional and the non-traditional and 'blend them
together ..

This tension was to remain in place throughout the year. This was panicularly
apparent when it became time to assess and report on student progress.

SOME RESPONSES TO INNOVATION
The demand for innovation resulte.d in quite a variety of practices, incidents and
reflections by the teachers. In order to place some of these into an interpretive
structure, some categorisation will be attempted. Of course the resulting
consrructs a.re precisely that - a way of making sense of a diverse set of
responses. It is important that these interpretations be set against the direct
accounts and reflections of the teachers.
Critical Judgment

One type of response to imposed change is to embrace the situation and attempt
to adopt the tools, procedures and ideas without critical judgement. A number of
i.ncidents will exemplify this situation.
During a professional development activity, the teachers were introduced to a
role playing exercise. In this activity, people took on the character of parts of a
computer program and mimicked the communication behaviour of recursive
procedures. Shortly after this exercise, back at the classroom, one of the teachers
decided to use a similar technique with the students.
Following a diagnostic session whe re computer faults were reported and
analysed, the teacher asked a small number of students (about six) to perfonn the
functions of various parts of the computer in order to model the process of
transferring a LogoWriter work page from one disk drive to another. These
students carried labels identifying their functions:
the user
the screen
the turtle
the 'D' drive
the 'A' drive
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The students were not told how to act, and had considerable difficulty in playing
the roles correctly. The teacher provided much direction as to what should
happen. After two relatively unsuccessful attempts at this role playing exercise,
all the students were broken up into groups of eight and asked to prepare a role
play script. Two of these were later performed in front of all the students. It
appeared, and was later confirmed, that this session was largely unplanned. One
teacher was solely responsible for directing the whole session.

Application
At other times, the computers were used in activities that, on reflection, appeared
inappropriate. For quite some time the teachers used a word processor to record
student achievement during class presentations. Since their typing was reasonably
slow, the presenting student and the whole class would be required to pause while
the data was entered. A simple system using pen and paper (which had been used
in the past) and subsequent entry into a computer would have been a more
effective solution to this problem.

Later, when interviewed, the teacher was asked to describe lhe episode:
Well it was off the top of my head and I didn't really lhink it through first because it was
one of those things that just had IO be done ... and .•. so we did it ...

There are two aspects to these and similar incidents that should be recognised.
First, the teachers were generally able to detect shortcomings in quick adaptive
approaches. They rarel y made the same mistakes twice. Second, they were often
confronted with solutions and ideas and expected to do something with them.
Given that they had difficulty placing these ideas in an intentional framework, it
was not surprising that they sometimes attempted unplanned implementations.

Another incident, later in the year, seives to reinforce the notion that ideas were
being accepted and adapted uncritically. In this case the teachers had sought
some advice (from the researcher) on lhe best way in which student files should
be structured into directories and the manner in which files might be backed up.
In a classroom activity which followed, one teacher set about lhe task of setting
up such a structure on each srndent's disk and establishing back up disks.

Compartmentalisation

The teacher provided some instruction on directory making and c hanging
commands and asked some questions about the specific syntax to use. Students
were asked to copy files from one directory to another. This took a considerable
amount of time (15 minutes). Many students appeared to have problems. Elective
help groups were formed by some srndents. After this time approximately half
ilie students had completed the set task. Some students were able to perform the
required actions very quickly and went on to independent work (and play) while
the rest attempte d to ca rry out the requeste d procedures. Students w ere
occasionally admonished for not knowing in which directories particular files
were to be placed. A considerable amount of time was spent helping individual
students as problems arose.

An other construct that will be used to characterise some responses is called
compartmentalisation - which refers to the tendency of people facing a complex
situation to partition off a difficult area (such as diagnosis and amelioration of
computer malfunctions) and treat it differently from other related areas. A
number of examples will demonstrate the dimensions of this construct.
Early in the life of the project there was evidence to suggest that the teachers
partitioned off computer activities from more traditional lessons. Computer
related activities had a special significance that was set apart from normal
classes. About this time, a student who was asked about the sons of classroom
activities that were preferred, replied • ... [it] depends on whether you're doing
computers or normal classes ... '. Thus the compartmentalisation was quite
apparent to the srndents.

Following this activity an attempt was made to back up each student's working
disk to anoilier that was to be held in the classroom. Unfortunately, problems
were encountered because the procedure used was not appropriate for the types of
disks involved. The researcher was asked to intervene and diagnose the problem.

Later, when contract work became standard, the division between traditional
f unctioning and more innovative classroom operation became even more
apparent. In one episode a teacher was engaged in teaching spelling using a
tightly structured, teacher-centred approach. The students were not permitted to
talk to each other, the work was well-defined and there was little freedom for
independent action. All lhe students were required to complete the same work at
the same time. At the end of this activity, and within a period of 5 minutes, the
students were swapped to computer-based contract work with lhe same teacher.
There was a startling transformation in the classroom functioning. It was obvious
that a different set of rules applie d. Students were expected to discuss their work

This example illustrates that, at times, the teache'fS w ere prone to jump in to a
complex area without clearly planning an instructional approach.

·''
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w i th each other, the work was m uch less s t ru ctu re d and there w a s scope fo r
i ndependent action. Students in t he same group worked on di ffc rem topi c areas .
A hum emanating from discussion . computer use and movement fi l led what had
been a quiet room .
In a l ater contract class, the same te acher w a s asked by a small group of studenL�
engage d in w ri ting for assistance in the spel l ing of a pan.i cul ar word (mould ) .
The teacher explained that he (she) wasn ' t s u re of the spell i n g and that Lhe
students should look the word up in a dictionary. It is doubtful that the te ache r
would have e,rpressed such doubts du ring a traditional spe lling class .
When it c am e to aspects of the w ork done b y s tudents , the teach e rs took very
diffe rent atti tudes to what was acceptable s tudent beh aviour when de al i n g with
traditional, as opposed to compute r-related, acti v i ties. During one interview , a
d iscu ssion concerning the presentation of a com pu ter program by two students
took pl a c e . The te acher was aske d abo ut the rel ation ship between the t w o
students and th e created program:
Well, John asked this morning if he could help Frank. . . there was somelhing that Frank
needed lO do 10 set. up . • . I.he shapes I thlnk. John aslced if he could help him. Now I think
they 're all virtually John"s progr.uns . . . The lhing thal I found interesting was the way
hc"d sec ii up as a menu. That to me was OK. Even though he'd pinched John's pro gram,
that's fme. It would lead to him adapting ii, I'm sure. I w as quite interested in the way he•d
done that with his , , . he " d set up a little menu and whatever • . . even from the fact that if
none of it was his, it was worthwhile him getting up and spcalcing.
S uch appropri atio n of student work would not have been acceptable in m o re
tradi tional classroom activities. In addition, trust in such informal pathways to
learning would not normally have been given by the teacher.
As the year progressed, the teachers engaged in fewer activities whe re com pute r
w o rk was c o m p a rtmen tali sed . A m o re consistent stru c turing o f cl a s s room
expectations developed as computer use crossed lesson boundaries.

Amplification
A d i fferent re sponse t o i nn ov ati on is t o u se t h e ideas a n d tools s u pplie d t o
reinforce, rathe r than res1ructu re, existing practices. This u se of technology, as an
amplifier, was observed on occasions, particularly early in the year. In one such
episode, a large po nion of the d a y ' s student activ ity w as dire cted to using the
computers to design attractive borders for pages. These borders were in tended to
form a unifying appearance to stu dent work in pa rticular domains. Alternatively,
thi s activ i�y could be interpreted as being busy work - whe re the primary goal
was to ensure students were sim ply occupied . In this case, i t appea red that the
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i n troduced technology served to suppo n and exp and an e x i sting class room
srrategy rather than create new ones.
In a similar fashion, the use of computers in student presentations during morning
sessions was an example of ampli fication. Here, the compute r and display panel
were combined to permit students to demonstrate their LogoWriter programs to
other students in the class. Th.is was an extension of the morning session concept,
only this time using a new tool . This use of the computer in the morning sess ion
gradually decreased after considerable use in the middle of the year.

CHANGES IN TEACH ER-STU DENT INTERACTION
In a srudy that incorporates major changes to so m any aspects of classroom ·file, it
is difficult, if not impossi ble, to comprehensively characterise the changes that
occurred in teacher-student inte raction. The teachers repo rted that important
d evelopme nts had occurred over the course of the ye a r and the obse rv ational
evidence generally supports this view . In an interview conducted close to the end
of the year, the te ache rs made some observ ations concerning the q ualitative
changes in the way they interacted with students :
Before, it used to be . . . you were telling them what to do. No w ic·s more a. d iscussion of
what' s to be done.
I think that it's a more honest discussian. In the old days you'd have in your mind what you
wanted to do at the end of the lesson. And you'd 3Sk all these questions 311d it was a little
bit like democracy: you· d let them think that they were actually contributing to something.
In most cases you were there engineering it and turning it lhe way you wanied it anyway. It
didn't matter what they told you. It's like a m ag ician. You could rum jc into anything you
like . • . Whereas, with me now, when I ask them something, it's because I want to know.
It should be noted that these perceptions represent a major change in the character
of the teache r-stu dent relationship. On thei r own admiss ion, the teachers were
able to portray their earlier pattern of interaction as being largely directive and
arbitrary.
Duri ng the year a number of incidents took place that c ast light on the interaction
that oc curred . For example, we have seen how early sryles of classroom activity,
particula rly morning session, were very teacher directed. In addition the inte r
student communication was heavily medi ated by the teachers.
It is significant that when the first major changes were introd uced w ith the start
of the thematic work in the second term, particular problems were expe rienced. It
a ppeared that the students fo u nd i t diffi cul t to ad apt to the d i ffere n t type of
rel ationship being offered by the teachers. As one teacher said when re ferring to
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the students ' apparent inab ility to full y take part in sm all group discussion : • . . .
the kids don ' t know how to work like thi s ' . S uch diffi culties, whe re p ower
relationsh ips were expected to shift, tended to be overcome as the project
progressed .

Student Databases
The growth of student designe d and constructed dat abases in the social s cience
area also exemplifies the chan ge in teacher-student relationship. During tbe early
planning by the teacher in this area, it was proposed to provide the students with
a relati ve l y fi xed database w hi ch students w o u ld populate by foll o w i n g
directions. The tone of this endeavour w as very teacher directed . The teacher was
viewed a s the source or mediator of knowledge , and the students would engage in
le arning and expressing thi s kn owledge within a defined format. In a n e arl y
e xam ple, students populated a given database shell with information regarding
expl o re rs . As this style of te aching-le arning developed, the re were su btle and
finally qu alitativ e changes in the kind s of student activ ity. As well, there were
som e changes in teaching style. Students were given the freedom to structure
their own databases. They were also able to choose the topic on which to base the
information system . Stud ent interaction with the te ache r mature d . lnstead o f
being directed b y th e te acher, they engaged in consultations. The databases gre w
significantly i n sophistication (including graphics, convenient user inte rfaces and
animation). While the changes in te acher-student rela tionship may not hav e been
c ausal, it is certain that important alterations had taken place.

Disci pline
During an early interview, the teachers expressed the view that the y were quite
dete rmined to establish good order in the classroom . Over the course of the year a
variety of traditional mechani sm s were used to punish students who m isbehaved
and rew a rd tho se who acte d properl y . One particular p unishment method i s
rele v ant t o the present discussion. At ti mes, a c cess t o computing re s o u rces
(incl ud ing l aptops and r a ti oned peripheral devices such as the s c anne r) w as
restricted as a fonn of punishment. Conversely , students who were well beh aved
w e re , on a few occ a s i ons , rewarded with com p u t e r - rel a t e d e nd e av o u r s .
Sometimes punishment was chosen because the o ffence i nvolved a particular
p iece o f equi pment (such as untidi ness with printe rs o r the scanner); at other
times restricted access to equipment was insti gated for unrelated infractions (such
as misbehaviour in the playground) . While at le a st some of the te achers were
uncertain of this practi ce , it continued to be employed during the year.
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Student Gam es
One final theme that characterises teacher-student interaction will be described. It
concerns the creation and use by students of programs that were called games .
Apart from commerci al programs, these tended to be anim ation style programs
designed by students from the class (some of these will be described in a late r
chapte r). Following the spontaneous development of this type of program , and
thei r subsequent distri bution around the class, the teachers became concerned that
they adversely influenced the students, especially when they were pl a yed in class
time . At other ti mes, parti cularly e arly in the year, thi s stud ent activity was
encouraged and used in morning sessions to dem onstrate student a chievement
and share pro gramming solutions. After som e time, the games were discouraged
during class time. Students were instructed to place them on a separate di sk to the
work d i sk. They were also told that if these disks were d i scovered i n their
computers during class time, they would be barred from using the co mpu ter
during any classroom activities as punishment.

CONCLU DING COMM ENTS
ihe Compartmentalisation Issue
It is poss i ble to isolate potenti al causes of compartmentalisati on . At least two
influences seem to be acting. First, there was a high ex.pectation (fo r ex.ample
through the expenditure of m oney and the involvement of in fluential people) for
the te achers to use the technologi c al devices innovatively. In part, thi s was
because the project tend ed to be described in terms of what the dev i ces could d o
rather than what the teachers could do. Thus, there w a s a direct bond be tween
innov ative practice and the supplied tools. Second, there was little incentive to
restructure traditional practice. In fact, there was considerable pressure from the
s c h o ol s y s te m , a s well as fro m the te ach e r s ' b a c kground s , to m ake s u re
traditional practices remained as they we re. These pressu res worked together to
drive a wed ge between classroom practices that were perceiv ed as traditional and
innov ative.
O f course, it can be argued that compartmentalisation is ultim ately a ne gative
influence on the broad restructuring of practice. Although it is a legitimate coping
strategy, compartmentali sation results in an inconsistent approach to classroom
instruction. Further, it artificially binds particular teaching and learning practices
t o s p e c i fi c conte ic t s and i n h i b i ts m o re appro p ri a te and comprehens i v e
applications.
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Teacher Initiated Innovations
The broad pattern of teacher responses to innovation varied considerably across
teachers, subject domains, classroom activities and time. The evidence suggests
that the more successful and worthwhile innovations were those initiated by the
teachers themselves rather than those inspired by imposed guidance.
The growth of student constructed databases, experimental approaches to
mathematics instruction, as well as augmented approaches 10 language
development, were all initiated and developed by the teachers. In contrast, the
expected innovations (for example exploratory approaches co the use of Lego
materials) were never totally accepted by the teachers as legitimate classroom
activity.

The Deep.end Philosophy
One of the major ideological tensions that exists within the Sunrise project
centres on the manner in which technology is introduced to students, teachers,
classrooms and schools. Some believe that it is best to provide the ideas, material
resources, technical backup and then let the panicipants find their own way.
According to this deep-end philosophy, mistakes will be made, but the sense of
ownership and the mastering process are imponant elements that will inevitably
be captured along the w ay. They would object to a strictly prepared approach by
suggesting that:
• it imposes an outsider's view on what is supposed to be a generative exercise;
• it robs the participants of ownership of the solutions that they find along the
way;
• it does not encourage the personal construction of knowledge; and
• the processes of discovering how to use and build computational systems are
important in themselves - they are transferable abilities that are generally
applicable.
The opposing view may be called the structuralist position because a framework
for innovation is charted. Tiris position would argue that:
• faced with too much complexity, teachers and students will be satisfied with
suJface-Ievel understandings or develop mechanisms to avoid any involvement
at all. Jn short, the whole approach may be self-defeating, bestowing failure
rather than success;
• progression from naive understandings is a very slow process if direction and
goals are not provided. At some stage, principles will need to be made explicit.
It is asking too much of teachers for them to be involved both in learning and
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constructing knowledge of systems, and in recognising and selecting
appropriate techniques to make such principles explicit to their students; and
• with careful preparation it is possible to provide discovery experience and
direction to principled positions - however, this preparation needs an
understanding of pedagogical, domain specific and technical issues.
Perhaps the greatest problem with the deep-end philosophy is that it robs the
teacher of the professionalism that is so essential if meaningfol innovations are to
occur.

Commitment
The uneven comminnent to innovation is probably not surprising given that a
num�r of people were working towards an unclear set of goals. However, this
variation also had an origin in the lack of a clearly articulated philosophy that
was meaningful to the teachers. Funher, there was a clear gap between the
philosophy that was expressed (such as the construction of a tool building
classroom culture) and what this might mean in terms of practical
implementation. The need to bridge this gap and thus provide a sound basis for
teacher commitment to innovation was voiced by one of the administration staff
late in the year. The reflection was made that it was possible for a small,
uncomplicated set of st atements, expressed in practical terms, to be sufficient to
aniculate the Sunrise philosophy.

The Growth of Critical Judgment
While there was evidence chat the teachers were prone to accept and implement
some ideas and processes uncritically, this became less evident as the project
progressed. Given the provision philosophy that guided early implementation of
the project, it is not surprising that the teachers acted quickly on what was
dispensed. As the project developed and the ceachers began to request specific
assistance and develop their own approaches, advice from outsiders was assessed
and acted on (or rejected) more carefully.

Discipline and Student Access
The use by teachers of computer access as a disciplinary device conflicts with
one of the purposes of the Sunrise project. By providing personal access to
resources and computing environments, students were expected to appropriate the
tools and employ them in creative ways. Using the craft analogy, the computer
was to become one ofche tools of the trade - in this case the trade was learning.
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Because the tool is reconstructible, students could customise it and understand it
in a personally meaningful way. To deny access to it, especially because of
unrelated infringements, is to deny students the opportunity to take part in one of
ihe central aims of the projecL

Student Interests
The growth of student constructed games a nd sim ulations presented an
opportunity that remained largely unexplored. Although successful attempts were
made to acknowledge and structure the efforts of students in this area (through
presentations and some incorporation of animations within the official
curriculum), there was room for greater exploitation and innovation. Since these
programs were inde pendent (of the teachers') creations, they provided an
opponunicy for teachers to enter into the students' world of interest. In this way,
the teachers might have sought authentic settings for learning activities that
fulfilled educational goals. Thus, it may have been possible to appropriately
structure parts of the curriculum directly around student interests.

6
C.hanged Context

This chapter contributes to the broad description of the Sunrise experience by
characterising the changes that occurred in the context throughout the year. The
context include s those elements of the project that provide manifestations of
underlying changes. Three areas will be discussed in detail:
• the changes that occurred to the physical context;
• the development of classroom indicators; and
• the growth of an insrructional context.
The physic al context inclu d es directly observable changes such as the
introduction of equipment or alterations to the arrangement of classroom objects.
In each case, possible relationships with other components of this stud y will be
attempted. It will also be of interest to note those aspects of the environment that
did not change over the course of the year.
Classroom indicators are really a special cate gory of the physical context. These
items are treated specially since there are such close bonds between them and the
instructional practices that are taking place. Again, it will be interesting to note
those aspects of the indicator context that remain unchanged.
Finally the growth that occurred in the instructional context will be described.
This includes observable structures (daily schedules, computer use, etc.) which
are intended to facilitate instruction. While these are obviously bound to the
intent of the teachers, they are also a coproduct of the students and the school in
general, as well as omside influences.

PHYSICAL CHANGES
The classroom environment underwent a number of changes in strucmre and
orientation as the project pro gressed through the first year. During the initial
stages, the furniture and standard classroom equipment was arran ged in a fairly
conventional manner. New equipment, which included the various computers and
peripheral devices, was clustered next to power points and the telephone line.
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There was li ttle a ttem pt to position these d ev i ces according to an intended
instructional use. This arrangement persisted during the first term, and it was not
until the stan of the second term that the first attempt at restructuring the room
was undertaken.
Early in the se cond te rm , two of the teachers decided th at a1terations to the
a rrangement of the physical context were in order. Some pieces of equipment (the
flat-bed scanner and, the colour printer) were removed from the class altogether.
These devices were stored away and were not used until some device-specific
support was provided later in the year. Some extra furniture and equipment were
acquired (book shelves, a trolley to transport the overhead projector and display
panel. a television set and a su bstantial amount of Lego m aterial). A combined
computer worlc-station was set up (two desktop computers, the CD-ROM device
and good quality printers). The modem , which had been the source of much
irritation, was disconnected. The studen.t gathering place was moved to a different
loc a t ion so th at stu dents could g i v e pres entations or talks beside a w all,
separately from the teachers.
A similar change in the physical context occurred during the third term. At this
time, the student gathering place was once again moved to another place in the
room. The teachers split up their personal work areas (which had previously been
togethe r in the clas s room ) , so that they w e re n o w positioned around the
classroom and in the attached preparation area. The withdrawal room began to be
used for lessons and activities centred on the use of Lego m ateri als. Activity
cards (part of the Lego educational packages) were sto red in envelopes along one
wall of the room. The "teachers decided to store the small construction pieces in
pla stic buckets a rranged along a cupbo ard . D u ring the fou rt h te rm , the
withdrawal room ceased to be used for student work with Lego m aterials as this
aspect of the curriculum dwindled. It became an area where project discussions,
meetings and professional development activities were conducted.
T he third term began with theme work enti tled Golden. Classroom work (in
social studies, language and mathem atics) was loosely tied. around the study of
ancient civilisations of Egypt, Greece and Rome. Associated with this theme was
a learning centre - a place where stu dents could electively collect material to
work on during less structured periods of th.e day. A large cardboard column was
constructed and decorated by the teachers and placed among the srudents ' desks.
Student materials in the form of worksheets and games were placed in plastic
folders around the learning centre. The column and the associated materials were
to remain in place well after the completion of the associated theme work.
During the third term , some support was provided for peripheral devices and
software which had presented problems for the teachers . This, in tu m, led to
changes in the physic al context. An ex ample w i ll se rv e to demonstrate the

changes that occurred when suppon was provided . As noted prev iousl y , the
scanner had presen ted problems and had been removed from the classroom .
Software was developed by the researcher which allowed scanned images to be
made and imported into student Logo Writer pages. In addition, this device was
correctly configured and tested for operation by students and teachers. Once this
had been done, a niche was qui ckly found for the scanner by inc orpo rating
scanned images within student designed databases.

C LASSROOM INDICATORS
The various indicators that appeared early in the year remained quite resilient to
change. It is pro bable th at these features of clas s room life were grounded in
teaching practices that were considered very important by the teachers. Some
indicators remained in place for the duration of the yea r. often after the associated
classroom activities were complete. Thus, decorative indicators in the form of
commercial advertising. news b ulletins, a tools poster and an electronic m ail
bulletin board remained in place throughout the year.
Early in the second tenn , an attempt was made to develop an ind icator that
i ncluded te ache r and s t udent contri butions related to a specifi c the me
(Exploration) . Over a period of a few weeks, a large Explorations poster was
developed, taking up a large part of one wall. The poster provided an outline of
the questions that were add ressed during class time as well as displaying the
products of srudents ' work (for example student artwork entitled 'Explorations of
a Leaf'). The indicator i ncorporated aspects of e ach of the cl assifi cati ons
appearing in Figure 3.4. The activity and its articulation largely represented one
teacher' s effons to integrate student activity across a range of curriculum areas.
Although this was part of the stated aims of the project, the intent did not receive
ful l supp o r t from the o t h e r te ache rs at th i s time . Even when p e rtinent
opportunities presented themselves, the other teachers did not use or add to the
indicator in their own teaching.
An important aspect of class.room indicators was the display of student work.
Particularly in the second half of the year, student posters we re exhibited on the
walls of the room or hung from the ceiling. These posters resulted from stud.em
efforts as they completed tasks in the social studies area. Students were permitted
to complete assignments in various forms, one of which could be a poster. These
posters served as end-points to student activity and did not serve as significant
referents during classroom activity. Hence, it appears that the major function of
the posters after completion was decorative in nature.
At various times, teacher-prepared service indicators appeared, often bound to a
particular instructional sequence. For example, a large poster that described the
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stages of process writing appeared to support relevant classroom instruction.
Other indicators in eh.is style provided procedural infonnation concenung battery
management and form letter instruction. It is significant that although the
students were dealing with complex computational phenomena (such as a
programming language, programs, menu systems, etc.), in general teachers did
not prepare, and had no experience in preparing, relevant indicators.

directed activities at this time. Typically, these activities extended from the
morning to the middle of the day. Included among the activities were:

THE INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT

Normally, the class would split into two large groups and move to opposite ends
of the room under the direction of a teacher. Following the activity, the groups
would swap positions and the teachers would repeat the instruction.

Three major categorisations will be used to characterise the development of the
instructional context. The first concerns the daily arrangements that were used to
structure classroom activities. Secondly, those aspects of instruction that deaJ
with the context of goals will be examined. Finally, reference will be made to
some of the influences from outsiders on instructional practices.

Structuring the Day
The most permanent instructionaJ activity was termed the morning session.
Throughout the year it was a feature of classroom experience that resisted
change. At times, the character of this activity was adjusted to incorporate new
activity (such as the presentation of student Logo Writer programs), but the
underlying function and timing tended to remain the same.
Morning session was always given to the whole class as one group. A teacher
always directed events. Srudents always sal at a gathering point on the floor.
Activities that at times formed pan of this venture included:
•
•
•
•

teacher-led discussion of news items;
student talks of current events;
book readings (by a teacher); and
student presentation of LogoWriter programs (always mediated by a teacher).

• traditional style lessons in mathematics or spelling;
■
language activities such as story writing and poetry composition;
■ typing practice; and
■ religious instruction.

During the second half of the year, greater time was provided for open-ended
student activity. This was particularly so in the area of social studies and
language study. While the whole class division into two smaller groups remained
the pattern, smaller assignment related groups formed when more open-ended
activities took place.
At various times, normal classroom functioning was interrupted (special
meetings of students away from class, absence of teachers, sports events, etc.).
Often during these times, students were provided with rhe opportunity to choose
their own tasks. Generally, though, this type of freedom was restricted to the final
part of the day, often during the last hour of the afternoon. Typically, students
were permitted to continue working on projects or other classroom assignments.
Games, however, were not pennitted, although some students worked on game
programs without the teachers' knowledge.

Presentation of Programs

It was rare for a day to pass without a morning session of some kind. Sometimes
a school assembly would start the day and morning session would be omitted.
Typically, morning session would occupy about 20 minutes of clas_s time and
follow 'housekeeping' at the very start of the day. Occasionally, this time was
extended for up to I hour. Apart from contributions to presentations, most
students could elect to stay passive during this time.

Among the new fonns of teaching practice that developed, one was of particular
interest to the instructional context. Lessons that incorporated student
presentations of Logo Writer programs were important because they revealed an
interesting theory ofleaming that both teachers and students maintained. In such
demonstrations, a student would present a program, using a desktop computer
attached to the display panel, that they had written or adapted. This could be a
game, an animation, a database or a dynamic story. During tbls part of the
presentation. the supervising teacher would often interrupt proceedings to point
out desirable fearures of the program to the assembled gmup. User interfaces (for
example menu systems) were of particular interest here.

Following morning session, there was some variety in the types of instructional
activity that could take place. One pattern that did emerge, especially in the
middle period of the year, was a concentration of highly structured, teacher-

Following a demonstration of the running program, the student would be asked to
reveal the procedures that were used in its construction. At this point, the text of
the procedures would be displayed on the screen. Because the programs were
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lengthy and complex, only pan of the whole program was visible at any one time.
At this point the teacher would anempt to explain the operation of the procedures
to the class. Based on the lack of response to questions asked by the teachers, this
phase of the demonstration was usually unsuccessful. As one teacher explained in
exasperation: ' ... it's a bit like the blind leading the blind'.
It should be noted that some students in the class had developed programming
skills well in advance of the teachers at this stage. Students who presented
programs often experienced difficulty. This was often caused by the transference
of files from their laptop computer to the desktop computer or because they
became confused with different versions of the same program.
When questioned over the effectiveness and purpose behind this form of
instructional activity, one of the teachers expressed the primary objective in these
terms:
What I was looking to do w as to try to get out. .. to show these kids the particular
technique. There might be several ways of doing the same sort of thing, achieving the same
ends .•. but what I'm r.rying to get them to do is to ••. look at it, look at the procedures
they've got so far and just try to look for other applicacions of them. And ic's been prelly
good so far because ... it might only be coming from two or three people ... they're
coming up with different applications like ... Jernma had her hockey results ... Warwick
had his spelling results. What I'm hoping the kids will pick up ... thac these things look
compleccly differenc on the surface but they have the same underlying principles ... and
they'll scare to broaden their outlook a hie. They'll amaze themselves what they'd come up
with. Already they've thought of things that I hadn'L

The intent was to encourage a relatively informal approach to this part of the
curriculum. As noted in the previous chapter, this was a radically different
approach to the treatment provided to more traditional parts of the curriculum.

Setting Goals
As we have seen, the type of instruction provided in computer-related activities
was qualitatively different from other instruction. One aspect that illustrates this
difference is the type of tasks that students were expected to complete.

Contracts
Early in the project, the teachers were encouraged to stmcture student tasks into a
form of contract. Elements within the contracts (see Appendix 4) were not
always related, but were of a mixture of activity types. Two of these contracts
were given out and completed by students. They differed from nonnal classroom
instruction because students:

were provided with greater freedom in their use of time;
were not provided with exposition; and
could elect to complete the items in any chosen order.
While some were satisfied with this approach, the teachers did not continue with
this technique. One of the major problems that the teachers encountered was with
evaluation. It was difficult to give students independence while ensuring that they
were making satisfactory progress. In addition, there was a variety of standards
between the teachers. They chose instead to adopt a thematic approach divided
into discrete discipline areas.

Macro Tasks in Themes
When working within discipline areas there was a change in the level of the tasks
set by the teachers. An example will illustrate this situation. When working on
the Golden theme during the middle of the year, students were broken up into
small, electively chosen groups. The teacher provided a set of macro tasks that
involved the investigation of ancient cultures using a variety of presentation
methods. Macro tasks are more general research-style questions that prompt
student activity. In this case, they were concerned with housing, clothing and the
customs of three Mediterranean countries.
Some groups appeared to have difficulty in breaking up the tasks between the
members. During this session, the teacher visited a number of groups and
provide d gui dance on group organisation and project panitioning. One
interaction was videotaped and formed the basis of a later accounting session
with the researcher. The teacher remarked that this intervention had been
particularly successful as the boys (a group of three) were not known for their
abili ty to remain 'on task'. The evidence suggests that this was a correct
interpretation for these students did alter their behaviour and worked on the task
in a more coordinated and committed fashion.
During this activity a 'snapshot' was taken of student activity and group
composition (see Table 6.1). It reveals a much broader range of activity than
would be found in traditional lessons by the same teacher.
Some weeks later, but within the same theme, a similar set of macro tasks were
set by another teacher. This time, the area was language study. In this case the
group was required to construct a directory of a people drawn from a Greek
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Groups within a Theme

Elective Computer Use

Group activity

Group composition

Notes and diagrams:
using Logo
using paper and pen

3B
2B.3G

Tutorial development in Logo

2G

Title page graphics in Logo

2G, 2B, lB, 2B, 1B

Crossword construction:
using Logo
using paper and pen

2G
10

Clothing a dummy

2G

CD-ROM interrogation

20

Prinier service

2G

Note:

3Bga group of 3 boys, :2G=a group of 2 girls

legend. The students were given consjderable latitude as to how they completed
this task. They could orgaruse it any way they liked. The teacher suggested that
they might like to:
• make the directory humorous;
• write Logo Writer procedures to make a user-friendly information system; or
• scan images into their pages.
The teacher provided some information and suggested structure on disk (as a
Logo Writer fu.e). Typically, the students wm:ked in small groups or individually,
reading the legend (from a computer file) and making notes about the characters
involved.
Later in the year, some exploratory work involving Lego materials provided
another example where macro tasks shaped student activity. In one session
(which lasted for 3 hours), students were given the task of modelling a piece of
fun park apparatus. Again, small groups were formed and students began a
variety of constmctions. While most groups worked on a single construction, a
few groups structured their time and divided the task up into smaller components,
one per group member.

parallel 10 the more general goals that were being set, there was a corresponding
change in the way tools could be employed to complete the task. An imponant
event. which took place 5 months into the project, marked the beginning of a
more open approach to tool use. During a language activity directed at the
composition of poetry, one of the teachers set the task and then suggested that the
students might use the computers in the writing process. This was the first time
(during a structured activity) that students were observed to actually be given the
option of using the computers or not using them. Of Lhe group of 25 students with
the teacher, 17 initially chose to use their computers and eight elected to use
traditional pen and paper materials.

Outside Influences
It is difficult to chart the effect of outside influences on the instructional context
since, by their nature, most are tacit. At times, however, there were obvious
effects on normal classroom functioning. For example, the class was frequently
visited by researchers, consultants, teachers from neighbouring schools, members
of the project administration, parents, etc. During one such visit, nine visitors
were in the classroom at the one time. On such occasions, some of the more
articulate or favoured srudents would meet a visitor and describe the type of worlc
that they were engaged in and the tools that they used. The rest of the class
continued with standard activities.
Towards the end of th.e year, the frequency of such visits increased and some
measures to restrict the flow were introduced by the project officer.
Another important influence that was present concerned the traditional
expectations that outsiders had of the Sunrise class. As well, such expectations
were sometimes shared by the teachers within the project. A visiting inspector
made the following comment in a report:
It may be prudent at regular intervals to check that students are not becoming dcskilled in
handwri1ing, mapping and ready recall of basic facts as they make progress with new skills.
Thus, there was the impression that students in the Sunrise class were merely
learning a new set of skills and there was a danger that these might supplant more
traditional, essential skills.
Some parents also were troubled by this aspect. A small number approached the
teachers and expressed concern that their children had not received:
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• more homework;
• more wrirren mathematics (the learning of arithmetic algorithms);
• more insrruction in spelling.
These concerns had immediate effects on the teachers. On a nwnber of occasions,
they discussed the skills that the students did have and spoke to justify their
positions. Following a parent complaint, one teacher initiated a classroom
activity in the rote learning of number facts.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Physical Context
Several trends are evident from the manner in which the physical context
changed over the course of the year. One such trend began wlch technological
devices attached to what was a fairly standard classroom arrangement.
Throughout the year more functional reasons were developed for particular
organisations and for the acquisition of new equipment. Thus, specialised areas
were assembled to suppon specific instructional activities. In addition, devices
which had meaningful (in terms of what the teachers saw as appropriate
classroom activities) applications were put into service whereas others were
abandoned.
A second trend was evident in Lhe relationship between the support (for devices
as well as software) offered to the teachers and subsequent instructional use.
Apart from initial use, the teachers became reluctant to use these materials if
there was inadequate training and/or support. While the account of the scanner
provides one example of this relationship, the pattern was evident in a range of
other areas. The.integration of Lego materials into the curriculum also provides
evidence here. Even though a generous supply of materials was provided, there
was little suppon offered to the teachers to enable them to practically incorporate
the use of these materials. This was apart from some isolated effons inspired by
outside consultants.

Classroom Indicators
The indicator context provided evidence of changes and developments that were
occurring in the project. This evidence corroborates other signs that have been
gathered. Indicators remained bound to particular curriculum areas and particular
teachers, with one major curriculum area having no external indicators during the
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whole year. This concurs with other evidence that suggests that attempts to
integrare the curriculum around a single theme were largely unsuccessful.
The importance of student-prepared posters to classroom functioning was also
apparent from the substantial efforts made to prepare and display Lhese items.
They appeared to serve a number of purposes independent of the project's aims.
As one teacher explained, the displayed work of students indicated to outsiders
and administrators who visited the classroom• ... [that] this is a busy classroom·.
Teacher-prepared indicators, whether permanent or only displayed for a short
time, were an important feature of many classrooms. Through these devices,
teachers often made explicit various processes, understandings or useful ways of
interpreting information. There were many occasions during the year when such
devices could have been used. After all, many new processes that were adopted
by the class were difficult to articulate vernally. For example, some ·fundamental
understandings in the relationship between various Lego materials (such as
gearing structures) could have been displayed in diagrammatic form. In this way.
discoveries from exploratory activities of students could have become established
in a more permanent form. Another example might come from Logo Writer. The
read-evaluate-print cycle of the interpreter is fundamental to the understanding
l!ecessary for skilful programming. Again, this concept is hard to describe
vernally and could be well described using symbolic or graphical articulation.
However, there was a general lack of such articulation by the teachers, especially
in areas that were novel. One possible explanation could be that the teachers were
unsure of their own understandings and were reluctant to unmask this before che
class. Of course, the preparation of such materials can be a time-consuming
exercise, and che teachers were already quite overloaded with work.

Passive Beginnings
The typical pattern seems to be that tightly restrictive student activity occurred
early in the day (housekeeping, morning session, etc.) whereas the open-ended
activity was more or less restricted to the last part of the day. Thus, it seems as if
intellectually passive activities dominated the day's start. This may be an
unconscious mechanism designed to establish the tone of the day and control of
the class. It may be argued that it is more appropriate to begin the day with
activities that engage the students. This would establish active inquiry as the
general tone of the class. In addition, it appears that students are more alert at this
time, and it is worth exploiting this fact.
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Demonstration of Programs

7

When srudents who had obServed d.emonstrations of other student programs were
asked about the procedures used. they often could not provide the answers
elf.pected by the teacher. A number of factors are involved here:
• When observing the 'flip side' (i.e. a listing of the procedures) they see only
lexical and static representations of the program. They miss out on the
dynamic element or have to make an association with what they have just
seen ..
• Since some procedures are hidden, we see only a partial view of the complete
system.
• Because Logo programs arc dynamically scoped, the lexical structure does nol
assist greatly in human interpretation. One teacher attempted to trace calls of
procedures by working through a complex. program, but quickly lost the
students.
• Computer programs are complex. requiring large (larger if procedural aspects
of interpretation have not been automated) cognitive overheads for their
translation. It takes time, probably more than is allowed for in these
presentations.
• Control of the reading process was not vested in the observers, rather they
mu.st follow the interpretation of the teacher (students were hardly ever asked
to explain their own procedures).
• Little information was elicited on how the students arrived at their final
product. The complete program represents only an end-point. It thus only
provides clues to the activity that was taken to generate it. Sometimes the
features (or lack of features) of a working program can be understood only
from an historical perspective. This is especially the case when predominantly
bonom-up methods are employed by novices.
Thus, the presentation of programs, while an important instructional device,
presents some major difficulties. It may well be that alternative articulations
(such as structure charts or flow charts) might augment such a display.

The Students

Students within the Sunrise project responded in different ways to the innovation
that was presented. This chapter anempts to characterise some of these different
reactions and responses. It considers three major areas:
•

the largely independent growth of student-developed animations, games and
information-providing programs;
• perceptions, by students, of their experience. This area includes broad
perceptions (towards the whole project) and focused perceptions (on thematic
work); and
• the acquisition of Logo programming skills as a way of illustrating students'
facility with, and understanding of, a computational environment.

AUTONOMOUS STUDENT EFFORTS
This section deals largely with independent programming efforts of students
within the Sunrise class. This form of activity is closely allied with a style of
teaching and learning that spontaneously emerged within the classroom. Here
students were encouraged to work on building programs around subjects in which
they were interested. In tum, they were asked by their teachers to share with th.e
class solutions that emerged.
Much of the programming effort took place at home, so this setting will be
briefly considered. In addition, some classification of the student-produced
programs will be attempted. The four major genres identified and briefly
described are animations, arcade-style games, twist-a-plot stories and database
applications. Finally some reflections are offered. These serve to d.raw some
abstractions from the described experiences.

Home Use
Although not a focus of this investigation, student use of computers at home
became important on a number of occasions. This was particularly so when
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dealing with independently constructed programs. The programs were often
designed at the student's home and then brought to school. At school, there was a
sharing of the programs, especially when they incorporated procedures labelled
as tricks - which refers to innovative programming segments that perfo rmed
useful tasks (such as displaying a menu o r capturing a keystroke).
There was some reluctance on the part of students to engage in independent
program development at school because of some established classroom rules. The
follo wing interview with two students illustrates this caution:
Inierviewer.
First studenl:
lnJerviewer:
First studenJ•:
Second studenI:
First studenr:

Have y ou done any things like that [created independent programs)
yourself!
Yes. l"ve done Double Joker thing.
Is this a game?
Yes.
But it is in free time because if we get caught doing it in school time it
gets wiped off. . . and we won't be able to play with it.
And I do it on a weekend or when I have got spare time.

In addition to creating programs, students used their computers at home for a
wide variety o f purposes. A typical response from one boy indicated:
I write letters for various things. And l do typing at home. I II)' always to try and improve
my typing, and I try out new procedures and animations.

Another student, a girl, explained her major uses:
I write a lot of letters to my friends. And I also do procedures.

Other home activity involved family members and friends. One student explained
how she assisted her sister and father:
J,1.1:erviewer:
Studern:
lnJ.erviewer:
Student:
/nJerviewer:
StudenJ:

. . . What are some of lhe things you use the computer for at home or
perhaps other rnembets, people in your family, use the computer?
My sister was applying for a job at Dreamworld and she asked me to
type a letter for her.
You used Logo Writer?
Yes.
Is that all?
Dad wanted to have a look at ii because he was getting laptop
computers coming to his school and he wanted to have a look a( it so I
helped him with everything.

Reactions at home were varied. For example, one student revealed the reaction of
his parents:
My parents don't use it [I.he computer). They're scared stiff ofit. They are frightened that
they are going to break it. For an example, when I locked everything on my disk they said
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'Axe you going to get a new disk?' They didn't know that you could just put.it all back and
you wouldn"t, you didn"t need a new disk. there wasn't a fault in the disk.

Other students described an instructional use for their computers:
Jn.1.erviewer:
Firsi studeni:
In1erviewer:
First studen.l:
/nierviewer:
Second siu.denI:
Jwerviewer.
Second studenI;
InJervi.ewer:
First studen1:

Do other people in your family use it?
Yes. my sister docs. she is in high school and she does her Japanese on
it sometimes.
How do you do Japanese on a computer?
Oh well. she writes • • • she's got two columns and she's got English
and Japanese. and she writes her English word, then she writes next to
it her Japanese word.
Does anyone in your family use it?
Yes. my mum, she does her typing . . . most of the time if I'm going
to let my brother have a go . . . I always have to be there to watch
him.
Is he your younger brother, is he?
Yes.
Do y ou use lhe Typing lnsll'Uctor typing program at home?
Yes, my mum does and my sister. she does typing also at high school,
she is not very good at it. so she practises on my computer.

Some students chose not to take their computer home. On some days there were a
small number of computers left at school rather than being taken home. Students
who were part o f the Aurora group (those wh.o shared their computer with
another student) took their computers ho me on alternate days. Some students
found this advantageous:
Inrerviewer;
StudenJ:

. . . Any problems you have with sharing? Or good things lhat come
out of it . . . perhaps lha.t makes it better th:in what happens with the
Sunrise people?
Oh. well, ·the good thing about it is, when rhad it on my own, I took it
home every night and some nights I just wouldn't use it because I was
getting a bit bored of iL Like I'm not getting sick of it but. you know
us.ing it every night sometimes you got bored of it. It's better this time
because you look forward to bringing it home because you don't get to
use it as much.

Program Types
It is difficult t o characterise the programming efforts of students, particularly
when much creative work occurs outside the classroom. In addition, there were
many efforts that were not completed and hence not offered for display. This may
have o ccurred because the students lost interest o r because they came across
intractable programming problems. The follo wing exchange exemplifies such a
case:
Interviewer.

• • . are you doing any other things with your computer?
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Stude(ll:
/,uervU!'Wl!r.
Stude(ll:
/(llerviewer.
S1Utkn1:

/(llervieiver.
Studenl:

I scatted 1.0 make a dictionary but I didn't keq, going with it..
Thu's interesting. Why didn't you k.ccp on going with that.?
It got a bit boring after a while.
. . . why did you think thllt you might use your computer as a clictioruuy?
Because any words lh:u I had trouble with, ( could just write Lhcrn in. and
when , , . I wanted to find out what they were, instead going to get a
dictionary or in case all the dictionaries everyone was ·using mem I could
just go to my computer.
Right. Have you still got wha.t you tried I.O do?
No.

Other slUdents independently tackled the same task. However, the complexity of
the problem generally defeated their efforts.
Toe following sections detail the four types of program that were evident over the
year. Although the classifications are not mutually exclusive, they do senre to
demonstrate the range of applications.
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Figure 7.1 The Moving Train
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Figure 7.2 Disaster Strikes

The Animation Genre
Animation games were a very popular activity with tbe students, particularly with
the boys. The LogoWriter package is well suited to tbe production of animation
style games. A large number of shapes are provided in the base system, many of
which are suggestive of action sequences (such as cars, a series of walking
shapes, a sequence of rowing shapes). In a ddition, tbe movement primitives make
it very easy to control the movement of up to four objects at a time. Finally,
examples of animation-style programs are included in the LogoWriter
instructional support literature.

( KURANDA STATION
Figure 7.3 The Rescue Helicopter Takes Off

Most students within the class began to design animation programs, some very
early in tbe year. The following example was produced by one boy during the
middle of the year. It will serve to exemplify the general style.
The story begins with a train and th.ree carriages moving across a railway bridge.
The train moves from right to left across the screen (see Figure 7.1). When the
train meets the left hand side of the screen a new scene is painted and the train
wraps a.round to the right hand-side.

Figure 7.4 The Rescue Takes Place
train. A figure emerges from the wreck and is rescued by the helicopter (see
Figure 7.4).

This time, a gap in the bridge is present. As the train passes over the gap, it
tumbles off the track (see Figure 7 .2). All of the carriages follow and become
heaped together under the bridge.

Animation programs run very much like a movie. No interaction with the
program was attempted.

The scene now changes to Kuranda Station. A rescue helicopter takes off and
proceeds across the screen towards the train disaster (see Figure 7.3). When it
arrives at the scene of the disaster, the helicopter settles next to Lhe damaged

The animation described represented a considerable amount of effort for the
srudent. At that stage in the year, tbe students had not formally learnt very much
Logo. Consequently, lhe programming style was quite obscure. with little use of
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structuring mechanisms, variables or formatting. Such programs are difficult to
maintain and debug. A partial listing of the Kuranda Train Rescue animation is
shown .in Table 7.1.

Table 7 .I

to stnnup
Cl rg pu bk 60 rt 90 repeal
5 [pd fd 40 rr90 fd 30 pu
bk 30 It 90 pd fd 40) pu bk
240 bk 30 tell 1 st tell 0
rt 90 rt 90 rt 90 fd 9 It
90 pu fd 60 tell 1 rt 90 pu
fd 100 rt 90 fd 10 rt 90
tell 0 setsh 58 tell 1
setsh 59 pu fd 14 tell 2 st
rt 90 pu fd 100 fd 40 fd 2
rt 90 pu fd 11 n 90 setsh
59 tell 3 st rt 90 pu fd
130 fd 20 fd 8 rt 90 fd 23
fd20 fd5

This program contains over 470 commands, but is arranged as a sing1e procedure.
All references to movement are in absolute steps. There was no attempt to use
patterns other than simple iterative loops.
Other students built more ambitious animation programs. One in particular was
widely distributed and grew through a number of versions imo a very large
program. Called Airport, it dealt with the crash and subsequent rescue of
survivors using various forms of transport. Towards the end of this program's
development, it had grown to I 900 commands in length.
Often, tbe animation programs were created by a single student and adapted and
improved upon by others. One program could sweep through the class, passed
from student to student over a few days.

Arcade-style Games
A popular style of program, particularly with the boys, was to mimic commercial
arcade games. For example, one student created a game called Batman. In this
program, the computer operator controlled a Batman character which could shoot
bullets at various opposition characters. As with the commercial games, a score
was kept on screen and there was a facility to save the highest score. Many other
programs of this type were produced (for example a Karate Game, Ninja Turtles).
Normally, they were modelled after existing video games of television canoon
series.

Twist-a-plot Stories
Some students combined the ideas of animations and text-based stories to
produce stories that allowed some interaction. Thus the operator could control
how the story unfolded. One program, called Pirate, illustrates this genre. The
game opens with a message on the screen (see Table 7.2).
FoUowing the presentation of an animation or some text, the user is provided
with an alternative. In this case, 'red' or '1 st' will lead to two different branches
of the story tree. If the player chooses 1st, a different screen appears (see
Table 7.3).

A Partial Listing of the Animation Program

Table 7.2

Opening Screen from Pirate
You 're on Pirate Island in search to find the treasure. You bring a friend
named Tom IO help you on this mission. W ai.ch out for the pirates!
lf you want to start looking along llte beach type lsL If you would like to sea.rt
looking in llte bush type red.

Table 7.3

Choices on the Beach
If you want to go along the beach still cype cont. If you want to go for a
paddle in a boa1 to look for clues cype fun.

Again, a decision point is reached. The player can choose to walk along the beach
or go for a paddle. If this latter choice is made a rowing boat animation is shown.
The boat is eventually sucked into a mysterious looking thing and the adventure
continues.
This type of program requires considerably more sophistication in programming.
The entire program included 2500 commands. Multiple procedures. were used to
break up a large problem into smaller, more solvable, parts. In all, 27 different
procedures were used.
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Data base Applications
The final genre of student program is the database-style program. The purpose of
these programs is to allow other students to display stored information. Usually
this information was centred on the particular interests of the authors. For
example, early in rhe year one student created a database which displayed details
of a hockey competition. Other students created databases on subjects such as
dog breeds and telephone directories.
While this genre initially grew independently of teacher direction, it became
officially incorporated into the curriculum with the growth of social studies
databases. This area is covered in Chapter 10.
There was some evidence that the programs produced by the boys were
influenced by arcade games. Many of these programs depicted violent incidents.
Other, non-violent, games tended to be action-rich (such as rescues). In contrast
the girls generally concentrated on information-rich applications. These programs
arose from their own hobbies, sports or school-related work. Of course, there
were exceptions to this rule. For example, one boy produced an airline timetable
as an elective programming effort (an information-rich application). In another
instance, a girl produced an arcade-style game that played golf.
It is difficult to appreciate the level of programming effon of some students in the
Sunrise class, since there are few standards to be used as a guide to comparison.
Computer programs, by their very nature, are very complex structures. Indeed,
managing complexity becomes very difficult when designing computational
systems, especially if little guidance is provided. Some students within the
Sunrise class were able to independently achieve quite intricate programming
structures. These included sustained efforts of written work of quite lengthy
programs (more than 2000 commands). It should be remembered that such
sustained effort is not usually required of students in Year 6.

BROAD STUDENT PERCEPTIONS
There are many factors which might have influenced student perceptions of the
Sunrise project. Although it is difficult to track the source of these perceptions. it
is less difficuJt to portray them. Such insights are valuable because they provide
yet another perspective on the total Sunrise experience. They may be expected to
corroborate and contrast wim me views of teachers, observers and parents.
At the start of the third term, midway through the year. each student participated
in a perception gathering exercise. Students were asked to write about what it was
that made the Sunrise project special. They were also instructed to write about
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Table 7.4

Group Percentages within Positive Responses

Group descripti.on
Technical devices or specific uses
Different learning styles
Enhanced setting
Activities associated with Logo programming
The teachers
Enhanced prospects

Responses
%
45
25
13
6
5
4

those things that they particularly liked or disliked about the class. A cotal of 58
students offered written responses. These were gathered and analysed.
The analysis was conducted by first grouping each student's statement into
positive and negative categories. Within each category, further groupings were
made which reflected particular response types. Since the students were
deliberately provided with no structure for their responses, the groupings
emerged fairly naturally. From these groups, typical star.emenlS were selected that
exemplified the commem or concern being expressed.

Positive Statements
Most students elected to respond positively. Of the 247 statements recorded, 202
(82 per cem) were positive. Within this category, six response groupings were
made (see Table 7.4).

Technical Devices and Uses
Almost all students chose to characterise the benefits of the Sunrise class by
making explicit references to the various devices or their specialised use. Within
this category many students (35 per cent of statements in this group) highlighted
possession of devices as being important. These responses ranged from simple
generalisations such as: 'We have a lot of techolge [technology]·, to more
elaborative statements:
We have lots of computers to work with • • . we have a CD-ROM 3Jld Key link. We have
three desk-top and 45 lap-tops.
and:
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I feel lh:at ouT class is different lO other classes bec:ause we have 48 lap-top Computers 3
deslt-wp CompulCrs and a lot rnOTe Technology.

Some students (19 per cent) chose to repon on the use of the devices as being
paniculatly important:
I like Lhe big computer the best because the colour looks really c,,;o_
We do animation on the computer, we get to use desk-top computeTS. We get to
communicate with people in Melbourne. and We get to see oi.her peoples work on the
computer darter [data] show.
When you print the work out on the printers it looks more neat.er and tidier than written
WOTL

Home and personal use of the technology was also perceived as very important.
Twenty-two per cent of the responses made reference to this aspect, for example:
Its really fun because we take the computer home every night and on weekends.

Leaming about the technological devices was also important. In this group, 20
per cent of the responses made reference to device specific knowledge:
The knowledge I have picked up chrough this semesier about computers and the equipment
we use in this class is amazing too.

Mention of skills, such as typing, was often made:
We all have learned to type and we are getting very accurate and fasL

Reference to Lego materials was popular among the students. At the time of the
data gathering, students were being introduced to these materials and associated
computer interfaces.
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. we have lots of technology, and it is a easier way 10 le:irn with the computers.

Olher statements (26 per cent) suggested that there were more enjoyable and
different ways of learning:
It is interesting to be in lh.e Sunrise class because we can do ow- work in a lotully different
way. We also get our work done quicker because its easy typing.
his great that learning can be so much fun. for egsample [example] writing slorics on
computers and printing it out.
I think the sunrise class is grea.l because the computers put fun into learning.
You enjoy the way you learn and it is different to what other children learn wilh.

Independence in learning was importam. A similar number of srntements
highlighted this aspect:
I like how we are allowed to work by ourselves, without the tcn.chcrs telling us whru to do.
It is good because we don •1 have teachers telling us what to do all the ti.rru:.
The teachers are good with us like inste[a]d of telling us things to do step by se<:p, they tell
us a number of things . . .
You use computer co do your work with and you set yourseU goal and it is fwi way of
working the 1.eachers give you work to and you do it and it's a way of striving for your bes1.

The advantage of working cooperatively was the focus of some (14 per cent)
statements:
It is good co be in this because we learn how to coopera1[e] and have the undetsl3Jlding of
computers.
The advantage is that the person lhat you are working wilh helps you when you need help.

Different Learning Styles

The remaining responses in this category dealt with positive aspects of contract
work and the busy tone of the class.

Although the devices received much attention, many students chose to refer to
features of the class which they believed enhanced their learning. Quite a range
of responses contributed to this category. Of the statements made, 10 per cent
suggested that better learning was being achieved:

The Setting

The sunrise class is also good because knowledge is sinking into our brains and we are
becoming more knowledgeable every day.
We are veTy lucky to have all this technology. It makes our class have a different way to
learn. We work most of the time with computers.

Students within the Sunrise class were treated differently from other students.
Many of the students chose to comment positively on the attention and special
treaunent that they were receiving. Many of the statements in this category (54
per cent) focused on the frequency of visits and increased attention that they were
receiving from outside adults:
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I also like it because of all the special people who come and look al us and all the
media coverage.

Another thing that makes it great is the teachers are understanding. fun. humourous and
lots more.

. . • lhe visiiors are grea.t and 3101 of people are inquisitive about us.

We have great teachers •.. and also other teachers such as .. . who ate very friendly.

And the best thing about it is that we have the oppoTtUnicy lo meet other people I.hat
are always in [finding out] what the project is 11bouL

We have really good teachers that help us with our problems. Soon we'll catch up to them
in our computer technology.

. . . sometimes we even have visilOrs that have come along way just lo see whal we
ate doing and lellIDing.

A group of students and their teachers travelled to Sydney for a class
demonstration during the Lego/Logo workshop at the World Conference. Other
statements (12 per cent) made positive comments concerning students who were
about to attend this conference:
It is also a greai. thrill to be picked to fly down 10 [S]sydney for the wodd conference.

Many of the statements in this category (35 per cent) implied that it was good to
be part of a well-known, special class with an international standing:
Our class is all mos! [almost] world known.
We are world known.
• . . it is wonderful to be in the Sunrise Project because it is the new age of recnoghly
[technology] and that the Sunrise Center is world none [known].

Programming in Logo
The major software used by the students was LogoWriter. In addition to word
processing features, students chose to comment on programmable features. Thus,
turtle graphics, animation games and general procedure construction were
perceived as imponam:
We do animation on the computier.
I enjoy making I.he different prncedures on the computer.
But the thing I like best is making programs.

Future Prospects
The vocational advantages of learning about computers and the potential to gain
advantage over other students were expressed by some students. For example:
We learn 10 use computers and when we grow older people will snarch us up for jobs.
I think the sunrise project is great because children like us can have greater skills when
their [they're] older. and may have a chance of getting a better job.
When we leave school we might be able to get a job with computers. we have learnt 10 type
so when were [we're] older we could get a job as a scccutary [secretary].
In the future we will have heaps more technology than other normal kids

Negative Statements
As well as being asked to express features of the Sunrise class that they like,
students were also asked to express dislikes. Many students chose not to record
any negative statements. Only 18 per cent of statements were negative. Five
groups of statements were isolated (see Table 7 .5).

Difficulties with Equipment
Data loss, often associated with problems with the student's RAM drive ('d'
drive), was a frequent source of frustration expressed by students:
The only thing I don't like is when you have been working hard and suddenly your
computer won't do anythi:ng or when you lose files or pages on your disk ...
And sometimes people are loosing there [losing their] d: drive and files as well.

The Teachers
Students chose to comment on their teachers and their perceptions of altered
relationships:

I hate loose D: and the Disk breaking down [ when] we have a con tart [ cona-act] to do.
The disana-gs [disadvantages) of having a compUler you always loose things of{f] d: drive.
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Table 7.5

Group Percentages within Negative Responses

Group description

Some students, particularly those who were the source of expert advice, were
sometimes called away from their work to assist others. These interruptions were
Responses
%

Difficullies wi1.h equipmenl
Classroom o_pcration
Devi:ltions from nonn:,J practices
Restricll?d :iccess
Inequities

49
18
16
11
7

of concern:
Wruu I hate abou1 lhe Sunrise Project: people intenup1 you doing your work..

Deviations from Normal Practices
Approximately 15 per cent of the negative comments were classified as
emanating from variations to traditional classroom structures and orientation.

Other statements referred to the limited battery life of the computers:
. . . whenever we are in lhe middle of something on lhe computer lhe banery goes flat.
When major problems occurred with the computing equipment, lhe devices were
sent away for maintenance. Students made statements concerning this disruption:

Some of these concerns were echoed at other times by parents, teachers and
supervising staff. Some of the concerns were quite general:
The things I dislike about lhe project is we don't get to do things like normal children do
l.ike 3.00 hours maths, 2.00 houcs language, 3.00 hours hi.story and lines. _ . I hope lhat
ne."<l year we will be doing more nonn:,J things like other children do.
Sometimes i don't like it because it's harder work lhan normal.

I don't Ji.kc . . . when disk and computcn get wrecked !hat wasll1S lime geUing repaired.
Some problems in our class a.re when bn,akages happen on the computer and we have to
send them away ro get fixed.

Classroom Operation
Some students chose to comment on features of the devices which they saw as
adversely affecting lhe normal classroom instructional environment.. General
frustrations with the equipment were expressed:
Our ceachers ore good but sometimes !hey ge1 lhrustr:ited [frustrated] over the compmers
and so do I sometimes .
. . . it is enoying when you:r procedures won't work ...
The general noise level was of concern to some students:
. . . it can be noisey sometimes with so many people in the room.
Although the laptop computers were among the lightest computers available, a
number of srudents commented on their weight:
. . . 1.hey are heavy on you:r back when you lak.e !hem home.

Other statements highlighted specific concerns:
I think that being in the s\Dlrise class has one disadvantage and that is when we get 10 grade
9 when we finish lhe project we wont have as much knowledge as in maths as everybody
else. We do maths sometimes but no1 as often as o[her grade 6's.
Some 1e3chers say that since we have I.hem (computers] for 3 ye:u-s we wont no [won't
know] much about maths and things like that, but in our class we stiJl do maths and other
things like lhal. its them that wont no much because computers will be I.he future so there
[they're] wrong.
What I don't like is thac we may not ge1 3 good mark in handwriting . .
One student voiced a concern about the effect of computers oo other school work:
Some bad things about being in I.he Sunrise class is when you talce it home you gel so
involved you forget about , . . other homework you have.

Access to Equipment
Other areas of this study have demonstrated that access to equipment was a
general concern. Although the Sunrise class was supplied with quite a deal of
technical equipmem, there were some areas where access was limited or rationed.
Aurora students, in panicular, highlighted this concern:
... the disadvantage is chal the ocher person you a:re working with sometime[s] gees the
computer more chen you get mad.
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I wish everybody in the class had a lap-10p computer because we have to share, I don• t like
to share because your parliler goes in10 your files.
. . . !he problems in !he Sunrise class are when the Auroras (the people who share) fight ID
see who gets the computer. I'm lucky, because I've gor a computer of my own.
, . . it can be anoying if you are an Aurora and you and your parcner want the computer at
the same time . • .

Inequity
A small number of statements (6 per cent) were concerned with inequities that
were believed to exist:
A bad c!Iing is when only 12 people out of the sunrise class gets to go to Sydney, but that
dosen't anoy me very much.
I l.h.ink it is a little unfair for the al.her grade sixes because they have only used them
[computers] once or twice.

General
There are some limitations to the present study of student perceptions. As the
question was posed quite generally, students may have had difficulty detailing
specific benefits or concerns and relied on vague impressions. Later in the year,
when students were asked ro note specific difficulties associated with theme
work, they provided a much broader set of concerns. It was also evident that
many students chose to echo promotional phrases that had appeared in media
repons. As students could expect that their responses would be read by their
teachers, that may have elicited in some teacher-pleasing comments.
Despite these limitations. the study provided useful insights. The strong
identification of tangible elements (for example haTdware) with the Sunrise
concept suggests that this was the predominant, apparent focus. This evidence
corroborates other data collected during srudent interviews. Students were asked
how they would go about introducing a mythical friend to the Sunrise class.
Inevitably the students chose to focus on the devices and software as_ being the
most important aspect.
The word technology seemed to carry special meanings when used by the
students. The word was almost always associated with positive comment. In
addition, it seemed that possession of technology could, almost by itself, provide
benefit to the owners.
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The students were quite willing to repon that a different quality of learning was
taking place. They reported that it was enjoyable and that they particularly
appreciated the gTeater control that was being given to them. These perceptions.
along with the comments refening to the teachers, confirm the impressions given
by the teachers. There appears to have been a significant change in the way in
which students and teachers communicated instructional goals in this class.
Some comments, particularly those dealing with future prospects, resonate with
teacher beliefs expressed earlier in the year. For some students and some
teachers, Che vocational imperative was an important element driving the project.
The statements regarding deviations from standard instructional activity are
important. Some students were afraid that they might fall behind in some
traditional skills (particularly in arithmetic and handwriting). This concern was
also expressed by adults associated with the project. lt seems that the argument
that these skills were being replaced by more appropriate skills was not entirely
convincing.
Finally, the prominence given by the students to the beneficial effects of special
treatment and attention provide a sobering qualification to results from the
research effort. A Hawthorne effect is evident within this study. Thus it is
difficult to attribute success to the various forms of treannent that the students
received. Participation in itself is likely to have had significant advantageous
effect.

ATTITUDES TO THEMATIC WORK
In addition to gathering general student perceptions towards the changed
classroom environment, one detailed bid was made to collect attitudes to
thematic work. Following the comp1etion of the Golden theme, all students were
asked to reflect on their experiences. In particular, they were asked to identify
those areas of classroom and group functioning that were the major sources of
difficulty. Students were allowed class time to complete this task. No attempt at
structuring their responses was made, although some clear patterns emerged in
later anal.ysis.

The Sample
Most srudeors were members of groups throughout the Golden theme. The 24
group sizes are shown in Table 7.6. All groups were electively formed. In
addition, all groups were gender uniform.
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Table 7.6

Group Sizes in the

Golden

Table 7.7

Theme

Group size

Frequency

1
2
3
4
5

4
8
10

Group Percentages of Golden Responses

Group de.scription
Devices or mat.erials
Library
Other studc:(lts
Rationing procedures
Clas$f0Om organisation

Responses
%

59
23
13
3
2

Categorisation of student responses was achieved by representing themes that
emerged from the student statements. The major forms of perceived difficulty are
given in Table 7.7. Most students listed more than one concern. In total, there
were 128 responses expressed from 59 students.

• loss of information through malfunction;
• the inability to print a full screen of information; and
• the delay caused when the banery required replacement.

Devices

A small number of students mentioned problems wilh materials. These concerns
dealt mainly with:

Concerns over the operation of various devices was paramount. Five devices
were specifically mentioned. In order of frequency they were: the scanner,
printers, the CD-ROM player, laptop computers and olher materials.
�or the scanner, the most common complaint was thal olher students took a long
tune to complete tasks with this device. Students mentioned:
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the

long time it took to scan pictures effectively;
difficulty in getting operational assistance;
fact that other students would play with the device; and
distortion in the resulting images.

The delay in accessing the printers was a commonly expressed concern. Other
problems that were identified included no t enough paper and frequent
malfunctions.
A similar picrure emerged with concerns over the CD-ROM device. Students
pointed out that this device was often tied up by another student or group for
lengthy periods of time. In addition, some students complained that they were
unable to obtain operational infonnation.
The laptop computers were mentioned as concerns, but the predominant
complaint was expressed by the Aurora students. They cited the limited access
lhat they had to lhe computers because they were required to share with a partner.
Other concerns dealt with:

•
•
•
•

the expense of some items (such as cardboard and glitter);
the lack of sufficient materials;
difficulties in transporting materials; and
the monochrome nature of photocopied material.

Library
During the conduct of the theme, the teachers encouraged the students to make
frequent and independent use of library resources. Major problems included:
• difficulty of access to these resources;
• rationing of library cards essential for borrowing; and
• occasional closure of the library.

Student Work
Although responses within this categorisation were frequently tendered, there
was a wide variation in the type of comment. Many of the perceived problems
could be traced to poor group cohesion. Thus students made statements such as:
• uneven comminnent from group members;
• arguments and poor communication; and
• waiting for other group members to complete set tasks.
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Another class of concern was expressed by students where group members
happened to be 'experts'. These students were called away to assist other
groups/students. Other problems dealt with the mechanics of:
•
•
•
•

getting a database system started;
swapping sections of LogoWriter programs;
locating a work area; and
changing group membership.

Rationing Systems
To alleviate some of the problems associated with the rationing of scarce
resources to students, the teachers created a numbering system. This provided
orderly and equitable access to the various devices. Some students suggested that
the system was open to abuse and that it unnecessarily delayed use of the devices.

Classroom Organisation
Some students complained that they beeame confused with the theme work. They
were unsure of the division between the language and the social studies areas.
Some other students complained that curriculum materials disappeared from the
learning centre.

General
Some obvious patterns emerged from among these student perceptions. They
were primarily concemed with device use and, in particular, access to these
devices. Of course, it is relatively easy to single out items which are tangible.
Other concerns which dealt with student relationships and group organisation
were perhaps more difficult to identify and label.
The data also suggests that students found the peripheral devices attractive and/or
useful in pursuing their classroom tasks. There was an obvious tension between
their perceived usefulness and difficulty of access.
As an exercise, this data collection provided assistance to the teachers in planning
further units of work. The information gathered was used as a basis to instigate
some changes to classroom operation. These included structured approaches to
group dynamics and more streamlined procedures to deal with the library access
problem.
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Finally, the exercise demonstrates the imperative for some fonn of networking in
order to provide more convenient access to scarce and expensive hardware (for
example allowing a number of students to access the CD-ROM simultaneously).

LOGO SKILLS
Characterising student understanding of, and facility with, a computational
system can be a difficult exercise for at least two reasons. First, in many ways the
measurement of such proficiency is in its infancy and is in need of much
development. Second, there are more factors than the testing of proficiency of a
largely internalised skill, such as arithmetic, that have to be taken into account
The study described here represents one small step in depicting student
understanding of a computational environment. The purpose of the exercise was
to measure skills in Logo programming and to determine whether access to
computers was a significant factor in their acquisition. In one sense, this study
had a very practical purpose: to what extent was access to computers important in
skill development? The answer to such a question might guide future decisions
on resourcing issues. With some caution, the results of this study might well
illuminate more intangible proficiencies with regard to computer use
(appropriation of computer tools, attitudes, etc.).

Procedure
During one afternoon session, a simple test was administered to 48 students from
the Sunrise class. Previous pilot trials had established that this test was of
reasonable difficulty for students at this stage. The test instrument involved the
creation of a procedure that resulted in a staircase figure on the screen (see Figure
7.5). This instrument appears in Appendix 5. Although the test contained another
questi.on related to skills in Lego, this will not be discussed.
Each student was provided with the sole use of a computer and with familiar
software (LogoWriter). Students were given 30 minutes to complete the test.
Following efforts to complete the task, students were asked to write down the
source code for their procedure(s) on the test paper. ln contrast to their normal
school work, the students were not permitted to communicate during the conduct
of this test
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iteration is orientation-invariant (with the turtle pointing the same way after
completion as it was at the start).
The third attribute type related to the corre�tness of the Logo syntax used. Apart
from students who did not attempt the question, the syntax could be either correct
or containing some mistakes.

The Data

One classification variable (gender) and one treaonent variable (computer access)
were isolated as relevant to the research question. In addition, in an attempt to
roughly validate the skills test, WISC scores for each student were used to fonn
correlation coefficients.

Each student script was collected and analysed for the presence of a number of
attributes related to programming style. Three major attribute types were isolated:

Results and Discussion

Figure 7.5 The Staircase Task

• whetber an attempt was made;
• suucrures within procedures; and
• syntax.
The first type was simply observed. The second type was more complex. A
number of structures necessary for task completion are enumerated.
The presence of parameters In order to provide the general solution required
(to have a procedure capable of drawing different-sized staircases, with a variable
number of steps), students needed to include two parameters to control the
number of steps and step size_ In addition to the presence of parameters, the use
of meaningful identifiers was also noted (this is where the name chosen by the
student is related to the variable's function).
Iteration type The geometrical pattern of steps suggests an iterative structure in
the program code. This can be accomplished in at least three ways (there were
instances of each among the student scripts):
• text repetition where the code for a single step was literally repeated;
• fixed repetition where a definite value was associated with a REPEAT
instruction;
• variable repetition, the most sophisticated scrategy, where a computational
variable was used to control the repetition.
Loop .interface One of the more difficult pans of this task is controlling the way
one iteration of the step drawing segment connects to the next. In one type of
solution, the heading of the drawing turtle, can be turned to a particular, global
orientation. Alternatively, the beading can be determined relatively so that each

Observationa1 evidence suggested that most students were able to complete the
task well within the time allocated. A small number of students (10 per cent) was
not able to attempt the question at all. The way in which the students tack.led the
task was also noted. All students attempted the task by immediately writing
procedures. No students were observed to overtly plan an approach (using paper)
before attempting the task. Table 7.8 shows the results obtained in each attribute
measure against all subgroups of the variables. In all measures of programming
competence, the Sunrise group outperformed the Aurora group. There appeared
to be very little difference between gender groups, either globa11y or within
subgroups.
Descriptive statistics .indicating the mean scores for each group appear in Table
7 .9. To test the hypothesis that there was a difference between the means of the
0.05) was
two computer access groups (Sunrise and Aurora), a t-test (p
performed. The result (2.58) shows that there was a significant difference
between the two groups in the perfonnance on this skills test.

=

Each score was correlated against the relevant WISC scores measured at the
beginning of the year. Significant (at p = 0.001) correlations were found for each
WISC test. Table 7.10 shows these results.
On the test administered, there was a significant difference in the programming
performance between students who had full access to laptop computers and those
who had shared access. There did not appear to be any differences across gender
groups.
These results need to be carefully interpreted. First, the students received little
formal instruction in Logo programming. Thus, they were required to discover
programming ideas in a relatively spontaneous manner. Given this state, the
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Table 7.8
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Table 7.9

Achievement within Attributes

Mean Logo Scores within Each Group

Groups

Mean Scores widlin Groups
Sunrise Sunrise Aurora. Aurora t
male female male female 1

Attributes

All

Male

Number of stude:nl.s:

48

25

23

25

23

13

12

12

11

Problem
Attempted:
Procedure;

90

88

91
91

100
96

78
78

100
92

100
100

75
75

82
82

48

60

39
70
61

69

50

62

83

33
66
58

45
73

50

25
25
17

33

27
18
18
36

25

42

36
0
63

P3rameters

SrepNo.:

S1epsize:
Meaningful:
Iccration Type
None:
Literal:
Fixed:
Variable:
Loop Interface
None:
Global:
Relative:
Syni.u
None:
Mistakes:
Correct.:

88

84

50
79

52
80
60

13

46

12
24
16
48

29
10

10
27
63

67

23

19

60

Female Sunrise Aurora

78
74
13

22

Percentages

88
72
0
24

26

22

22
43

20

17
35

28
12

30
9
61

20
16

39

64

56

12
24

9
30
61

0
32
68

22

60

64

56

4

'12

57

92

0

23

15
62

15
15
69
0
31
69

83

0

25

25

17
58
0

33

66

8

50
25

17
58

64

18
27

64

length of time that students have access to a computer may .have been the most
significant factor. It may be argued that had a more strucrured approach been
possible, involving joint tasks, the Aurora group may have been advantaged
because of murual support and discussion.
Second, there are a number of confounding influences. For example, the two
groups may have developed traits because of their relative access to computers.
Evidence suggests that Aurora students were likely to have disagreements over
the use of the computers, and may have had difficulty completing tasks because
of the restricted access and the extra overhead of negotiating shared use.
Despite these concerns, there are two other features of this study that are
imponam to observe. Some srudent procedures to solve eh.is problem were quite

All
12.4

Male

Female

Sunrise

Aurora

12.2

12.6

14.3

10.3

Sunrise

male.

Sunrise
female

Aurora
male

Aurora
female

14.7

13.8

9.4

11.2

Table 7 .10 Logo Score vs WISC Scores
Comparison
LogovsWI
LogovsWS
Logovs WA
LogovsWV
Logovs we

Correlation coefficient

0.757
0.567
0.497
0.627
0.521

sophisticated. Nine students were assessed as having provided ideal solutions
(solutions that were correct. as well as being particularly succinct and
expressive). Almost half the students were able to effectively use a computational
variable in their solution. This is despite the fact that a formal mathematical
treannent of variables was some years away for these students.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
This chapter has concentrated on a number of different ways of characterising
srudent experiences with the Sunrise project. The growth of autonomous student
programming efforts was significant not only for the ·remarkable efforts that
students produced, but also because the imagination and sustained effort that
some srudents displayed represented a major instructional resource. In Chapter 10
it will be seen that this aptitude was used with some success in the student
creation of database applications within the social studies curriculum. However,
more could have been done to exploit lhis opportunity, for example using action
dominated games and animations which are rich in mathematical problems
(coordinate geometry, variables, etc.). In addition. information•rich applications
might have provided an entry to elementary database theory and design. While
opportunities like these existed, it must be rem em be red that significant
constraints such as teacher knowledge and syllabus limitations also remained.
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Although there is some danger in institutionalising programming techniques that
arise spontaneously and independently of teacher intervention, there is a case for
such a practice. Elements of programming, such as expressive style, project
management and external articulation of programming structures, would allow
students to use a powerful set of intellectual tools to complement the
computational tools.
Another feature of the studies described in this chapter is that students chose to
describe the special relationship that developed between themselves and their
teachers. This corroborates comments made by the teachers as well as
independent observations. Changes in the classroom power structures as well as
the instructional environment seem to have been the cause. Whether this change
was due to design (through the implementation of project aims) or occurring
incidentally (such as possession of technical knowledge by students that the
teachers did not have). the quality of interaction was perceived by both parties to
have been augmented.
Finally, the hardware-dominated concerns of the students were both positive and
negative. These concerns echo similar attitudes with the teachers and parallel the
manner in which the project was portrayed to parents and outsiders. The
problems associated with hardware-orientated approaches are many. For
example, technical issues can swamp far more important issues such as
curriculum design, innovation in teaching/learning practices, etc. The prevalence
of this perspective is of concern.

PART3
OTHER VIEWS

8
Supporting the
Queensland Sunrise Project

Greg Grimmett
Education Officer
Learning and Technology Services
INTRODUCTION
When I was appointed Project Officer for the Queensland Sunrise Centre in April
I 990, I tried to develop an appreciation of the geography of the project as it then
existed. I wanted to gain an appreciation of:
•
•
•
•

what was being attempted within the project;
the stake holders within the project;
the expectations of the project participants; and
the functionality which had to be added to enable the project to operate.

Unfortunately, the need to act quickly and decis ively to keep the project
operational meant that I was deeply immersed before I had accurately determined
any of the above. This to some extent confounds an attempt to be objective about
goals, vision, expectation and functionality for, at the time of writing, I too have
become a stake holder within the project.
I have presented three sections which encapsulate my personal contribution to the
project. The first of these attempts to expound the educational philosophy which I
personally believe to be inherent within the Sunrise Centre. The second deals
with the manner in which I interpreted the role of a project officer (based upon
chis philosophy) within the milieu of the project; and tbe third attempts to provide
an account of a particular day to show the scope of the activities which arose
from my interpretation of the project officer's role.
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It is important to stress that another individual would have brought different
personal experience to the project and almost surely would have inrerpreted the
project officer's role and functions in a different manner.

A PERSONAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SUNRISE CENTRE
PHILOSOPHY
When I first encountered the project I wondered whether it did indeed represent a
step into the future. Was this really something new or were we just dressing up
the same old educational theory and practice in the new robes of technology? In
an attempt to determine this, at a personal level, I thought of the technique used
by a rower moving towards a distant goal. The rower looks back and sights. using
parallax, landmarks which have already been achieved and, thus, keeps on course
for the new goal.
Therefore, l have chosen to define my interpretation of the Sunrise philosophy by
first looking back into our educational history and focusing upon extant
philosophies which indicate the direction in which the Queensland Sunrise Centre
philosophy is to be found. The knowledge and skills addressed by Australia's
educational enterprise range from foreign languages to brick laying, and from
musical performance to functional numeracy. Indeed the complexity inherent
within education is a reflection of the complexity and interdependence which
exists within our society.
Each intellectual discipline and skill which the educative process attempts to
transmit has associated with it at least one, and many times a plethora, of
instructional styles. The instructional styles used within the educative process are
based upon an implicit philosophy regarding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the way in which skills and knowledge are learnt;
the roles of the learner;
the roles of the teacher or instructor;
the curriculum;
assessment strategies;
instructional methods;
learning tools; and
the instructional environment.

But even more fundamentally, educational styles and instruction methods are
based upon a belief in, or philosophy regarding, the fundamental nature of the
construct knowledge. l shall briefly discuss some of these philosophies.
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Perennialists have a particular view of knowledge from which the rest of their
beliefs regarding educational practice flows.
Education implies teaching. Teaching implies knowledge. Knowledge is truth. The IJ'Uth is
everywhere the same. Hence, education should be everywhere the same. (Hut chins,
1936:66)
Knowledge is everywhere the same. If it were not, learned men could never agree on
anything. (Hutchins, 1953:68)

These statements would seem to encapsulate the educational philosophy of
perennialists whose philosophy can be traced back almost unbroken to the Greek
scholars Aristotle and Aquinus (Kneller. 1973:44). Perennialists are quick to
point out that 1T is always 1T independent of time, place or society.
Opinion, of course, is different as people may disagree. But when they do agree
opinion becomes knowledge. The knowledge over which the perennialists agree
is to be found in the great works of literature. history. and science in which
humans through the ages h ave revealed their greatest aspirations and
achievements; or as Adler (1939:62) says:
U there is philosophical wisdom as well as scientific knowledge, if the former consists of
insights llJld ideas which change liule from time to time, and il the latter has many abiding
concepts and relatively constant method, if the great works of l iterature as well as
philosophy touch on the permanent moral problems of mankind and express the universal
convictions of men involved in moral conflict - if these things are so, then the great books
of ancient and mediaeval. as well as modem, times are the repository of knowledge and
wisdom. a tradition of culrure which must initiate each new generation.

This view of knowledge prescribes the curriculum: English, languages. history,
mathematics, natural science, philosophy and fine arts (Kneller. 1973). This is the
basic education of a rational animal (Adler. 1939) and on no account should
students be allowed to study what interests them at a particular time.
This view also prescribes the behaviour of students (who must learn to cultivate
reason and control their appetites) and teachers (whose job is to overcome the
handicaps of environment, aptitude and student resistance), and implies
instructional methods, learning environment, instructional tools and assessment
strategies.
From their philosophy of knowledge perennialists are able to describe and define
the manner in which the educative enterprise should be conducted so it is the
construct knowledge. which must be reviewed if another school of educational
thought or philosophy is to be developed.
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Pragmatists hold the belief that knowledge should be constructed in the mind

which has been properly trained and that knowledge is deductive (Locke quoted
in Quinton, 1977: 1). To perennialists , knowledge is Cartesian in that it is
dimensional, continuous and can be learnt in finite measurable amounts. Pierce
was the first of a number of philosophers, later called pragmatists (Russell, 1922;
Gaillie, 1952; Popper, 1954), who took a different view of knowledge. They still
accepted that truth is knowledge but argued that the truth of an idea could be
accepted if the consequences of the idea being true could be observed (Pierce,
1878 in Jefferies, 1950). For example, a child could be said to know what a tree
is if she or he can touch the tree. It is not necessary that the child be able to hold a
discourse upon the propenies of trees.
The chief continu:uor of Pierce's anti Canesi:mism was John Dewey. He combined it with
James's emphasis on the acquisition of knowledge as an active exploratory process, rather
than a kind of passive contemplation. He shared the view, presented in pragmatism, that
conceptual instruments of thought are human constructions not independent platonic
existences. He insisted on the social character of knowledge and developed a theory of
knowledge which has remarkable coherence of tone despite the breadth of its scope.
(Quin!On. 1977:32)

From his pragmatism Dewey was able, like the perennialists before him, to define
and describe the methods and roles within the educative enterprise. In short he
was able to develop an educational philosophy.
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It is imponant to note that Dewey lived in an era of great social change. During
his life the Industrial Revolution spread across the Atlantic Ocean from England
and changed the rural communities of North America.
His first learning experiences were the learning-by-doing experiences of the rural
life style in which he was raised. He was educated in an industrial society and
experienced schools, based upon the perennialist philosophy, from both sides of
the pupil's desk: first as a student then as a teacher who became increasingly
appalled by the rote learning, regimentation and irrelevance to life that
characterised so much that went on within the school (Peters. 1977:115).
Dewey's educational philosophy was implemented in his laboratory school and
led to the formation of the progressivist movement which continued to have a
deal of influence upon education, especially American education, until the Space
Age overtook it.
During its time the progressivist movement introduced many worthwhile reforms
into American education.
By drawing auemion to the currents of change and renewal that run constantly through the
universe and through education itself, and by continually cha.llenging the existing order,
progressivism expresses an educational attitude of abiding significance. (Kneller, 1974:64)

Dewey insisted upon the intrinsic value of educational activities. They were not
just a means to an end, but derived their intrinsic value because they catered for
the interests of the pupil and aided in the development and consistency of that
interest (Peters, 1977:109).

The Industrial Revolution changed the structures of the society which it touched.
It changed the ways in which workers worked, families functioned and
communities cooperated. Initially it did little to change the way in which
education prepared the next generation for participation in this new society. The
progressivists caused reforms which resulted in education, once again, providing
the next generation with skills which were relevant to the needs of society.

Dewey said the teacher loses the position of external boss or dictator but talces on
that of leader of group activities (Dewey, 1938: 121). Dewey believed that
instruction should utilise the teacher as a guide to assist the child to structure his
or her natural impulses of investigation and experimentation, constructiveness,
expressiveness and social impulse (Mayhew & Edwards, 1966:93).

Today we live in what has been described as a post-industrial age but more
imponantly society is in the grip of another technological revolution: the
computer revolution. Again education is in danger of becoming increasingly
irrelevant to the needs of life in a changed society.

Most of what Dewey wrote about the curriculum related to the elementary school
and some of it seems rather dated though it illustrates his approach. Dewey
stressed, first of all, practical activities such as sewing, cooking, weaving,
carpentry and metal work. These were included for they embodied the part of the
children's cultural heritage and required the development of motor skills which
Dewey considered to be closely connected with mental development as a whole.
Also, from the educational point of view. they could open up all sorts of fruitful
activities. As he put it (Dewey, 1963:29):
You can concentrate the history of all mankind into the evolution of the flax. coLton and
wool fibres in clothing.

Given this situation it is expected that another philosophy of education is
developing which will attempt to reform education so that it provides students
with the skills required by an information society. As with the educational
philosophies already discussed, the Logo philosophy is based upon a belief
regarding the fundamental nature of knowledge.
Proponents of the Logo philosophy (Logoists) accept the pragmatist view that
t ruth is knowledge and that the truth of an idea can be accepted if the
consequences of the idea being true can be observed (Pierce, 1878 in Jefferies,
1950). As a result there are many points of congruence between the progressivists
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and the Logoists. The major point of difference is that the Logo philosophy goes
further than just passive acceptance of evidence regarding the veracity of an idea.
Logoists see learners as actively constructing experiments to generate evidence
regarding the truth or otherwise of an idea. This active construction of intellectual
experiments is dependent upon metacognition - thinking about thinking (Harper,
1989). Utilising the technological tools available to them Logoists believe that it
is possible for learners to build models of their own thinking and learning
(Milojkovic, 1984:15) and in this they go beyond the progessivists.
It should not seem unusual that an educational philosophy is tied so closely to a
particular technology, and indeed to a particular environment within that
technology, for this aspect of the Logoist philosophy is very similar to the
perennialist philosophy. It also has a closed learning environment in which
education can take place (the great books of ancient and mediaeval, as well as
modem, times are the repository of knowle-dge and wisdom).
Logo is an electronic environment which has been designed to encourage
children to reflect on how they think, and programming should lead them to
develop metacognitive abilities, especially the ability to realise when they don't
understand (Clements, 1985).
It would seem, then, that Logo has similarities to both the perennialist and
progressivist philosophies which preceded it. It has, however, properties resulting
from the electronic medium which makes it stand apart from being just an
amalgam of its predecessors. These properties are those which result from its
learning environment also being a programming environment.
Being a programming language Logo has the ability to enable learners to create
synthetic realities for themselves - realities which respond to the rules of action
which the learners themselves have defined. Thus it can take a thousand forms
and can appeal to a thousand tastes (Gretch, 1983).
The Logo philosophy implies teacher behaviours, student behaviours and
learning environments as do other educational philosophies, but as the Logo
philosophy is subsumed within the Sunrise philosophy discussion of these facets
will be included within the Sunrise philosophy.
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becoming ahistorical with no knowledge of the constancy within our society. The
Sunrise philosophy sees the information within those texts as raw data to be used
to construct knowledge (Nevile & Vogler, 1988) and the test of the knowledge
thus constructed draws upon the pragmatist view. That is, the test of an assertion
is whether the consequences of the idea being true can be observed.
We do not want to perperuate the myth that everything that is in books is the truth, any
more than we want to perpetuate srudcnts' apparent belief that lhey 11re not likely to know
the right answer, because teachers and other people are the bearers of truth. We want our
srudents to appropriate the information before them. whether it is in texts, in graphics, or
even in preserved animals. We want our srudents to be able to build their own knowledge
and to be able 10 evaluate iL (Nevile & Fallshaw, 1988)

The sources of data which can be constructed into knowledge are as endless and
varied as the environment in which learners learn and teachers teach.

Teachers' Roles
At the time when Dewey was writing, the teacher and the children had available
to them the same technology (paper, pencil, pen and ink). Thus, once the child
had achieved basic literacy, the child had the best tools for inquiry which
industrial society could offer. The role of the teacher was then as a guide to help
structure the child's narural impulses of investigation and experimentation,
constructiveness, expressiveness and social impulse (Mayhew & Edwards, 1966).
In the information age of today there is a great variety of electronic tools for
inquiry which can be utilised in education: electronic calculators, fiJ.ms, slides,
overhead projectors, computers, CD-ROMs, construction sets and computer
software packages. Thus the teacher has a role additional to that envisaged by the
progressivists, which is of tool provider. The Sunrise teacher guides the child's
inquiry and provides appropriate technological tools to assist with the child's
efforts to produce knowledge from data.

Tools for Inquiry

The Sunrise Philosophy

The tools provided may be of many types, but if the child is to become master of
her or his own inqui ry it is desirable that the child develop the ability to select the
appropriate tool for a given situation and indeed construct a tool for inqui ry if
none exists.

The Sunrise project has a particular philosophy of knowledge which is drawn
from both the perennialists and the progressivists. The great books are definitely
worthy of study for, if they are ignored, our young people stand in real danger of

Obviously there are occasions when a special-purpose tool must be used, for
example, when measuring a length of wood, a ruler or tape measure would seem
a logical tool to use. There are, however, many occasions when the child's
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inquiry can be supported and extended by the use of technological tools. For
example, inquiry into the domain of spiral geometry is only available through the
use of a technological tool which can undertake the repetitious production of
accurate lines and angles. The tool used might be a spirograph which will be
discarded upon concluding the investigation. If, on the other band, the tool used
is a Logo procedure, this tool can be reconstructed so that it may be used again as
part of another investigation.
Logo was developed to create an interactive environment, a mathland, in which
students could set their own pace, problems and goals (Harper, 1989: 10).
LogoWriter added the ability to word process and use bitmap graphics. Thus
LogoWriter (and the computers to operate it) has the capacity to provide children
with reconstructible electronic tools for inquiry.
Through the use of LogoWriter it is possible for children to explore the propenies
of plane figures, the etymology of words, the phrasing of music or the syntax of
sentences.
Obviously, as with any synthetic environment, there are limits to the extensibility
and utility of LogoWriter, and decisions have to be made when the limits of the
available resource are reached whether to limit the inquiry to the domain or
extend the domain to allow investigation to continue.

Roles of Pupils
The Logo philosophy has been criticised becau s e of its 'experien tial
impoverishment', its uncritical 'head start' philosophy and its id olatry of
'powerful ideas' and computer thinking (Davey, 1984). Discussion of these
criticisms, ill-founded or otherwise, serves to focus the various roles of pupils in
the Sunrise centre.
Within the centre children use LogoWriter (a dialect of Logo), but they use it as a
tool to inquire about the history of ancient civilisations, or botanical diversity in
their locality, or language, or how the district newspaper is produced, or ... They
do not learn Logo any more than children in other classrooms learn to use a pen.
In both cases children do spend time mastering the tool but this is only done so
that the tool can be used in further inquiry and investigation.
The second criticism of Logo is that of its uncritical head-start philosophy, and
indeed it can be tempting to push children beyond their interest, enthusiasm and
psychological capacity to cope just because we now have technological tools
which make this possible.

The Sunrise centre is a resource-rich learning environment in which children
generate their own macro learning tasks. It would seem unlikely that children
could push themselves beyond their own ability to comprehend. Rather, the
children tend to extend their investigations laterally using other media and
different resources to enrich their understanding of a domain of knowledge.
When investigating ancient civilisations, child.ren produced electronic databases,
models, project charts, maps and pieces of writing, all of which extend and enrich
their knowledge.
The third criticism of the Logo philosophy is its idolatry of powerful ideas.
Within the centre powerful ideas are those that actualise an investigation: ideas
that provide a method or an approach which enables a previously unsolved
problem to be overcome thus allowing further investigation. Usually these ideas
arise from problem analysis, cooperation between peers, discussion and sharing
of resources. Certainly these ideas are valued for, like Sartre's existential
moments, they occur rarely and like existential moments they allow further
development. These ideas are valued for their utility but are not idolised.

Conclusion
This section has attempted to demonstrate my belief that the Sunrise philosophy
h as developed from the progressivist and to a lesser extent perennialist
educational philosophies. Its constructionist epistemology enables it to redefine
the roles of both the teacher and the pupil, and its use of reconstructible
technological tools enables these roles to be actualised.
The Computer Revolution, like the Industrial Revolution which preceded it, has
changed the way in which society functions and the Sunrise philosophy provides
a vision for the way in which education may change so that it continues to
transmit to the next generation the skills and knowledge embedded within our
culture. The methods described are particularly suited to a particular class of
intellectual skills but the philosophy has relevance to the great majority of skills
and competencies which are necessary for the continuation and enrichment of our
society.

THE ROLE OF A PROJECT OFFICER
This section deals with the manner in which I perceive the role of a project
officer. Certainly the project officer is charged with the task of ensuring that the
professional milieu within which the teachers operate has congruence with the
educational milieu which the teachers are trying to create for the children within
the project. Put another way, the project officer is the teachers' teacher and must
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strive to create a professional learning environment for the teachers so that they
have the tools and resources which will enable them to use their professional
expertise to re-create the curriculum. Thus the philosophy previously espoused
constrains the project officer to act in certain ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

to guide rather than lead;
to provide resources for inquiry rather than answers;
to hold dialogue with, rather than lecture to;
to assist and support rather than direct;
to assist others to be aware of the limitations of the synthetic environment; and
to attempt to remove confounding distractions from the teaching and learning
process.

In this process the teachers and the project officer are more or less equal partners.
The teachers' and project officer's roles are very similar but they operate in
different spheres. Just as teachers must, in some instances, be content to be
judged, professionally, by the growth and attainments o f J1eir pupils, so too the
project officer must accept being judged by the growth llf the teachers within the
project.
It would seem to fo llow then that a good project officer is the invisible change
agent. Ideas that she or he shapes, structures and makes functional should be
perceived as coming from someone else. It is most preferable that all stake
holders feel that some or all of the idea owes its genesis to them.
The Tuesday 20 November experience recounted in the next section began as an
idea that someone had in a meeting: 'What we need is some time to just sit down
and talk!• In this form the idea was seen as valuable by the project officer but was
certainly not owned by him. It became Jenny's idea, Dave's idea, Mel's idea, in
short it must be anyone's, everyone's, idea - not the project officer's idea.
Having gained the germ for the yeast, the culture of the idea needs to be grown.
This is done by informally discussing anybody's idea with meaningful others:
other teachers, other Leaming Technology Services (LTS) officers, the project
researcher, the school administration team, the regional administration team, the
manager of LTS and others. In this way the germ of an idea becomes an idea
within the project culture. It also means that from every point Qf view instructionally, administratively, philosophically, financially and functionally
the idea is viewed, considered and modified.
This informal phase cannot be tied to a particular time-frame any more than a
teacher can dictate the time it takes for an individual child to internalise a
concept. Stretching the metaphor, the germ of an idea must be incubated in the
right environment. There have been ideas which have been frozen to death and
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others, Tuesday 20 November activities for ex.ample, which have grown almost
too quickly for the project officer to cope with. What results from this phase of
development is the feeling that we were always going to have a meeting at the
end of the year to discuss X (X may be different for every individual). Once this
stage of social consciousness has been reached the project officer's hardest job is
done. It is now accepted as part of the curriculum which the teachers will
undertake as part of their professional development.
The actualisation of the idea from this point on only requires a knowledge of
what is possible in terms of the structures which support the project, how to tap
into the supporting structures with the correct minutes, memos and triplicates so
that the curriculum which the teachers have set f o r themselves can be worked
through.
There are also some trivial arrangements with regard to venue, catering,
document preparation, etc., which must be undertaken but these, while time
consuming, have little to do with the central role of a project officer.
Conclusion

The question 'Why not just do it?' or 'Why give others ownership?' seems
obvious and begs an answer. Certainly the major part of the answer lies in the
attempts which the project officer makes to keep congruence between the
professional development environment which the teachers experience and the
learning environment which they wish to create for their students. But there is
also another consideration which makes giving ownership to others important.
Consider for a moment the stress levels which occur in a project such as this.
Departmental officers with the power to sign orders are both accountable and
auditable. For them, Sunrise represents the unknown. Routinely they sign orders
for which the arguments are as smooth and well-worn as river pebbles. But orders
for the Sunrise project put them out on a limb; they need to be convinced that
they are necessary. They need to be informed so that they can justify their
actions, not only to auditors but to the envious as well.
A similar situation exists for all other personnel involved, even peripherally, in
the project. The principal has to be informed and has to be convinced as she or he
has to undertake tasks associated with the project, which are additional, non
routine and almost by that description stressful.
The teachers also are heavily stressed, overworked and vulnerable. They are now
in a position where they have changed their modes of classroom operation, the
way in which they interact with the children, and indeed the way in which they
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interact with their peers. Professionally they are very different from what they
were a year ago and some of their colleagues would say: 'More's the pity'.
The project brings no extra money. It only brings extra stress, extra work and
vulnerability. People will only continue to support it to the extent that they do at
the moment (which is to the very limit of their ability and physical endurance)
because they believe that it represents a valuable step forward for education. Put
another way, they believe that they are personally involved in a worthwhile
innovation which they are structuring - they have ownership.
Willingly, the teaching team starts each day with a meeting commencing at 7.45
a.m. They work both with the project officer and individually in the afternoons,
evenings and weekends. They attend seminars and prepare papers as well as run a
rich educational program in a challenging environment. In short, their dedication,
application and enthusiasm must be admired. Indeed, they are a credit to their
profession!

This meeting also represented the first time that high school teachers had been
involved in planning for 1992 when the project goes to Coombabah State High. It
was interesting to note their initial reaction and compare it with their subsequent
efforts to commence changing practice so that the project can also function in
their school.
It should be noted, however, that while the day itself was special, the level of
activity was not. All professionals involved in the Sunrise project commonly put
in a great number of hours for no obvious extrinsic reward.
The Day's Events
6.00a.m.

Rise, coffee.

6.15 a.m.

Shower, dress, breakfast, coffee, collect papers from night
before, pack car.

7.15 a.m.

Collect Karen (teacher) (rang night before with transpon
problem). Assure her that baby will present no problems.

7.30 a.m.

Arrive venue, unpack set-up, discuss catering with Glad
Barlow (catering). Ensure that invoices will be in the correct
form for accounts to process.

7.45 a.m.

Welcome participants as they arrive. Have morning coffee and
buffet provided.

Thus far I have espoused a personal educational philosophy for the Queensland
Sunrise Centre, discussed the way in that philosophy constrains the leadership
style and the classes of activities which are undertaken by the project officer.
This last section attempts to give an insight into the way in which I, as the project
officer, undertake these activities.

8.10 a.m.

Zoe (new teacher) arrives. Ensure that all are comfortable.
Discussions regarding philosop!Jy. Get Michael (Research
Officer) wound up and flying. Listen and guide as necessary.
Note that Dave is getting amendments and additions down as
people speak.

Certainly the day's events which are recorded below are special, for this Regional
Policy meeting on 20 November 1990 marked a watershed for the project. It was
at this meeting that the project team, and especially the project teachers, came to
the understanding that there were no ready-made answers out there somewhere.
We came to an appreciation that this project was not about getting it right in
terms of someone else's ideas. Rather, this project was about structuring our own
macro tasks in terms of our own philosophy and being responsible for the
outcomes.

9.00a.m.

Going very well! All people are taking responsibility for their
comments. At this speed we will never get to the democracy
question, but I think that this is indeed democracy in action. Is
there a need to discuss the subject at all? Duplicating Dave's
and Jenny's efforts in taking notes but that in itself is useful
for the composition process has many unconscious triggers.

10.00a.m.

R ob i n (Princi pal) arr i v e s . Have nearly wrapped up
philosophy, another 5 minutes will do it.

Certainly their ownership of the project plays a large part in their willingness to
expend this time and energy at the expense of their personal, family and social
lives.
A REGIONAL POLICY MEETING
It is easy, sometimes, to read the words, discuss the report, and comment upon
the implications without realising that all are based upon a great deal of human
activity crammed into a very busy schedule.
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10.15 a.m.

10.30a.m.

11.00 a.m.

Conscious of using Robin• s experience in lettin g the
discussion develop so that we have a guiding influence.
Suggestions for immediate and future actions regardin g
dealing with parents and other teachers. Make notes .

then we may get somewhere. Must get work programs but
deliberately don't ask.
2.08 p.m.

Morning tea. Thanks to Robin (private talk with Robin
assuring him of the value of his input - sometimes he feels a
little insecure especially with information technology) and
Glenn. Quick chat with Mel (relieving teacher) regarding
Sunrise and Biggera. Mel happy with results of my
discussions with Tom Bertwist le and John F i tzgerald
regarding Biggera 's non-involvement in the project.

Hardware and room arrangement discussions. Nice the way
the Mac stuff still knocks them dead (Apple Macintosh
Computer coupled to a LaserWriter printer). Alan and Bruce
particularly useful regarding the chalk issue.
Excellent information regarding printers and lending stuff for
evaluation.
Large computer monitors compared to datashow display
panels discussed.

Welcomed high school subject masters. They know absolutely
nothing about the project - try to explain - talking doesn't
make a difference - better to listen and let them have their say.

11.30 a.m.

They're aggressive. Let Sunrise teachers have a go at
telling/explaining.

Jenny is primed (one of the 1990 Sunrise teachers). Good, she
carries weight and talks clear simple sense. Her arrangements
concur with Michael's and mine but is far better coming from
her . Reinforces Michael's value to the project. Good thinker,
must keep him available to inform next year.

12.00noon

More of the same restraint is required. 2.oe upset obviously.
Have had three tries at getting them to go past initial visit and
problems. Try professional development.

Discuss possibilities with teachers re budgets and computer
purchase. All experts butt out and let them (the teachers) get
on with ma.king their own noose.

12.30p.m.

Getting sticky. I've got twelve months to get them commined.
Looks like being a big job. Thank heavens Glenn 's (Deputy of
Coombabah Primary School) here, he seems to be getting
through better than anyone else.

Quick coffee with LTS boys.
Return to teachers from coffee break and join discussions.
Totally lose them in State and SERS (different sources of
funding for the project) stuff, I'm a lousy communicator at
times. Try again and seem to get through this time. Note that
discussions with Manager of LTS must arise to attempt to get
more money for project from some source or another.

Alan and Bruce (L TS hardware experts) arrive just before
lunch - happy to leave discussion and meet them, get them
seated and introduced.
1.00p.m.

On walk to lunch. Attempt to reason with subject master/s.

4.00p.m.

Lunch. Small problem with room and menu. Finally all seated
and organised. Interesting the way in which all just accept that
feeding them is someone else• s job. Must be doing something
righL

Afternoon tea. Got Alan to buy present for Glad (caterer),
she's been great. This would seem to be a good venue for
future events. Nice the way you don't need air conditioning if
the building is designed correctly. Get invoices from Glad.

4.30p.m.

Professional development. As expected when the blind lead
the blind we go round in circles. Will hope that action
research will assist but basically will need to draw upon my
intuitions regarding the needs of teachers re inservice. Would
help if I felt more certain of the usefulness of Flip, etc.
Departmental inservice is a real cheap option.

Attempt to get the high school teachers to discuss Sunrise as a
positive change agent. Gain an appreciation that I'll have to
gain a fairly deep understanding of their working environment
and the constraints which they perceive are holding them back
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Good to see that teachers want journals. etc., possibly they are
the best source at present. Tertiary institutions. Leaming
Technology Services and Curriculum Branch may also be able
to provide resources.
5.30 p.m.

Drinks and a break. Walle up town with Karen and Michael.
Suggestions re teacher allocation - floating teacher. Zoe
attempts to get Karen to gamer support for Michael's and her
position. It is interesting that Michael espouses democracy.
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9.30p.m.

Clean up. Lock up. Take Karen and bub home. That kid must
take after a saint, noisy drinker but.

9.5 0 p.m.

Arrive motel. Ring Stell (wife) - discuss home problems then
exam strategies with Steph (eldest). Wish her luck re exam
tomorrow - Advanced Maths - needs it to do Maths 1 and 2
next year. Be a real problem to blow it now. Assurances, etc.

1 0.15 p.m.

Begin work on writing this up from rough notes.

5.45 p.m.

Drinks, discussion re accreditation hours. Must control my
cynical nature. No. seems like a good idea at the time thing.
Talk about what people get out of being involved in a project
such as this. Michael refers to lPT teac!Jers as an example.

11.53 p.m.

After the last save and spelling check will have a beer and
check box for a few minutes. Funny I must get a little less
than the others per hour but rarely que stion my own
motivations. It's exciting - rugh wire stuff.

6.00p.m.

Glenn and tea. Discussions regarding teachers' pay and deputy
pay, really animated. Strange from people who are getting less
per hour than the cleaner for today's work. ($4. 00 per hour hell, McDonald's kids get more than that.) Makes me feel a
little sad that professional and dedicated people are so poor at
getting good compensation for their efforts. Maybe this thing
is just too much work to function in any but. Get invoices
from Danny Lim (dining room contractor) - thank him for
meal good service, good price.

12.30 a.m.

Bed.

7.00p.m.

Great meal, relaxed. Thank God Michael is organised.
Remarkable guy! Starts with some radical ideas. Whoops
s!Jouldn't get stuck into people when they start talking . ..
when they believe it.

8.30p.m.

Plough? Plow? on - Michael doing well. Glenn particularly
interested. Leap in with stuff about the futility of research
methods. Damn! talking to myself again. My axiom about
researchers being involved in research and teachers being
involved with teaching will not wash, leave it out.

8.45 p.m.

Everyone has had enough. Thank all, shame that I can't do
more than thank them. Wily do they do it? Why do I do it?

9.00p.m.

General chat about aims and simple operation problems
regarding project - 75 extra computers will cenainly pose just
a few problems regarding the project Glenn - and how!!
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Perceptions: Before and After

Karen Hallett

Teacher, Coombabah Sunrise Project
Coombabah State Primary School
This repon sets out an account of some personal experiences as a classroom
teacher in the Sunrise project at Coombabah State Primary School. Prior to the
commencement of the project in January 1990 my experience of computers was
limited to one machine in the comer of a Year 7 double teaching space.

Computer Hardware
Before the establishment of the Sunrise Centre I had only been in close
proximity, for any length of time, with an Apple computer. This had occurred in
the previous year.
My perception of computers was limited. I saw them as complicated machines
that one didn't fiddle with too much lest something terrible might happen. They
ran software programs, could be used as glorified typewriters, and could be
connected to a printer to print out anything you wanted (given suitable software).
Computer operating languages and programming were something mysterious that
only immensely qualified people dared to tinker with. I remembered from my
college days that computer people always wore white coats. Programm_ing was
not something that concerned a busy teacher and a class of children. All I needed
to know was to read the instruction sheet on a software program so that I could
load the program and teach children how to use it.
Consequently, at the beginning of 1990, I wasn't sure how each child having a
computer would influence my attitudes to teaching and my teaching practices. I
did know that I had a lot of technical knowledge to acquire.

I have learnt that the computer is no more than a sophisticated machine, that
needs human intelligence to operate. It needs to be told exactly what to do in a
very specific way. For example, I had to memorise or record precise DOS
commands. Qose enough was not good enough.
The combinations of different hardware (printers, display panels, disk drives,
CD-ROMs, etc.) proved to be an area that was never meant to be easy. Expen
advice in a school is hard to find. Knowledgeable people tended to offer different
ideas as to where and how the hardware should be set up. As in all things with
computers there always seemed to be multiple answers to every problem, but no
perfect solution. It is an area where I still feel overawed and cannot always
understand how to solve compatibility problems.
As my technical knowledge slowly increased through many painful experiences,
I began to see the computer as a tool that could be manipulated with more useful
purposes than I had ever cared to think about. It was as though I had used a space
shuttle to cross the road.

Computer Software
Before 1990 I had seen two types of software that were useful in the classroom
situation: simulation programs, and simple word processing or publishing
packages (Bankstreet Writer and Printshop).
It was a new ball game for me when I was introduced to LogoWriter which was
to be the main software the children would be using. I had experience with
children's word processing packages on a very limited scale the year before, but
had never used such software in any thorough way. Any knowledge I had of
computer languages was totally outdated from my college days when one had to
punch holes in a card and book time on a mainframe.
LogoWriter was the first software package I had seen that had very few limits. It
could be extremely powe rful as a computer language and yet it was simple
enough for a raw beginner to learn to manipulate it quickly with little instruction.
The teachers involved in the project were given another software package
WordPerfect as a tool for their own use and to prepare classroom activities. We
began diaries, did stencils, made evaluation pages, composed letters and articles
for Keylink, etc. Unfortunately, there was very little instruction accompanying
this package. Consequently, there was more emphasis and time placed on
learning to use it rather than Logo Writer in the beginning. Even so, there were
many parts of the package that we were not familiar with and didn't use for some
time. There were simply not enough hours in a day to learn both software
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packages and to teach as well. Later in the year we were able to attend a seminar
where we were shown more of the capabilities of the software. However, I still
use WordPerfect mainly as a word processor and do not use it to its full potential.
By the end of the year I felt reasonably competent with a number of computer
software packages. I wouldn't say I am an expert in any one of them except
perhaps Newsmaster, a relatively simple publishing package. I still feel limited in
my use of Logo Writer. The imagination and persistence so apparent in my
students does not always flow as naturally for their thirty-something teacher.

Application of Technical Knowledge
In 1989 I had seen the computer as a useful adjunct to what was already
happening in the classroom. It had two useful roles.
The first w as as �n extra, motivational activity in a theme of work, usually
_
language. Smrnlanon software was the most common choice of program.
The second role was as a typewriter. Students could type out final drafts to create
a published work with a professional finish. There was not enough time to allow
each child to use the computer as a word processor.
The children usually worked on the computer in teams of three for half an hour a
week. Extra time could be earned through good behaviour although spare time
was very limited.
In 19�0 I �hanged my ideas abruptly. Early in the year it seemed the computer
was d1ctanng our classroom timetable. Making sense of LogoWriter and learning
how to use the laptops to the best advantage was a consuming struggle. My fears
were that the students would not be:
• doing normal school work and producing the usual output of written pages in
exercise books; and
• attending to the required Year 6 curriculum.
We had wanted the srudents to look past the novelty of the computer and simply
use it as a tool. At times it seemed we were just doing compwer. In hindsight it is
obvious that students and teachers do n eed to spend concentrated time
comprehensively learning to use the computer and the regular timetable for the
curriculum needs to be altered to meet that need.
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Computers and the Curriculum
we were well aware that it was easy to use the new tool to do the sam� class�m
activities as previously. However, we were determined to look for mno��n�ns
the computer made possible. Our lack of technical knowledge and farmhanty
with the computer and its software hampered any early breakthroughs.
I concentrated my attentions on language arts since that is my preferred field. The
computer was eminently suitable for compo�i� g and publis�ng writing, but what
else? I wanted it to make language more excmng for the children.
With the help of expert advice from visitors such as Gary Stager and Liddy
Nevile, and resident people, Michael Ryan and Greg Grimmett, I began to see
other ways of using the computer as a tool for children to explore and research
the English language, its g rammar and composition. In other words, �roblem
solving in language. I want to concentrate much more time on such tasks m 1991.

SOLVING CLASSROOM PROBLEMS
Dealing with all the complexities of the Sunrise situation has been a major worry.
In the beginning there seemed to be too many different, d�fficult p roblems to
solve especially by a committee. It was hard to feel profess10nally happy about
the classroom and its students when:
• we had problems with the hardware;
t
with the software;
• we lacked experise
• there were no clear goals or a set of concrete expectations;
none of us had any f i r m vision of how to relate the computer to the
curriculum; and
• we had to get the agreement of three teachers on every issue.
we felt the pressure of the outside world waiting to see if we could justify the
amount of money that had been spent on the classroom. On our ow� we had no
solutions to many problems. The situation served to show us how different our
individual priorities were.
I found the frustration of not being properly organised almost u�beara?le.
Lessons became ad hoe, because we had to overcome the most 1mmed1ate
problems the children were having and progress sometimes seemed to halt for a
few days. Only with the help of the research and project officers did we start to
_
change the situation into something more positive. As each umt of work was
_
planned we found it easier to concentrate on other areas of difficulty.
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We initiated problem charts in an attempt to clarify the problems that the children
were having with the laptops and software program. Tbe class would sit as a
united group to discuss any problems and to suggest solutions. We found that we
had to be honest and open with the child ren as we needed their help and
cooperation. Many times we would trial a suggested solution before scrapping
that for another.
Delegating responsibility for specific areas of learning was another method we
used. Dave Mitchell took on the responsibility for learning then instructing the
other teachers in new software.
Small groups of children were chosen to be experts on each piece of equipment.
The role of these experts was to disseminate their knowledge in a one-to-one
situation when a learner needed to use the piece of equipment. We began to value
group work as discussions often provided the best results. We encouraged the
children to value the opinions of their peers the way we valued them. As a team
we came to depend on each other for help in difficult situations.

topic. Greg Grimmett, our project officer, was the common factor who related our
thoughts and provided a link between subject areas.
Regular morning meetings were held to further communications between
teachers, the research officer and the project officer. We often took time at these
daily meetings or even at unscheduled times (lunchtimes, etc.) to discuss new
planning ideas. worries or new discoveries. Openness and consensus were very
important to our decision making.
Pupil and Teacher Planning
Children were encouraged to adapt tasks in positive ways to suit their preferences
by being able to choose the method of work presentation, choosing the tool they
wished to use whether it be the resources they used (encyelopedia. CD-ROM) or
the actual tool used to achieve the end result (cardboard and text or computer).

COOPERATION AND PLANNING

We tried to present the children with macro tasks so that they could adapt the
work to suit themselves. Often the tasks were open-ended which meant that we
were given a multitude of solutions, most of them acceptable.

The Pupil-teacher Relationship

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

This relationship has been marked by mutual respect. As a team we have all been
learners. Though the teachers were in charge and had responsibility for the
organising of the cla ss. no longer were we the experts handing down the
knowledge.

Discipline

The children were encouraged to discover for themselves, independently and in
small groups. Ideas often came from one child or a sma11 group and were quickly
passed on to those who liked the idea or thought it had value. Children were
praised for trying and earned the respect of peers when they produced original
work. We tried as much as possible to make original thinking and good ideas
visible to the whole class. Children were asked to adapt the ideas of others and
refine them.
Teacher Planning
At first we planned each work unit together. Due to time constrain ts we then
began planning the general topics as a group and individual tasks separately.
Once we had an organised timetable, it was easier to have each of us responsible
for planning separate areas of the curriculum under the umbrella of one large

The introduction of laptop computers presented some interesting issues relating
to discipline in the classroom.
This year we realised that it was very much a priority for the children to be self
motivated and self-disciplined with their time at school and with homework.
They were privileged to be entrusted with an expensive and powerful learning
tool in an environment where they could very quickly gain expertise. No longer
were we. as teachers. in a position to be seen as the only experts in the classroom.
We wanted the children to vaJue their learning, their ideas and achievements.
Because the computers necessitated a change in the organisation and setup of the
class and its activities, we needed to be able to rely on the children not to waste
their time when left to complete tasks. They had to start listening to each other's
ideas and adapting ideas that were relevant.
Initially we were very hard on the children. We decided that only courteous,
respectful and hard working behaviour was acceptable. There were numerous
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confrontations early on, until the children learnt that we were serious in our high
expectations of them. Taking good care of the laptops was a major issue. Careless
behaviour was strongly discouraged.

unit of work for the students and organise a teacher timetable. Once this was
done we had the time to tackle the problems one by one and resolve them. This
also allowed us to take on individual responsibility for a particular problem.

The different teaching styles of the three teachers did not become a major
problem because we discussed and agreed to certain standards and codes of
behaviour.

The appointment of a project officer immediately took much of the burden from
our shoulders and helped enormously in the running ofth.e centre. Once we were
organised into a predictable routine for teaching, with many of the hardware
problems solved, te acher relations once again became cooperative and
supportive.

By the end of the year most of the children were working extremely hard on
teacher-directed work as well as self-set work. Most of the children were well
motivated and self-disciplined.

Teaching Practices
l have always felt that learning should be an exciting and mostly enjoyable,
though often difficult, process. It should be motivat ing, challenging and
purposeful. At the preschool level I feel children are taught by that philosophy.
The teacher manipulates the environment for the children to learn in relevant and
meaningful ways. The individuality of each child is stressed.
In my experience much of that is lost at the primary level especially towards Year
6 and Year 7. Convenience, accountability and time constraints mean that
children are often force-fed information with little real learning taking place.
Withthe Sunrise Centre we were able to work at changing that situation.
Our teaching practices relied on:
• mutual learning - teacher with pupil, pupil with pupil, teacher with teacher,
outside expert with any or all of the above;
• the modelling of learning behaviour - cooperation, listening, adapting,
questioning, etc.;
• respect for the ideas of others;
• admiration for those who generated useful thinking or problem solving; and
• the setting up of open-ende9, purposeful areas of investigation that were
relevant and challenging to ihe children.

Teacher Relations
Initially teacher relations were cooperative. We had an us against the world
mentality. Progress in the early weeks faltered due to the immensity and diversity
of the problems with which we were faced. Our inability to solve them and teach
at the same time meant teacher relations deteriorated until we were able to plan a

Evaluation
Evaluation in the early months was totally subjective and intuitive. We had no
formal system of evaluation except for observation and discussion. The lack of a
formal program and concrete goals made evaluating the students difficult.
Lessons were usually planned daily in response to the needs of the students.
With the planning of a curriculum program we were able to instigate an
evaluation folder to record each child's progress with set tasks. A running record
book was also established as were individual teacher records. Each child was
allocated two folders, one for the student's personal use and one for teacher
collection of relevant work.
After April 1990, when each of us took on a particular subject area, evaluation
for each subject became the teacher's responsibility. For language, I kept a copy
of relevant work, as well as a data bank on each child to keep a running record of
progress in each area of language study. The children maintained a reading log
detailing novels they had read during the year and were also asked to evaluate
themselves in the different areas of study.
Self-evaluation is an area I would like to explore in 1991. As the children take
more and more responsibility for their own learning and come to perceive
themselves as capable learners, they will also have to start thinking about what
they have learnt and how well they understand it. Understanding their own
learning process will help them to become better learners. It also gives the
children a purpose for learning other than the expectation of the teachers and their
parents. Understanding what they have accomplished will give them a sense of
achievement as they focus on themselves as learners.
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THE CLASS.ROOM
Teacher-student Interaction
Most teachers would be aware of the process writing approach to writing. When
conferencing with a child about a written draft the teacher is always careful to
react as a reader to an author. The children become aware that there is a purpose
to their writing. They can then see how successfully they have communicated
their ideas and if they have achieved the result they were seeking.
This is the method I use in most conferencing situations. I try to use open-ended
questions so that a child has to explain why he or she is working that way. how
he or she perceives the work will be finished and with what resulL I want each
task to have a purpose in the mind of the child.
Often I asked open-ended questions because I have difficulty understanding what
the child has done, particularly when the child is programming in Logo. I
frequently did not Wlderstand the programming and had to be shown by the child.
With the roles of expen and apprentice so interchangeable in our classroom,
often the students were asked to solve a problem being experienced by another
child or by the teacher. There was no shame in seeking help from wherever it
could be found. The only danger that I find is the expen wanting to take over the
needy person• s keyboard to solve the problem personally. All of us have had to
learn to explain the solution so that the seekers of help can fix it themselves. An
atmosphere of working together as a team has always been encouraged.
Physical Organisation
One of our major problem areas right from the start was to effectively organise
60 children, 45 laptops, three teachers, 60 desks, various whiteboards, three
desktop computers, a phone, CD-ROM, scanner, numerous printers, three
teachers' desks and massive amounts of Lego all in one room.
A lot of the premises that normally diccate the physical organisation of a
cl assroom no longer applied. For example, there was no need to have the desks
organised to face blackboards at each end of the room. No longer was the school
desk the best design or size for a child typing on a computer or for storage of the
laptop and other pupil belongings.
We also had a lot of extra furniture and hardware that required fitting into the
room. Over the year this situation caused a lot of debate and I have never really

felt happy with any of the solutions. However, it was resolved to the extent that
we could function adequately. Lack of power points was one of the main limiting
factors we had to live with.
Usually I enjoy setting up a classroom over the year with the help of the children.
I start up a reading area, language board, computer area, noticeboard, etc. In 1990
this proved to be very difficult. Some areas were set up but proved to be not as
relevant as they normally are. For example, the language reading area was too
small and too close to where the phone was situated. It proved to be more
convenient for the children to sit at their desks or on the carpet. We didn't have
the time to spend making these areas enticing for the children. Other boards were
cramped by equipment which made access difficulL
The classroom was very difficult to decorate for a number of reasons:
• we were extremely busy using any excess time to plan or learn;
• most of the children's work was on disk and therefore hard to exhibit;
• making decisions with three people was much harder than two, mainly because
it was not that easy ro organise the three of us together in any spare time; and
• the room was cramped with pieces of equipment and furniture.
Responsibility of Teachers
Our responsibility this year was perhaps greater than in any other elassroom.
While covering the same curriculum of a normal Year 6 class we had the added
pressure to make sure these children acquired expenise with the computer, touch
typing, Logo Writer, DOS, the scanner, the CD-ROM, the display panel, Lego
Logo and any other hardware that was introduced such as the video camera.
The responsibility was for us to become learners with the children and to accept
the different role that placed us in. We bad to become risk takers, prepared to do
everything that we expected the children to do. Working with such a level of
W1certainty was a real challenge.
Experts
Over the year new software or hardware was taught to a small group of students
who became the experts in that field. If another member of the class wanted to
use that equipment or had a problem with it, they would ask an expen to help
them. We tried to give most students a rum at being an expert. Eventually the
whole class became experts with the equipment.
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Where there were problems with LogoWriter or another software program, the
children soon worked out which students in the room could most probably help
them. Often I would refer one child to another I knew had already solved a
particular problem. After solving the problem I would arrange for the child to
teach me as a means of reinforcing their new knowledge.

10
A Database Approach
to Social Studies

Group Work
Group work meant that the children were rarely seated at their own desk during
work time. Where the children sat depended on with whom they were working,
and on what they were working. Sometimes they would work outside. The library
and the withdrawal room were used as extensions of the class. The portability of
the laptops also meant that half the class could be seated on the carpet working
within a smaller group on the laptops with the display panel being used as a
modelling device to motivate problem solving.
Children were allowed to position themselves to their own best advantage. There
was always a lot of movement around the class as children consulted other pupils,
primed finished work or c ollected software disks. In most lessons there was
consultation between pupils, teachers and other adults in the room.

Jenny Betts
Teacher, Coombabah Sunrise Project
Coombabah State Primary School
This chapter is broken up into two distinct pans. The first relates the story of a
novel approach to the teaching of social studies within the Sunrise context. The
second pan focuses on the development of one instructional technique: the
coconstruction, by students and teachers, of databases. Together, the two sections
provide a broad picture of what it is like ro be a teacher in the Sunrise project.

MY APPROACH TO TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES
Developing an Idea
My comments will be based mostly on the experiences I had in third term, the
Golden theme, based on ancient civilisations. Sections will deal with the
instructional goals of chls activity, and the rechlnking that was necessary in order
to create an approach sympathetic to the project's aims.

Goals
During social studies in the first and second terms, I had been quite prescriptive. I
desperately needed an approach which would be more flexible so that the
children would be more actively engaged in constructing their own knowledge.
Allowing children the freedom to cover what they liked, and how much they
wanted to, was very unusual to me. I was apprehensive about employing the idea
as I was very concerned that the non-worker would view this as a great
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opportunity to sit back and do nothing at all. Convincing myself that this was a
risk I had to take, I proceeded with the planning.
I was to discover that the transition from teacher-directed learning to student
directed learning required more effort on the teacher's behalf. Encouraging and
guiding the children who are at different levels, a trait which is not uncommon in
any classroom, was not so difficult. What was difficult was the monitoring of
content covered by 60 students, as this was very widespread. Adopting and
accepting was quite difficult. Previously I had focused on teaching content, now I
felt it would be bener to focus on developing skills. Does it matter if the children
learn the capital city of Italy or is it more important that they learn how to find
the capital of Italy? If they learn how to find the capital should they be able to
find the capital of any country? The debate between teaching children content or
skills began.

Content Versus Skills
Constantly this year I have fought with the idea of teaching content or skills. In
most subject areas we tend to think we cover skills but if a closer analysis is
made, we may find that we tend to teach more content. Social studies was the
most obvious area to me where content was taught rather than skills. Concerns
from parents were evident when they suggested that their child seemed to be
covering different content compared to children in other Year 6 classes.
During my first attempt at developing a unit I still tended to lean towards content
more than I wanted to. I asked myself: 'Was it acceptable to teach skills and
allow the knowledge to develop from that alone?' Normally we find not all
children retain the same amount of knowledge anyway (for example maths
tables).
Planning a unit was to be one of the first real challenges in this project. Expertise
in curriculum development was not something I possessed. It is easier to be told
what to cover and to be guided by a book than to create it yourself. Initially, the
familiar seemed a comfortable place to start. So I began to write down the content
area I thought the children would like to explore. Ideas were taken from the
research ·books the children would be using from the school library. It was hard
because the children would be exploring any content area they liked. I still felt I
needed a core of content. This core was only to be used as suggestions to the
children. The main focus was on the development of research skills.
Evaluating the Golden unit led me to believe a wonderful thing had occurred in
our classroom over the past 6 weeks. Not only did the children learn how to find
out information in quite a few different ways (books, CD-ROM, posters, from

each other, films, slides, etc.), but also they had covered far more content than I
would have in that time if I had taught in a more traditional way. They had been
motivated to learn. The retention of the knowledge was 95 per cent.
The Works theme, which was developed in the fourth term, was approached in a
similar way. A core of content was given and the children developed their ideas
from that. Again, I focused on skills, such as report writing. Once more, the
children covered more content than I would have covered if this unit had been
taught in a traditional way.

Changes to Instruction
Working on Task in Class
Allowing the children to attack a problem over an extended period of time gives
them the motivation to work hard. They know that they can plan quite a lengthy
project because they have the time to finish it. Most times we may give a child 4
weeks to produce a project, and most of the time it is created perhaps 2 days
before the due date. We have probably all been in the position where we have
given the child a few weeks to complete a project, and then the day it is to be
handed in, you receive a note saying:
Dear Teacher,
Please excuse my child for not completing his project 111st night as there wasn't enough
time to finish it.

This is quite acceptable, except if the project handed in the following day has five
sentences and one messy drawing - not really an indication of 3 weeks work!
Perhaps the most important aspect I have concentrated on in the project is giving
children ample time to work in class. Previously, I have put myself in the
position where l have set a task and given the children half an hour to start and
then asked them to complete it at home. Another popular approach is to stan a
project in class and then tell the students it is to be finished in 4 weeks, giving
them only a little class time to work on it. I think children work harder in the
classroom environment than the home environment because there are fewer
distractions. Possibly because some children in this project are only producing
work during school hours, homework: may be almost non-existent. I view this as
insignificant at this stage. I feel that they are still producing quite a considerable
amount of quality work in class. There are many pros and cons to the homework
issue. One may look at it and think that this is a shocking situation as the children
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must be taught the discipline of doing homework that is required in high school.
We can look at the three types of children:

These were the only guidelines. What topics they actually covered was their
responsibility.

• self-motivated children who still do homework nevertheless;
• enco uragement needed children who may only do homework when
encouraged or closely monitored; they may be wary of the consequences if the
homework is not done;
• 'what homework?' children who rarely do homework and have not been
succeeding in school, possibly because most projects that were evaluated had
to be done at home; because they didn't do !:hem there was nothing to evaluate.

There were three types of activities:

In the Sunrise project the emphasis was on work done at school rather than work
that needed to be completed at home. Because of this, the children who have had
a reputation of not doing homework are producing quite a good scandard. Quite a
few children are over-working. Some parents have shown concern over their
children working too hard and have mentioned the possibility of burnout. Tilis is
a real eoncem.

The first two categories were easy to prepare and monitor. The first activity was a
very traditional lesson, therefore easy to evaluate. The second activity needed the
same type of preparation as the first but because it was not compulsory I noted
who was enthusiastic enough to participate. It was basically a fun lesson.

Being Flexible Rather Than Prescriptive
Developing teaching strategies which would accommodate a macro task and
allow the content to be more flexible was difficult. A traditional lesson would
possibly focus on one part of the overall subject area, perhaps with the emphasis
on content.
What I had tried to do was simply base all my teacher-directed lessons on
research skills. Children were then asked to apply that skill and show some sort
of evidence that it had been used during their project. I also put emphasis on
allowing the children to choose their topics, within certain guidelines. I felt that
the faster worker would cover more content than I would cover if I approached
this in a more traditional way. The average worker would complete what they
saw as necessary. The slower worker would cover slightly less work than the
average worker, but when compared to what would have been done if they had to
complete it at home, it would be considerably more.
The children were given the three civilisations: Egypt, Greece and Rome. Their
choice was to:
•
•
•
•

cover all three civilisations;
cover one civilisation thoroughly;
cover one or two topics and compare all three civilisations; or
any other combination.

• compulsory - for example, a mapping exercise or a skills lesson in note taking;
• optional - an activity instigated by me but optional for the children to
participate. For example, an archaeological dig - a fun way to learn why it is
important to respect and look after the remains of another civilisation;
• children's choice (project work) - a major activity.

The third category of activity was very difficult to prepare, start, monitor and
evaluate. It was hard to predetermine the kind of content the children would
choose to cover. Firstly I needed to conduct my own research to find out what
books we had in our school library as this would determine what areas the
children would be covering. As this method of learning was very new to the
children they needed to be shown how to select their topics. The first lesson
allowed the children to look through those books and note the topics they
contained. We then composed a class list of the topics which they could explore.

More Choices in Presentation
The next step was to decide how we eould present our information. We began by
dividing this into two categories:
• non-computer, which included video, slide show, posters, books, models,
newspapers, puzzles, quizzes, games, etc.;
• computer - which included slides, database, quizzes, games, word games,
choose-your-own-adventure type book based on the history of the civilisation,
animated story, etc.
The major task for the students to undertake was to hand in a project that showed
some of the history of the ancient civilisations. Using the computer was not
compulsory. If the group decided to use the computer, they were told to create a
software program which depicted the life of the ancient civilisation. If the group
wanted to create a hand-written book or project on pieces of cardboard, it was
encouraged. Groups opted to combine both methods. For example, I was
presented with projects on cardboard but instead of the notes being handwritten, I
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found that the children had printed the notes and glued them in place on the
cardboard. This was a terrific idea, especially for the children who did not have
neat handwriting.
At the end of the term I was presented with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

project books;
posters which could be put together to form a big book;
models showing clothing;
models showing buildings;
databases;
stories;
a play was presented to the class and put onto video;
a fashion parade was held to show the clothing worn;
newspaper done in Roman fashion;
A4 folders presented with information;
exercise books with information; and
board games.

Organising Resources
This was another difficult area. The best I could really hope for was to supply
enough books and information packages for the children to view. Film strips
were available and used. Viewing the film strip was a compulsory activity as I
had planned a skills lesson in note taking and it was easier for me to follow what
I was doing if the children were all doing the same topic. Fourth term was
slightly different though. One child had commented on the note taking exercise
as a waste of time because it was not on her topic. Although a capable child, her
effort was not her best. I agreed with this comment. It would be far more
beneficial if the exercise was related to their chosen topic as they could not only
focus on the skill but draw relevant information from it as well.
In fourth term, I decided the children would do a more relevant skills lesson. We
studied eight different cultures. Each culture had a video to support it. Children
were asked to view the relevant film and present a report. This was difficult to
organise as we needed the use of the library quite often. Support from the
librarian was essential and was received. I had organised times so that the
children could actually view the films twice if they needed. Some children used
this opportunity. Another interesting activity took place during these note taking
sessions. Although the children watched the film and recorded notes, when it was
finished they actually swapped and compared notes. This has been encouraged
previously, and it was great to see the children using this method without being
told. Sharing ideas has always been encouraged during the project.
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The first three weeks of fourth term were exhausting as it was hard work to keep
track of where children were. Some of them were in the library either researching
or viewing films, and the rest of the class were in the classroom either looking at
their own resource material or using the equipment.
Basically, I now see my job as supplying as much information on the topics as
possible and in as many different forms as I possibly can. The types of resources
available are given to the children and if they wish to view these resources, I will
arrange it for them.
Resources could include: books, pamphlets, maps, atlases, prescanned pictures
(only pictures that are in great demand so that the scanner is not held up by the
same picture being scanned, e.g. maps), Logo tools, videos, films, cardboard,
paper, staplers, paint. etc.
Organisation of Children
Once the children were satisfied with the topics they were going to research and
all members of the group agreed upon the ways in which this information was
going to be presented, they were then asked to write down, specifically, what
they intended to do. This piece of paper was collected and I used it to note
observations made during the term while they worked. This was a useful item
when I was making my final evaluation.
In third term the children were asked to form groups. There was no stipulation on
the number of group members. Group allocations were: four groups of one, eight
groups of two, ten groups of three, one group of four.and one group of five.
I found that the larger groups were having problems with allocating jobs. They
were stuck with the idea of all producing one project book, and all producing one
set of posters. There were many fights because the workload was not shared.
In fourth term, I specified no more than two in a group. If children requested a
larger group, I allowed it if they were able to work in a larger group. Group
allocations were: 18 groups of one, 13 groups of two, and 5 groups of three.
There were many children who chose to work on their own this term. Some
reasons were:
• I always seem to do most of the work in the group anyway so I might as well
do it on my own;
• parents wanted me to; or
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• nobody will work with me.
Teaching cooperative group work is difficult. So often children seem to think it is
necessary to all work on the same page at the same time. Often I would see three
children huddled near one computer. One was typing and the other two were
watching. Possibly the problem of only having the one computer between three
of them could be the cause of this type of group work. I suggested that each of
them should choose a topic within their civilisation and research it. When they
were ready they could get together and join their. pages together to form their
database. Most of the children seem to be able to adopt this approach of
allocating different tasks to each group member, but they still find it hard to write
their group name on a project if they were the only one responsible for its
existence. They tend to put only their own name on it rather than share it with the
whole group. They like to receive the credit especially when it is good. Funnily
enough, when things are not so good they are quick to lay blame on all group
members.
As each project finishes, I am finding the children are better at cooperating. We
even have groups helping other groups complete tasks. The cooperation
developing within the classroom is astounding. All children are quick to lend a
helping hand.

Assessment
It was quite difficult to know what each child actually covered. An alternative
was to allow the children to individually make up a test of their own, with the
children knowing that it should be created so that they could gain 100 per cent,
therefore their questions would be based upon what they had researched. You
would think this would be a chance for the children to make an easy test. It was
quite the opposite. Some of the questions posed were quite difficult and required
a great skill for recalling small facts. Here are some of the questions they asked
themselves.
1
2
3
4

What does the word pharaoh mean? (Diane)
What does the Sphinx guard and where? (Jane)
Name three Greek gods? (Lois)
What type of clothing did the Greeks use before they started trading with
Egypt? (David)
5 What were the Roman soldiers called? (Brian)
6 Which sea is on the northern side of Egypt? (Mark)

The aim of the children making their own test was not to test their knowledge,
but rather to see what areas the children had covered during their projects. I found

this very useful when I was evaluating the term's work. I also found they had
covered a considerable amount of facL This test was administered 2 weeks after it
was written so that immediate recollection of answers was not too dominant. Not
only did they cover quite a deal of fact, but they also recalled 88 per cent of what
was researched.
Another aspect was to evaluate research skills. Throughout the term I had
observed and recorded what had happened in groups. For example, • Were all
three members huddled around one computer or did each member have a specific
task to perform?' Conversations we may have had when trying to solve problems
were also noted on their sheet. I found these very useful in the final evaluation.
Towards the end of the term, projects were collected (finished or not) and
assessed. It was known by the children that they would not be penalised if they
had not finished their project. I was more interested in the information they had
found than whether it was finished. I did receive some unfinished work, but it
would have been a great shame to penalise them for not having it finished. It was
greaL
Children were asked to write down:
• the members of the group;
• the tasks each member performed. This was to be very specific, and also
allowed group members to complain about any members who did not pull their
weight;
• resources used and which group members used them.
Although I made observations during the term, it is still easy to overlook some
events. Morris (1988) states:
Linle credit has been given to lhe thought and planning which went into lhe presentation.
Product not process is seen to be valued by the ieacher.

Because I am trying to focus on processes I found this article to be very useful.
Next year I will be trying to utilise his ideas. I have outlined above my attempt to
capture some of those processes. Morris gives more detail such as:
• what is planned beforelland; and
• notes that are made showing the important details gathered.
I based my evaluation and comments on:
• How were tasks allocated by group members?
• How much work was done by each member of the group and was it done to
the best of his or her ability?
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• Was the project:
pleasing to look at?
easy to read?
easy to follow?
• What level was punctuation and spelling?
• Were the facts correct and relevant?
In order to evaluate how the children coped with the physical environment, I had
them record the problems they encountered during the term when working on this
project. Quite a few interesting points were raised. The following are the most
frequent problems:
• other groups taking too long to use the scanner,
• groups taking 100 long with the CD-ROM;
• too many people wanting to use the printers at the same time and there was a
long waiting time;
• limited access to computers (a problem encountered by the Aurora group); and
• not enough access time to the library.
Some of these problems were rectified in fourth term: children opted not to rely
on the CD-ROM or scanner as they knew it would be too long before they were
able to access it. The problem encountered with the library was overcome by
making arrangements with the librarian and allowing the children to use it
whenever possible. (The librarian was very helpful here.) However, we still had
small problems as it seemed that when children needed to use the library it was
closed. Again there was a problem with printing material and limited access time
to computers.
The problems encountered are ones which I think the children need to address by
either organising themselves more, or taking an alternative approach, which they
did with the scanner and CD-ROM.
This type of assessment was very involved and really needs to be reviewed, as it
was far too time consuming.
Reporting
Reporting to parents on the outcomes of the project was in the form of a written
report containing comments. Children also requested a mark. The written report
to the parents contained the positive aspects of the project and hints for the
children on how 10 improve their next project.

This was extremely time consuming b ecause of the number of activities and
projects handed in. Quite a few groups completed three or more major tasks
which caused numerous lengthy reports to be written. Perhaps a checklist would
be a far better way of evaluating each child's attempts next time.
This is my intention next year. These reports. although written for the child, were
also read by the parents. I don't know how well they were received from the
parents as I had no feedback.
Summary
It seemed that the children using the computer were mainly working on a type of
database. It is not a true database since we have not developed it to the extent
that one can search for particular words or match across tables of information. At
the moment i t is m ore of a way to s tore data like a book. We are still
experiencing quite a few problems when trying to perform certain tasks.
Scanning in pictures is very time consuming as we do not know how to get the
picture to the exact size we need. We understand we can scan the picrure and then
edit it using another program but when we shrink or enlarge it, the picture
distons. As yet, no child or teacher has a solution to this. As a consequence.
children are opting not to use the scanner as there Is too much time wasted. Once
the child is there they find it takes too long to scan in, and the picture is not
always good quality. This disappoints the children more than it disappoints us as
we are happy for them to have the opportunity to use a valuable piece of
equipmenL The objective here is to know how to scan, not to get the best picrure,
but children do not view it like thaL They are often disappointed.
The CD-ROM is a powerful source of knowledge. but unfortunately we are
unaware of its potential. At the moment we only use it to search for specific
words. Only recently did I discover you can use wild cards to look for words like
Australia*, and this would give me access to far more information, such as
Australians, Australia, Australian, Australia's, etc. The children have often been
disappointed to find that there is not enough information on the CD-ROM for
them. Yet. when it disappeared in the last 4 weeks of school, the children seemed
lost without it. It was then I realised we do rely on the CD-ROM considerably.
We do have a problem, but only because we are unaware of how to gain the most
benefit from it.
Our programming skills are limited; we develop these as we go along. When a
child discovers something new. it is shared with the class. I like it this way as we
always look like we are progressing. This has caused some problems though. One
day Brodie asked me if I knew how to highlight a word when it was selected. I
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had no idea. We went to the manual and worked it out. It was really exciting and
the new highlighting tool was p assed to the rest of the class. It is now a
dominating tool in their databases.
Another interesting fact was that, in third term, not many girls chose to use the
database method. I didn't realise this W1til fourth term, when I noticed that quite a
few more girls presented databases.
Thinking back. I recall one girl saying she was going to do another project book.
I had not really thought much more of that comment Wltil a few weeks later when
she approached me with some problems she was having with programming. What
she had was terrific so I gave her a tool which allowed her to use the arrow keys
to scroll through her text. We had fun that day and she was really happy as other
people were coming to her to get this new arrow tool. Suddenly I realised that her
intention was not to do a database but to present her work in a project book. I
asked her why she had decided to do a database. She answered that the tools I
gave the class at the beginning of fourth term were all she needed to get started
on programming a database. She didn't do one in third term because she didn'.t
know how to. She now had the right tools and that gave her confidence. All thJs
girl needed was a guiding hand. I'm sure that is why I had more databases given
to me in fourth term than in third term. These children were better equipped to
make them.
It is important that the tools given to the children are only given when the need
arises. It has been simple this year to know when to include them as I have been
mostly learning Logo on a need 10 know basis. As a student myself, it is easy to
know when you are ready for that extra step further. This has been successful as
the children seem to feel they are always making progress. They just think they
have mastered one way, then you give them another tool which makes their
programs run better. They get excited and want to try it. The children feel a sense
of progression and achievement.
This development takes place each term when we introduce a new theme. While
the children seem to be reacting to the technology very well, it is pleasing to see
that they do view the computer as a tool. It is a means to an end.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DATABASE GENRE
Attempting Databases
First Attempt: The Explorers Theme
While working on the Explorers theme, it seemed an appropriate time to
introduce the idea of a database. A simple but effective way of introducing the
concept of a database was role play. This strategy had been used many times
before to explain how a computer worked and is quite successful.
Because the children had no previous experience with any form of computer
based database, it was necessary to provide a little terminology so that when we
communicated we understood which part of the database we were referring to. To
provide us with a simple layout, we discussed the categories we might need:
• a title;
• fields - the term groups was used at first as children were having trouble
understanding this concept; and
• data - the term was mostly referred to as information.
The title of our role play was the name of a class, 6A. Field names were given to
small groups within our class. The children created:
•
•
•
•
•
•

boys
girls
uniform
no uniform
eye colour
hair colour

There were many more we could have chosen, such as month they were born,
favourite colours, number of family members, etc.
Now we physically demonstrated how a computer might search through the data
to retrieve the data the user needs. Toe first search we did was simple. We looked
for all the people with brown eyes. Any child with brown eyes stood up. All
children grasped that idea very quickly. The real test was searching for two fields
simultaneously. What if we wanted to search for all the children in 6A who wore
school uniform and have blue eyes? Firstly those who wore the school uniform
knelt. When we were sure we had all the school uniform children kneeling, those
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who had blue eyes stood. This seemed to explain the searching process of a
database quite well.

wanted to. These reports, although they were similar to the setting out of the
database reports, contained many more facts.

When I do this exercise again I would have a child actually walk around each
data (one child) and tap them if they suited the criteria. This would give a better
understanding of how the computer views each different piece of data, then
analyses it to see if it fits into the category the user wants.

I concluded that a preprogrammed database limited the children a great deal.
Even though the children decided the field names, not all of them were happy
with the way it was to be presented. This was evident when they handed in their
report on the explorer. The children who changed their fields, or provided their
information by using the computer as a word processor, covered a wider range of
facts than t h e children who simply filled out the bla nk spaces in the
preprogrammed database.

With the understanding of fields, we proceeded to create fields related to
explorers:
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Name of researcher
Name of explorer
Yearbom
Year died
Country of binh
Country explored
About the exploration
Other information

This first database was preprogrammed, using the fields the children suggested,
so that the children only needed to enter the data. Overall entering data was very
easy but to search for certain information proved to be quite complicated.
The next 3 days were very interesting. We had a few difficulties with the
database that was constructed. They were:
• If you made a mistake and had already pressed the enter key you could not go
back ro that field and correct it.
• Once you began an explorer, you had to finish entering all field information.
There was no way (due to the way it was programmed) of saving just one field
then another.
• You couldn't get it to search.
• It was too complicated to work.
• You needed an understanding of Logo Writer to work it. It was not very userfriendly.
Because of the difficulty I was having in getting the search mode to work , we
concentrated on choosing an explorer, entering the appropriate information onto
the disk and then printing out the information, without saving it. Some children
commented that the choice of the fields limited them to the information they
wanted to enter so they chose to write up the explorer using the computer as a
word processor. This allowed them to give a report on the explorer the way they

I am unable to develop this type of database any further on my own. I intend to
go back to it and make it work the way a real database works, but I can only do
that when I am more competent with Logo programming.

Second Attempt: The Golden Theme
This was where the very thought of allowing children the freedom to cover what
they liked and how much they wanted really began. l had to take the risk of
trusting the theory that children really want to learn if they are constructing their
own knowledge. More choice was given to the students when this database was
attempted.
The topic was ancient civilisations. The four areas were:
1
2
3
4

Architecture
Clothing
Religion
Social Control

These four areas were only given as a guide and children were able to decide
which area(s) they wanted to cover. They could:
•
•
•
•
•

choose one civilisation and cover all areas;
choose one area and cover all civilisations;
choose one civilisation and cover only one area (not chosen);
choose all three civilisations and cover the same areas in all three; or
any other combination they came up with, for example adding more areas.

They did not construct a database which contained fields. It was more like the
format of a choose-your-own-path-book. The fields were more related to the
topics. Each topic was designated a page. For example:
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Which would you like to see?
1

2

3

4
5

Clothing
Archi1eerure
Religion
Social Control
Entertainment

If you chose number 1, you would be taken to a page where you could find all the
information on clothing. This attempt was very successful, with the children
producing a great deal of work and gaining a wealth of knowledge.

Third Attempt: The Works Theme
With a few helpful programming tools, we ventured almost along the same path
as before but this time the study was another culture. The culrures to choose from
were:
1
2
3
4

Kalahari people
Balinese people
Australian Aborigines
Mongolians
5 Eskimos
6 The Amazons
7 The Bedouins
They were given areas that I thought could be useful but by no means
compulsory:
1
2
3
4
5

Where they are situated in the world
Social control
Foods eaten
Foods grown
Customs

Again, l seemed to be more prescriptive than I wanted to be. I really didn't want
to make the suggestions, but some children requested it. Next time I would really
like not to give suggestions. I would like to try to give the topic only and allow
the children to choose the areas they wish to cover.
It certainly restricted some of the children as they thought it was compulsory to
cover those areas even though they were told it wasn't necessary.

Developing User Interface
Because of the children's limited knowledge of the layout of a database we had a
few problems with making it user-friendly, utilising easy-to-follow instructions
or having a clear layout of the screen. Most of the databases had similarities that
could be enhanced if better programming techniques were used rather than the
ones they had used already.

Wording of Instructions
During the children's first attempt (my second attempt) their instructions were
quite lengthy due to their limited knowledge of the layout of a database. They
had no idea how one should keep instructions simple.
The following were done during a Golden theme:
Press "c" to find out about clolhes.

(Alan)

Type which one.
OT

Press lhe letter lhfll you want to see and you can type q to quit.

(Larry)

This is a program about Romans an d their life style. Choose one of the following names
and type in the letter beside it in lhe command centre. To get bnck to the database type data
A.
B.
C.

ARCI-IlTE
. CTURE
CLOTHING
RELIGION

(Tom)

Welcome to HISTORY of ROMAN SO LDIERS
Please pick a choice by pressing the key before the explanation:
W -weapons
R - diagram of a Roman
S - ships
A - auack formation
X - next page
Press control Z to go back to the menu again.

(Ben)
(Wayne)

I think it is extremely important that the teacher have patience and allow the
children to experience the lengthy instructions although it is difficult not lO step
in too quickly and give too much advice. They should be left alone to create their
own wording for the first effort. During their second effort, they were given
examples of how to word instructions. It meant more to them then.
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Selecting a Topic to View

menu

pr[l. Egypt]
pr[2. Greece]
p r[3. ila lyJ

Now that we were aware that the wording of instructions had to be simple and to
the point, other problems had to be overcome too, such as:
• the positioning of the instructions (see page layout);
• how simple the instructions were to carry out.

prO

prIType in lhc number in front of your choice .]

end

We needed database tools. Tools given to students came from other students'
work, my ideas and perhaps books. Most importantly, the flow of tools was
created more from what the children produced rather than from any other source.
Awareness of the children's needs was evident when observing their screens.
Writing procedures was a little difficult due to our limited knowledge. We all
started with the simplest methods we knew:
lo Startup
rg ht Cl
pr [Do you wan1]
prO
pr [a. Architccrure]
pr []
pr [b. Lifestyle and Furnirure]
pr []
pr [c. Religion]
end

to country?
name readchar "country
if :country• 1 [make "couna-y [Egypt] soop]
if :couna-y= 2 [make "couna-y [Greece] stop]
if :counay = 3 [make "counay [ilaly] soop]
if :couna-y = char T7 [startup stop]
couna-y?
end

Feeling daunted at the thought of a child using something like this, I proceeded to
simplify it so that all our students could cope with a simple yet very powerful
tool such as this. This may seem quite basic to some people but the uses for this
tool were extraordinary.

10 choose

name readch:ir 0 choicc

IO b
gp "egyptl
end
end

IO C

(Tony)

This worked quite well until we srumbled upon (I should say one of the students
found) a tool that would be extremely useful for many things other than the uses
we needed now. It was:
to couna-y
rg ctht
make "menu [Main Menu]
make "menu.numl 6
make ··menu.num2 5

make "choice (Choose a country.]

(John)

To menu
pr [Choose 1 - 3]
pr [)
pr [ 1. Egypt]
pr (2. Greece]
pr (3. Rome]
choose
end

10 a
gp "egypt
end

g p"egypQ
end

counuy?

if :choice = 1 [ egypt)
if :choice= 2 [Greece]
if :choice = 3 [Rome]

This was a first major breakthrough in creating databases. This tool has been used
not only in databases but also in other programs such as quizzes and creating a
contents page for their games disk.
This method has allowed us to use very simple wording for instructions and, for
the user, the selection process is quite simple.
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Layout of Screen

Other Tools

This was another major problem. As each screen of information was presented
there were problems. Toe main menu was now working well and set out clearly.
The next problem to solve was one where the instructions to continue onto the
next page, screen or main menu were clouded by information.

Other problems arose. As well as having too much information for the screen, we
needed a method of programming which would allow the user to scroll through
all the information without having to know how LogoWriter really worked.

Instructions were tagged onto the bottom of the print. This meant that the
position of the instructions depended on how much information was put onto the
screen. This led to never having the instructions in the same place. Each time a
new screen was given you had to search for the instructions. This also created
another problem where having the instructions on the end of the information
meant that less information could be put onto each screen.
I decided that it might be useful to display instructions in a manner where the
user would know exactly where to look for them all the time if needed and that
the screen was not clouded with information and instructions. Using the
command centre seemed a great idea and it meant only a slight change to
programming. Not only did the children learn about layout of a page but also they
now had two more commands to work with, TYPE and SHOW. These have been
proven very useful to date.
Instead of:
To continue
name readlist '"any.key
pr [Press any key to continue.]

end

we wrote:
To continue
name readchar "'any .key
show "'Press :my key to continue.

end

As presentation of information and graphics became more of a challenge, the
children were creating some brilliant forms. At first, the screen only contained
words. When the scanner was introduced, the screen became just a picture and
perhaps with luck this picture may have been labelled. Gradually we brought the
two together and formed text around the picture.

Children were writing more than one screen of information on certain areas and
found themselves having to deal with how the user could access all the
information. My problem was to encourage the children to find a way that didn't
require the user to know how to use LogoWriter. Some of the methods were:
• Print all the text on the screen and then tell the user to press <control-U> to
move the cursor to the text cenne, use the arrow keys to move through the text,
then press <control- D> to move the cursor down to the command centre.
Using this method also proved a problem because there was no way to return
to the main menu. This was unsuccessful as the user needed knowledge on the
use of LogoWriter in order to search for the information.
• Some children programmed the computer to show a screen of text at a time by
using the wait command between text:
To egytianl
wait 100
pr [ information2]
wait 100
main.menu
end

Catering for the slower reader was popular although the children found this
annoying when they were testing their programs as they had to wait quite a while
before the next screen appeared. One child used the wait command to display his
graphics which were created with the scanner, but to overcome the problem of
sitting there for long periods and watching the slide show, he programmed the
computer to only wait 10 seconds before continuing with the next slide.
Unfortunately, he forgot to change it when he demonstrated his program.
To overcome this problem there were two suggestions:
• We could display on screen the instruction to the user to: "Press any key when
ready".
• We could show all of the text but program the computer to respond to the
arrow keys to scroll the text without breaking the program's loop.
Both have been used successfully.
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Saving Memory
We also began to use the SaveTexr command so that we did not use as much
memory space. I'm unsure whether this is a successful move as yet but I can see
the uses when we need to know about saving text as an ascii file. This has already
come in handy.
It has occurred to me that it is becoming quite difficult to collect all files as they
have pictures, text and Logo Writer pages. Possibly one way to solve this is to
have just the one Logo Writer page. This would need the SaveText command so
all programming can fit onto the one page. It would then be a matter of copying
over text and pictures related to their project. I'm sure there are many solutions
and we will continue to explore many various methods until we find the most
suitable one.

Overcoming Problems
Most problems encountered, such as instructions being too long, selecting topics
to search and layout of screen, have all been overcome by improving our
programming skills.
You can give children 100 tools to work with at the beginning but they will not
know the true usefulness of them until they have tried to use something similar
and then seen the need to enhance their own idea. The key is to be patient and
introduce each tool as it is needed. It seemed that when the children were given a
few tools to work _with, they worked harder. Their first attempt was over
shadowed by their lack of programming skills and some of the children backed
away because they had no idea how to do a database. A few helpful tools were
given, but not many.

Whichever is needed it seems we need to learn organisational skills and
programming skills as well as how to gather and record information.
Development of CD-ROM Related Skills
This has been the easiest piece of equipment to use, though we are still not using
it to its fullest potential. Our first attempt was during the Golden theme. Most of
the problems arose from the lack of operational skills. Many children were keen
to use it, and because of this it was difficult to get a tum. The children are also
finding it hard to locate information. Again this stems from a lack of operational
skills.
At the moment children are only searching for the one word. This limits the
search drastically. Recently I discovered the use of the wild-card to conduct
searches. For example, children often searched for clothing of a culture. What
they e 1;tered was:
First word - Eskimos
With - C!othmg

This is very limiting. What I found is that if you use the wild-card, the search
becomes extensive.
First word - Eskimo•
With - Cloth•

Knowing this, the children will find there is far more information available to
them lhan they realise. Leaming to use the equipment properly is an important
pan of their education as well.

During the Works theme, I gave them only three tools:

Development of Scanning Skills

• the "press any key to continue" tool;
• how to program the computer to respond to pressing only a number and then
continuing on with the program; and
• SaveText.

Unfortunately the scanner sat right out of hann 's way for 6 months because
nobody knew how to use it, or actually what it really did. When we finally began
to use it, there was a great demand for it.

I noticed that more girls are attempting the database at this stage and that all
children are on task much better.
I'm unsure of the next step. Perhaps it is getting the children to see how they can
have the computer search for a word or perhaps it is simply just to show the
children how to organise files so they are easy to copy from one disk to another.

We began to use the scanner during our Golden theme and it was very popular.
At first the children saw it as a novel way to photocopy. This was not really a
concern, as the main focus was on knowing how to use the scanner. They did
manage to scan the picture they wanted into Logo Writer, but instead of using it in
a program they immediately went to the printer and made a hard copy to glue
onto lheir posters.
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During our first anempt to construct a database, not as many children used the
scanner because:
•
•
•
•

11

other students wok too long;
the whole process took too long;
they couldn't operate it; and
pictures were distorted.

General Reflections
and the Development of
Mathematical Pathways

During our next database, many children wanted to use it but chose no� to
because it was taking too long to get the appropriate picture. They felt that nme
could be more wisely utilised on other aspects of their work. I am still trying to
solve the problem of distorted pictures as this is the main reason children are
taking too long to scan.
We have come a long way from the first anempts at programming a database.
Most of the children have never seen a commercially produced closed database
and therefore have had no preconceptions of what they should look like. Whether
this is a good thing or a bad thing, who can say? The important element is that
the children are gaining knowledge, developing a cademic skills such as
researching and communication skills, developing social skills and thinking
processes. All of these are the current objectives in the social stu�ies curriculum.
_
The greatest accomplishment has been the children havmg fun while they learn.

Dave Mitchell
Teacher, Coombabah Sunrise Project
Coombabah State Primary School

The progress to establishing a coherent curriculum within an innovative project
can be a difficult task. This chapter looks at this issue from two perspectives. The
first is to examine broad concerns that pertain to involvement in an innovative
project. This includes a discussion of philosophy, professional support and
considerations of instructional opportunities and professional pressures. The
second perspective is approached by providing an account of the development of
an instructional topic. This entails a description of the translation of a set of ideas
into classroom practices and student understandings.
REFLECTIONS ON THE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Involvement in the Queensland Sunrise Centre gives rise to many mixed
emotions. It probably takes all of the emotions involved in teaching generally and
magnifies or distorts them. The highs are certainly just that and probably greater
than any I have experienced in the job up until this point. At the other end of the
spectrum, however, the lows are completely draining as testified to by the sample
from a teaching log of February 1990:
Dally log:
Summary:
What went badly/well:
Surprising things kids did:
Progression towards goals:
Ideas that might work:

13 February 1990
Bcttsy worked on planning documenLs. WordPcrfocL
wouldn'L work on Toshibas.
Everything went badly thank you very much.
Survived the day!
Cutting wrists.
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Comments:

It has to get betterthan this!!!

The highs do come, although not thick and fast, but for me they come from the
realisation that I am involved in a project that could be tenned world class. From
a very early stage in the project I have been happy with what the children have
done with the computers. That is not to say that there have not been problems or
that every child has had an easy path, but I believe that the children's adaptation
to the computers has been impressive.
Support
It has cenainly been an unusual experience being involved in something that has
been funded as generously as this particular project has been. The amount of
material supplied has been impressive to say the least and our access to the
hardware and software has been far greater than anyone in a nonnal classroom
cou ld expect. T he interest displayed by our superiors in the Edu cation
Department has been at all times positive and supponive.
The parents of the children in the class have generally been interested and
initially supponive, though there have been several instances towards the end of
the year where some have expressed concerns that their children were missing
instruction in the basics. There seems to be a perception that the children in the
Sunrise class learn computers and do school work. While they're doing well at
computer, they are being disadvantaged in other areas because they are not
devoting enough time to whatever other areas might be.
Sometimes insignificant mistakes and carelessness seem to take on a greater
importance than they would in a normal classroom. Several parental sources of
worry have been traced to typographical errors. These incidents have resulted in
the calling of meetings to explain to the parerus the direction which the project is
taking.
Evaluation
One of the most difficult issues that we have had to deal with is evalui,.tion.
Because of the innovative nature of the project, deciding what needs to be
evaluated and just what are the valuable outcomes of each activity has taken on a
far greater significance than I had attached to it in the past. By the end of the first
term the simple recording and monitoring of the work done was providing a great
deal of work for us which was both monotonous and unenlightening.
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Reporting to parents via a traditional report card was required by the school
administration at the conclusion of first semester. As well, a supplementary
report dealing with issues peculiar to computing and computing skills was added.
One issue of concern is the implication of computing being artificially isolated
from the rest of the curriculum.
Initial Problems
Initially I felt a great insecurity during the e arly days, especially with
LogoWriter. It was, and still remains, far from intuitive. Recently I have begun to
understand it more but still feel less than comfortable. I feel that we should have
received more preservice training. To quote a colleague, we should have been
shown how to 'work smarter not harder'. and possibly cut down on the number of
packages that we have investigated and used.
One of the prime classroom difficulties early in the project was to do with the
non-arrival of the banery chargers. This presented quite a deal of trouble: simply
keeping batteries charged. However, inconvenient schemes were worked out to
overcome this. The relatively shon life of the batteries meant that they needed to
be charged before the end of the day. This was largely solved by coming up
several times each afternoon and evening and on numerous occasions on
weekends to change them around. The problems eased considerably when the
children were able to take the computers home.
As a means of prolonging battery life, the two programs used by the class were
loaded into 'D' drive. Because of the volatile nature of this drive, numerous
problems were encountered. Uniortunately. the drive would crash with
monotonous regularity. This caused a great deal of anguish not only for the kids
but also for myself as I felt for them and felt quite inadequate in myself. Now it
would not pose as great a problem as I have contingencies to handle these
situations.
In the early days. a huge amount of time would be wasted trying to alleviate the
hitches, whereas now I would not spend anywhere near the time on each hassle
and do not feel as guilty about actually losing some of the files. The amount of
time spent trying to retrieve files from corrupted disks is still significant, but it is
not as frustrating as it was. At times there is still far too much school and leisure
time wasted on this. The students are far more reliable than they were, but they
can still come up with some difficult problems.
Disk handling procedures are still not foolproof and have taken a long time to
evolve to their present state. I was told very early this year that most, or indeed,
almost all of the problems we were encountering with the disks were caused by
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handler error. I found that hard to believe at the time but would have to agree
now. There are still quite a large number of disks going down but almost all are
scratched. Even in very recent times, major catastrophes have occurred caused by
incorrect handling procedures. Hopefully a fairly workable system has been
evolved for next year and many of lhe heartaches should be avoided.
Arranging Equitable Access
As not all children have the same access time to computers, one of our major
concerns was to try to make lhat time as equitable as possible. The present
system of two groups, Sunrise and Aurora, each subdivided into two smaller
groups has worked reasonably well, but may be reaching lhe end of its useful life
in lhat form. As the children become more immersed in lhe project, the need for
individual access has, to me, become more pressing, and from my point of view
is becoming more irritating. We have also discussed the adv isability of
rearranging the groups to freshen them up and to break up some undesirable
partnerships that have been developing. Again, some parents seem to be very
concerned about homework and the imbalance of home access to computers
makes it difficult to ensure that all children are able to use the machines at home
as much as they would like or as much as they should.
A Sunrise Philosophy
From the very start of the project I have felt very uncomfortable about the lack of
some sort of philosophy. I am not academically inclined so was not pining for
some complex and exacting document but wished to have some outline co follow.
I can remember at one stage experiencing intense depression because I did not
seem to share the same view as anyone else connected with Sunrise. Things
which concerned me greatly did not seem to have the same effect on others.
Conversely, and much more worrisome to me, those areas where I thought we
were progressing well were causing great suffering to others.
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A rather thick folder of often unnamed articles plus a borrowed copy of
Mindstorms provided the theoretical background, a copy of the LogoWriter kit
gave some facility with the program and a typing tutor helped prepare us for the
rigours of report writing.
My own s omewhat hazy goals centred unashamedly o n the computers
t hemselves. I have too often seen people i gnore the full capability of
technological devices. I have known many people who sit and wait, reading a
book, while their VCR records late night television programs so they can switch
it off before going to bed. The capability of calculators has been largely ignored
or seriously underestimated, and I had seen computers being used as expensive
typewriters for children in school rooms, typing out stories planned and prepared
using pencil and paper. One idea expressed somewhere in the manilla folder
made a vivid impression on me and suggested that if you wrote d ow n a
comprehensive list of what you thought was the potential of computers and then
multiplied it by a thousand you might start to approach their true potential. I
therefore wished to encourage the greatest use of the machines. I also realised
that I was 'no spring chicken' and that the children had a greater chance of
developing a fuller appreciation and acceptance of the computers than I would.
They would also be less likely to be restrained in their evolution of uses for them.
I was also confident, havi ng observed m any hours of repetiti ve use of
skateboards, that they would possibly possess the necessary patience to develop
the necessary skills.
Using the Tools

While I appreciate the reasoning behind this lack of direction, and realise that it
was to avoid some sort of prescriptiveness in the project, it is probably more by
good fortune than design that we are still operating in our original form. We have
evolved a philosophy of our own which, although not enunciated until recently,
indicates the direction where we are headed.

The difficulty from my point of view has been how to use the many technological
tools we have been given to their greatest advantage. I have been responsible
largely for mathematics and found it difficult to utilise the computer over a wide
range of mathematical areas. I therefore made a point of using LogoWriter for as
mu.eh as possible and, in particular, in structured lessons. I have found that there
is usually always a great deal of mathematics involved in even seemingly simple
tasks. The development of a short unit of work involving scale is outlined later in
the report and will demonstrate this idea in greater detail. Various tools were left
by Gary Stager which I have used to demonstrate concepts to the class and which
have been used as an example to develop their own programs, usually without
showing how the tools were created. The class has also developed a number facts
skill builder program which is used daily to develop facility in this area.

I have felt that the project goals have not really been communicated to me at all.
This has led to feelings of insecurity on my part and on those of the other
members of the project, particularly in the first few months of this year.

Many machines are developed to perform simple functions and I think the beauty
of these is that they allow the children to get inside the task which can't be done
using the calculator. By developing their own programs I feel they gain some
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reason for learning maths and that the maths adopts more relevance. By teaching
the computer they also have to crystallise their own thoughts and concepts.
Students using the computer as they would a pencil and paper have some distinct
advantages. Students can use text and numerals together but are always asked to
predict the outcome before calculating it. In a normal situation they would have
to rely on the teacher to point out the errors or use a calculator divorced from the
rest of their recording media. I personally feel they have a much quicker feedback
from a completely unforgiving source. They are used to debugging programs so I
feel this causes them ro think more intensely about the problem at hand and why
their hypothesis was incorrecL They also can become much more immersed in
what they are doing. I have never seen children so intent in finding out where and
why their hypothesis is incorrect.
Another advantage is that Logo Writer obeys mathematical rules and conventions.
For once the children don't have to take my word that what they have estimated
is wrong. For example, when doing expanded or exploded notation students
sometimes make the common error of leaving out a sign. Not only will they get a
different answer than predicted, they will also be directed, via the error message,
to the area where the mistake has occurred.
Order convention for arithmetical evaluation is another area where LogoWriter is
extremely powerful. One particular number sentence can provide a huge amount
of investigative possibilities with the placement of brackets being so easily
varied. The order conventions can be illustrated, tested and investigated to great
depth.
l have used a technique of working backwards quite regularly for many years as 1
believe it is a very valuable way of making students analyse their thinking. The
use of simple computer machines lends itself very well to this technique and it is
an area where I have particularly enjoyed their use.
It has been very difficult to keep up with the amount of hardware and software
with which we, as teachers, have been confronted. l have taken the oppommity to
try to make myself as familiar as possible with all the materials supplied because
I want to and look upon !his project as a huge learning exercise for myself. I have
probably been in a situation where it would have been preferable to conceptrate
on far fewer options as evidenced by my lack of mastery of LogoWriter. Many of
the children are far more advanced than I am which is natural, I suppose, because
they have had far less to concentrate on. The children have had experience with
quite a few different packages and, again, we probably have not done full justice
to any of them (the CD-ROM and scanner for example), but we have not received
any instruction in them ourselves.
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When Innovation Meets Reality
We have been fac.ed with another problem in gaining ideas as to how to use the
technology as no one, it seems, has used it the way we have been required to. My
personal experience is that no one has used computers as widely as we have and
many ideas presented to us from experts have been devised with the idea that the
children using them would be part of a summer school or similar atypical
situation. Toe notion of wringing out as much normal day-to-day learning from
them as possible seems to be quite foreign.
Many of the schemes touted seem to rely on the unusualness of computers to
ensure motivation. We have been placed in the situation that our children can,
and do, get sick of the machines and, in one or two cases, we have seen children
who were making wonderful progress suddenly seem to tire of the scheme. No
one has been able to supply a long-term overview of a scheme which developed
along some identifiable path. Again, I was faced with the prospect of extracting
from LogoWriter more maths than was available through turtle geometry.

The Teaching Task
The job has changed considerably. In a nutshell, it is far harder. The amount of
work is far more than I have ever been involved with before. Teaching is now
just one pan of what we do, and we are beginning to think of ourselves as more
than teachers. Teaching now occupies a far smaller proportion of work time than
it ever has in the past, obviously because we spend far more time working. At
times it seems to get in the way as we have so many other professional
obligations as well as all the technical problems that surface that we would never
have had to face in the past. 1 can comfortably say that 1 have done more work
this year than I have in the past five years.
Organisation has also been crucial on the part of teachers. It has needed to be
fairly rigorous, but at the same time quite flexible to cater for the different
directions that the project has followed over the 12 months. 1 have been fortunate
to have been working with a teacher who takes a great deal of interest in detail
and in matters of routine, covering details that I would have tended to overlook.
The organisation has at times probably been a little too rigorous but has almost
cenainly saved several disasters.

Relationship with Students
My attitude to the children has changed a great deal. I have, in the past, much to
the disbelief of people who have only known me professionally in the last 10
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years, allowed children to plan the work that we would cover by having planning
committees made up of class members. I have also been in a position where I
have thrown away the syllabus completely and have redesigned work programs.
The guidelines, however, were fairly strict when I allowed planning committees
so that the children in my present class have a far more significant input. Most
have probably a wider experience in Logo programming than I do and can
present programs more aesthetically pleasing than I can. Therefore their
experience is greatly valued and I have been extremely grateful at times for some
insights that they have been able to give me.
I still remain authoritarian at heart and many a child has suffered from my acid
tongue. I am, however, far more inclined to ask them to work on projects which I
could not undertake myself, realising that I did not know exactly what I was
doing. I have, on many occasions this year, asked the class to develop Logo
procedures that I would not have been able to complete by myself. I have been
comforted by the fact that what happens along the way is, quite often, much more
important than the finished product. This would represent taking what I would
have regarded in the very recent past as unacceptable risks. That does not mean
that I have let them 'contemplate their navels' but have generally been happy
with outcomes that have not met with my exact expectations. I have been
surprised at the ability of the children but have also probably r aised my
expectations of them.
I have been pleasantly surprised by the level of application displayed by the
children and have never seen concentration maintained for such long periods on
such a wide front. The proportion of children on task is always surprising for me,
but I think I am beginning to take it for granted. I am also aware that, like the
teachers, the amount of time that we see the children actually working in school
is not a real indication of the amount of time spent working on school tasks. To
me, the most significant change that I have noticed in the children has been their
desire to produce work that is of a high standard. Hopefully, this will carry over
into the post-Sunrise years and they will continue to apply themselves as well to
non-computer activities. This will, I hope, alleviate the fears displayed by several
parents. The organisational skills inherent in dealing with computers, in particular
in programming, will hopefully serve the children well in any academic
endeavour.

DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICS TOPIC
This unit began as a scale drawing unit. The nature of the unit has changed a
great deal from the original planning documenrs. Thus, the tangible project which
culminated the unit bears no resemblance to what was originally planned. To me,
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however, it was the most significant unit of work and marked a very important
realisation on my own part.

The Original Concept
The major thrust of the mathematics for the term was to be related to a Lego
project. The initial project was to be an exact scale drawing of a simple Lego
machine. This was to incorporate work with compasses, protractors, rulers, etc.,
and was basically a construction and measurement task. The next step was to
develop plans for a nonsense machine constructed mainly from Lego which
would finally be constructed in the last couple of weeks of school.
The reasoning behind this was to give the studenrs some tangible project to worlc.
on which was based in mathematics, just as they had done with language and
social studies. This would hopefully give them some need to use maths conceprs
and build up some sort of personal relevance.
The anticipated outcomes were:
• a development in specific skills of accurate measurement;
• a development in practical skills using various measurement tools (such as the
compass, protractor, ruler);
• the use of planning aids such as pencil guide lines and grids; and
• an appreciation for detail.

What Actually Happened
From the very beginning of the unit, changes were made. The first problem I
encountered was the difficulty of recording the machines they were to construct
to form the basis for their drawings. Originally the idea was to photograph them
but this would still not give the idea of a plan or an end view. There was no
method that I could see that would get away from the effects of perspective and
was not so time consuming that it would not be completely counterproductive.
Eventually, I decided that a reasonable compromise would be to try to replicate a
floppy disk as it was something that the children were familiar with and was
about as two-dimensional as I could get.
To introduce compasses and grids I decided to use a problem that I had to solve
in the very recent past using the same materials. I had installed a sprinkler system
in my backyard and had planned sprinkler placement using graph paper and
compass, and so decided to set the same son of problem for them. This was
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reasonably successful although it was not as significant to some of the students as
it was to me, which is completely understandable. It did, however. hopefully
convey tbe idea that what I was trying to demonstrate could have practical uses.
Tbe problem was greatly simplified of course and many imponant considerations
were ignored but I don't think it was excessively artificial.

imagined; the drawing was much bigger than predicted. They agreed that it was
four times bigger than the disk.

Scale Drawing

Having done the exercise myself, the most significant thing I noticed was the
conversions necessary for doubling all dimensions. The mental calculations for
doubling fairly large numbers I think were a reasonably taxing activity for
children of this age but the need to convert to centimetres and millimetres,
because of the scale on the rulers, was an activity that could not be done
automatically and required conscious thought about the relationship of the units.

The first impression that I recall from tbe exercise of replicating a floppy disk
was the response of the students to the task, namely that it was much more
difficult than they had imagined. Some simply wished to trace around the outside
of the disk. We discussed that approach and decided that it would not be an
accurate drawing and would actually be bigger than the disk. Initially. many of
them took the attitude that, when measuring, about was good enough. To
measure accurately to the millimetre was quite a daunting task. They were
hampered by the lack of millimetre squared paper and had to use a grid of square
centimetres. Many did not have any conception of using the lines as guides and
would have pencil lines not parallel with the guides.
One section that I thought would provide a challenge for them was trying to copy
the text printed on the disk. We discussed ways of plarming and copying the
letters by ruling guide lines but many simply used normal text to represent the
words rather trying to duplicate the exact shapes. l believe it was too difficult for
most of them.
Most of the skills that I have previously outlined were displayed by the students
in drawing the disk. No one used a compass or a protractor to work out any of the
angles on the comers. Most appeared to enjoy the experience and made quite a
reasonable effort considering the limited nature of the materials used.
The following day the students were asked to use their drawings as a basis and to
make a second drawing, on the same sheet, of the disk but to double all the
dimensions. This time they were asked to leave off any script. Before they began
we discussed how the new drawing might look. All said that the new disk
drawing would be twice the size of the original. When asked to define how big
twice as big was, it was generally agreed that two real disks would fit into the
new drawing. They were to work from their original drawing and not the disk.
There were two groups working on this task in different sessions. After allowing
5 minutes work, I asked if anyone had noticed anything unusual about the way
the drawing was taking shape. There was quite a reaction from the first group
and, being further questioned, they said that it was not going as they had

The second group said there was nothing unusual about the second drawing and
even when it was pointed out that the drawing was more than twice as big, no one
seemed interested by the fact.

Logo Scale Procedures
Gary Stager left a program which used a scale procedure to alter a house drawing.
I told the first group about it and suggested that we construct one. I did not show
them the program.
There was considerable discussion as to how to make the house procedure. There
was a significant amount of work in constructing the house procedure alone. The
square subprocedure provided no problems but that did not hold true for the
triangle. They had not used the procedure for a long time and I deliberately avoid
using the poly procedure.
The maths concepts touched on included properties of triangles and squares.
equilateral triangles. complementary angles and supplementary angles. The most
significant concept involved was the angle of tum which is closely tied to
complementary angles. It also involved discussion about coordinates and their
suitability for that use. The programming itself involved computational variables
and the use of top-down planing. I was surprised at the level of discussion to
which it gave rise. I had underestimated the ravages of time as we had had this
discussion before.
The discussion of the actual scale procedure presented very few problems. An
additional variable was easily added. The procedure easily illustrates the
multiplicative nature of area.
The second group was a little more restricted for time and so we looked at a
rectangle procedure rather than a full house procedure. Again there was no
difficulty in applying the scale aspect. In many ways this was a better illustrative
tool than the house procedure. ln doubling the dimensions the children could
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easily see that the area increased by a factor of four. They could, with the
assistance of the display panel, physically overlay the figures.

Rectangle Procedures
This procedure then led onto a series of procedures with formulae dealing with
rectangles. It was in this phase that the most significant personal realisation took
place.
The first task set was the development of a machine that would calculate the
perimeter and area of a rectangle given th.e length and breadth. During this phase
the discussion touched on the standard formula for perimeter. One of the
suggested formulae was:
length -t- breadth x 2 (minus the brackets)
which was tested against an example worked out previously. Although it did not
present any great problem, the children were able to see that the brackets made
quite a difference to the outcome and were quick to change the formula. It was
only then that I began to appreciate the value of having a program that would
follow mathematical conventions, despite having that pointed out to me at the
beginning of the project. This, coupled with material sent to me by Graham
Meiklejohn dealing with, among other things, calculator activities, has given me
a completely different outlook on the place of the computer and the maths
program.
The children then were asked to check the accuracy of the program against their
own calculations. When they were satisfied that it was functioning satisfactorily,
they were asked to watch for any patterns that may develop as they manipulated
the attributes of the rectangles.
They were asked to calculate a series of values and then predict following values.
They started by increasing length and breadth by one and estimating the
perimeter and area. They repeated the procedure, reducing the dimensions by the
same amounts, trying to calculate outcomes by looking for patterns. Extensions
were doubling and halving dimensions, tripling and dividing by three.
They were then asked to find the largest area formed by a given perimeter. The
formulae were altered to work back from a given area or perimeter to find an
unknown dimension.
As a final exercise I asked them to consider a shipwreck problem. A search is
organised to try to find shipwreck survivors in the sea where the prevailing winds
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blow in a north-easterly direction with a prevailing northerly current. They were
asked to work out the relevant search areas at various times and to change those
by changing the variables of current and wind speed.
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They chink Ibey have more ...probably as simple as having more things to occupy
!heir mind and more challenging tasks.

12

We find it difficult sometimes to challenge grade sixers in a normal classroom.
Because you go back 10 basics nil the time. You can find something really
challenging to challenge lhem with. They tmd !hat success there.It's on the screen.
They've found it. Not a lot of difference with lhe middle achievers. There's still that
large group of middle :ichievers that tend to get on with !heir work and doing their
job.The higher achievers are so keen 10 extend themselves in all directions in any
way possible.And !here's lhat couple, rwo or three, Iha! are always looking for
something new 10 do. Always looking for an original way to lry and present
something. Always looking for something new to challenge themselves with, apart
bom lhc tasks that we set them.

A Teacher's Perspective:
An Interview
Ryan:

Trying to capture an essence of the classroom reality can be a very difficult
exercise. If you stay long enough to begin to understand what is happening, you
tend to get drawn into events. Your position changes, you are no longer a
detached observer. Towards the end of the first year of the Sunrise project, one of
the teaching staff was absent from the class for 10 weeks. The experienced
relieving teacher, Mel Chandler, provided a unique research opportunity. Here
was a chance to describe the classroom from the position of someone well versed
in primary school teaching who would be present for sufficient time to gauge the
classroom climate.

Probably a couple of :ueas.Number one in that they have a lot more choice than a
normal Year 6 class has.And more choice not only in the way that they present their
l3.Sks, but the ways in which they c:in work in small groups.They can worlc in large
groups even up to the amount of time that [they] have to prepare work. Also I
suppose having their computers there at call lhe whole time seems 10 give them a
confident approach. especially the lower achievers. They have something to hang on
to. It's there 10 help them out at all times and there are always the experlS to go IO. 1n
a nonnal class, sure Johnny in the comer might be a good speller, but you don '1 go
10 him. These kids seem to be confident enough to go lO say: 'Look I'm doing this
program. I don't know anything about this, and Warwick's the expert in lhis area.I
can go to Warwick. And I'm confident lhat if I'm going 10 tnlk 10 Wnrwick, he'll
explain it lo me.' And they know who the experts are. They know who's good in
cena.in areas.And Ibey are happy 10 say 10 these people: 'Look, I don't understand
this, can you explain it?' Yet in a normal classroom, ii doesn't happen.Doesn't
happen nearly so much. It's just usually ·1 can't do this' and !hat's a complaint to lhe
teacher or they keep to themselves.

Following his time with the class. I interviewed Mel. We had discussed the
interview beforehand, so there was some time to consider responses to a number
of issues. A broad range of concerns was discussed. A transcript of the interview
follows.

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
Ryan:

You might 11.ke 10 pick particular groups within that class. Are there some groups in
that class which perhaps arc seeming to benefit from ...what• s going on ... more
lhan others?

Chandler:

Yes, sure, yes.

Ryan:

And perhaps then are significantly different of your conception of what a Year 6
should or could normally be doing or capable of doing?

Chandler:

Y cs ... there's a couple of things. Confident approach. they seem 10 have a
confident approach to roost tasks ... in general.Acrually all of lhem - I find that 99
per cent of them seem to have a very confident approach to tackling a task. With
grade 6, I found at this stage lhat where half of them will tackle a task confidently,
then the other half need constant help along the way. They seem a lot more
confident.The lower achievers, and Ibey 're obviously a normal classroom because
there are a lot of lower achievers in there, ... seem to tmd more success quickly.

Whal aspeclS of the changed environment could you isolate Iha! allow them lO do
thar?

Ryan:

You have focused on aspects of the environment there that have to do with lhe
classroom climate rather than lhe technology ...

Chandler:

I don't chink the technology is important. I really don'L They are basically tools and
the way the children use them is important, the tools themselves and the processes
involved. ll took me a few weeks to get through Lo th:it, I lhink. As I suppose
everybody has when they first walk into the school, you are overwhelmed by lhe
technology. Your confidence drops immediately until you realise !hat they're just
normal children and the processes that they go through to use those tools.

Ryan:

Can we consider the professio.nal aspect$ of your job? You have come here with
expectations and a whole range of insll'Uction:il techniques in your repertoire. Are
!here some avenues lhat you knew that you could use?

Chandler.

I suppose basically when it comes down to it, there is not a hell of a !01 of difference
in teaching technique. You are still a teacher, and you still have to do the basic
things of organising groups, making sure the children are set, make sure you have
explained the task clearly, making sure you are following the task up, making sure
lh:it you evaluate. Most of lhese things don't change.The problem of technology
was one that was in the baclc of my mind lhe whole time. It concerned me. The
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just flew with them and away they wenL All we had LO do was simply edit, then, and
they were happy with it and I was happy wilh it.I think I was surprised that they'd
�crually sat down and thought about what they were going to write and they put the
1deas down.Whereas other grade 6 classes that I've had are more concerned about
whether the address is in the correct place. whether the greeting has n comma after it
and whether the salutation is in the correct place, whether we spelt words correctly,
whether we have enough paragraphs, whether we have enough words. And more
concerned about the structUTc, the content thnn wh11t went on inside the leuer that
they wtote.So they came up with some really good ideas.They were quite happy to
soy more than just thank you.I thought they would say: 'Thank you very much for
taking us around Mr Jefferies and hope to see you again'. That was such a linle part
of it They weren't interested in saying that. they were interested in saying so many
other things.

problem of 'Hell, what do I do when a kid brings the computer to me and has a
problem with Logo or something and I don't u nderstand it?' It's something that I
pushed away for the first few weeks, I simply said: 'Go away and ask someone else'.
I didn't try to solve it myself.Towards the end of the time I was here, I hove tried to
constructively help the child out, to solve the problem ... in the knowledge that I
was not only teaching the child, I was teaching myself. And together, if I couldn't
solve it on my own, together we would try and solve it. And then if we couldn't
solve it then, we would go and fmd the so-called expert and try and solve it then.
Making sure that the so-called expert explained ii lo me also, so I could help next
time.That took 2 or 3 weeks ... even more time I think, to realise that I could help a
child out, I didn't just sit bnck and say: 'I can't handle th.a1 because it's computers.
Go away'.

Ryan:

Chandler:

Consider some of the instructional techniques that you know are good.Were there
any of those that were quite suited to this sort of environment ...that were more
effective perhaps because of either the changed social selling of this classroom, or
because of the devices? I have an image in my mind - can you think of some
examples?
Perhaps because of the increased amount of group work involved in the class in
general, you found yourself very rarely speaking to the whole group al one time for
too long. I am a real fan of group worlc, and I found the techniques !hat I've gathered
over the few years ... I could pull them out and use them more often and more
confidently up in that situation - the climate of the class being more group-work
orientated.It took me a while to give !hem the freedom to choose. Because again I
had in the background, in the back of my mind, whether I could •.. firstly
understand what they were doing and secondly evaluate them effectively and
efficiently. That's the main one that worked well.They are particularly good group
workers, most of them in comparison to mos1 other grade sixes, nnd there were skills
that I hadn't used before, but I'd learnt about and couldn't pul into practice ..• I
could now put into practice.Skills like finding yoUTself a leader nnd actually not just
saying 10 them: 'Go off and do this task', but actually saying to them: 'You 're the
leader now, you organise the rest of the group'.Having each member have a set
down t.Ask in the group ...not having to keeping an eye on them the whole time,
and you could trust them to get on with their work pretty confidently.As long as you
explained the task.I found a couple of times when I didn't explain the task clearly
enough, I thought I understood it, but in their tcnns they didn't understand iL Now
whether it was my lack of knowledge of the technology iiself or lock of knowledge
of the task I was trying 10 set ...I'm not too sure about ... but I had IO explain it o
few times with :a few kids ••.

Ryan:

Now I suppose any classroom has ilS own language. its own way of expressing how
things are 10 be done. Now obviously they're going to be different in each
classroom.Now coming in to someone else's classroom, basically problems are
bound to happen.I hod in mind th:at activity that you had with them, whe�e they
wrote the letter bock to the Editor of the new Bulle tin. Just looking at thnt one
particular set of incidents.That seemed to me to go quite well ... Was it more
effective than you would have imagined. and if so why?

Chandler:

It was much more effective than I imagined because I knew I had to give them a
siructUTe for the lener writing initially ... and I was quite surprised they were all
fairly confident in knowing the structure of the lelter IO send.They knew where the
address should go, they knew where the greeting should go, etc ....And they hud
ideas.They had ideas in their mind.And I didn't have to help them a hell of a lot ...

Ryan:

It wasn't just a once off thing toO, because in the lcuer thar. they wrote back to John
Belward, some of them were four or five paragraphs long.

Chandler.

They were keen 10 write more.

Ryan:

We could look at a11ributing that to various conditions in the environment ..• there
are obviously the computers and their facility in with them, the ease of editing and
all of that which is good to have if you are going 10 do something Jilce thoL But there
is also that context sening that went on. whether it w:is part of the excursion. or
whether we had someone come in ... there was a reason to write a Jetter.

Chandler.

That was important natUTally.

Ryan:

You did mention a few of the difficulties before.

Chandler:

I think the basic difficulty was the attitude I had towards the technology ..• that was
quite a concern. Even though I'd used computers before, these nre very dit:ferent.
And lhe language concerned me.The language that the children were going to use.
That concerned me greatly and as I said it took me a lictle while to get around thaL

Ryan:

The difficulties in tracking nnd assessing students in an environment such as this?
You did raise this as an issue at one stage.

Chandler:

Sure.The last grade 6 class that I had, a parmer nnd I had them for 2 years. And by
the end of the second year, we were quite confident ... knowing that we could track
them. We could track what they were doing, we could assess them very quickly. we
knew them so well.Not knowing these children very well, I was surprised with the
amount of freedom that they were given, first up. And I was very concerned about
the way that they were assessed. I had no real idea about how they were assessed.
There seemed to be kids going all over the place. There would be Jois and lots of
noise. I knew there had 10 be lots of noise, but l was quite concerned about what
each group was doing.So I used LO carefully stand and watch ... so I knew exactly
what each of them at my end was doing.Whether they were doing the right thing or
not. Now, it's just an attitude I get from a so-called normal class.You make sure you
know what every child is doing. And yet I've observed Jenny and Dave up there, and
!hey seem to have enough confidence and belief in the children to know that they are
usu ally doing the right thing.And you really have 10 have !hat belief.You are so
busy doing other things, you have to be confident enough LO believe that they are
going to do the right thing .•. they're going to work efficiently. Otherwise you are
going to find yourself trying to waich too many things at once.
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Ryan:
Chandler:

Ryan:

Chandler.

Looking a.t yourself professionally, what opportunities have opened up that have
allowed you to do your job more effectively?
There are lots of ways being able to use these laptops can help me out.I mean, on
the matter of being able to write CCPs (planning documents] effectively ...to be
able to edit them ...to be able to set them out how I like ...to keep them on file
and to know that they are going to be there when I call them up.Then there is the
matter of being able to write assignments in my uni course. Probably that's about it
as far as I'm concerned.I'm a little bit concerned about what's going to happen next
year.I think knowing I would only be here for 10 weeks, it took me 3 or 4 weeks lo
actually realise that I really could learn something from these, and what I learnt I
could actually use ...it may lead to anything in the future, it may be Jots and lots of
things, I.hen nga.in it mny not.
Now I.he last question is looking at some imagined, bright furure where you have an
envuonment like this full time.Could you sec your job, the sort of thing I.hat is
expected of you, the sort of way you operate in the classroom, how would that
change? Wonld there be fundamental changes?
I don't th.inJc so.I can't see fundamental teehniques changing in the way of teaching.
I can see a hell of:, lot more work involved. I can see a lot more hours spent on
making sure you knew what you were doing. Learning the language. Learn.ing how
to use the technology.But I can't see a great difference in the way that I taught
before.

Ryan:

Do you th.inJc that some of the ways that you have taught before you will be able to
do more effectively?

Chandler.

For sure.Ago.in, being able to trust the kids to go off and do I.he task effectively and
to theu best abilicy. Probably because of their keenness using lhe computers ...
because of !heir attitude lo knowing I.hat computer is I.here in front of I.hem and it's a
good tool to use and !hey know how to use it effectively. And even because they still
see themselves as a special group, and they are doing ID theu best abilicy.I suppose,
in a way, it's a bit of showing off, but why not? They are unique.They still see
themselves as being unique. I think !hat is why they try to do their besL There arc a
few up there, I think, that if you took them out and put them back into a normal
class, they would simply fall back into their old ways ...lower achievers.

Ryan:
Chandler.

OK.Are there things you want to t3lk about that I haven't covered here? Looking at
the whole experience?
A few things.I wish I had more time before I came here ID learn how the computers
work: what I knew about I.hem and what I didn't know about them.I felt like I was
thrown in the deep end ... I couldn't blame anyone ... I hadn't really made the
decision that I wanted to come here, that decision was made by someone else .

Ryan:

Is the source of that di[ficulcy because you ended up in a room where the children
were more expert than you in some areas? Did !hat cause a problem with you?

Chandler:

It did first up. It's a bit difficult to take that an 11-year-old child knows a hell of a lot
more about the IDOi than you do.

Ryan:

And one which sociecy is tending to value as quite important ...

Chandler:

Sure. And I'd already said that I could use computers before.And I thought I could
transfer my ability on lhe other computers to lhese compucers and I found that I
couldn't.I had to st:irt over again and it was frustrating, it was annoying.The kids
were so good in !hat they were helpful enough and supportive enough ID be able to
help me out and share their knowledge wilh me rather than saying: 'Well, he can't
help us because he docsn 't know what computers are about. He can't help because
he has never used them..:

Ryan:

They're very gentle, aren't they? They have had lots of experience with outsiders
coming in.

Chandler:

Yes, th:,t's right. I think they knew I was going to be more lhan an outsider, I was
going to be I.here for more than a week.They knew I was going to be I.here for a fair
while.They eased me into it slowly.They dropped me in the deep end ... First up
they would run away from me and say: "Well, if he can't do that I'll ask someone
else'.Slowly they would come back to me and they'd say: 'I've got I.his problem,
can you solve it?'.And if I can they think: 'Great'.I've seen some of them go and
tell someone else: 'Mr Chandler and I solved that problem'. And I feel good I.hen.
being able ID solve something. They've acrually sent other kids lo help out ...

AREAS FOR DISCUSSION

The comments of this teacher corroborate other evidence provided to this report.
There are at least four major areas that can be selected from this discussion:
The Classroom Context
It is important that students of all ability levels find some measure of success in
their work. As another teacher in the project has related, there seems to be a stage
in the lower primary school where some students lose the enthusiasm for
learning. This was traced to a lack of success in the school work that they are
assigned. Mel inferred that this classroom was conducive to successful student
activity, especially in comparison to other classes. The observation that the
classroom environment caters for individual differences in ability is obviously
related to this issue. Mel believed, and described, a number of pathways that were
open to students, regardless of their perceived ability.
The Sunrise class is also a place where students have a degree of choice about the
tasks that they can undertake. Such choice allows students to specialise and gain
relevance in classroom activities. Since this was a conscious desire on the part of
the Sunrise teachers, we can assume that they have achieved a measure of success
in adding this aspect to the inscructional climate.
The observation was made that the provision of access to computers instils
confidence in the stu dents. Mel was probably thoroughly aware of th is
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confidence in his initial experiences with the class, because he lacked confidence
in the use of computers himself. Of course, it is possible that such student
confidence might be translated into vanity. Thus, it was pleasing to observe that
the students possessed such a gentle nature when providing assistance 10
unenlightened adults.

resolution with some students. The facility with which this occurred points to a
qualitatively different teaching and learning environment.

A key aspect of the Sunrise experience was given prominent position in Mel 's
responses. Toe nature and operation of student experts was noted. Students acting
in this capacity are important conduits for original ideas. As well, they provide a
broad range of support for teachers and students in trouble! Mel expresses some
appreciation for this system for the same reasons as the other Sunrise teachers.
The experts provide a network of assistance regardless of the official power
structures that inhabit a classroom.

The initial concerns of the other Sunrise teachers were echoed by Mel. Like them,
he believed that greater professional assistance should have been provided before
he took up teaching duties in the class. Once again the crucial issue of providing
teachers with access to ideas, skills and experience was raised as an essential
element in the introduction of teachers to an innovative environment.

Student Characteristics
In addition to observing a generally raised level of confidence, Mel also raises an
interesting observation regarding student fluency of ideas. He suggests that
students were better able to undertake writing tasks because of this fluency.
Rather than being bogged down in mechanical detail, at least some of the
students were able to take a more strategic approach. Thus, they concerned
themselves with what they were writing. This concurs with a number of other
observations made in the class, particularly in the second half of the year. For
example, when approaching the task of writing some poetry, students were able
to produce a wide variety of creative presentation types.
Teaching
The observation was made that teaching practices, perceived to be good, were not
qualitatively altered by lhe Sunrise experience of this teacher. Rather than adding
to an existing repertoire of teaching skills, the environment did provide the
opportunity to make existing skills more effective.
This was particularly true in the case of group work. Mel suggested that the
Sunrise environment enabled him to put into practice some sound instruGtional
techniques.
One of the key developments isolated by the olher Sunrise teachers concerned the
general improvement in lhe quality of teacher-student interaction. For example,
such interactions were described as being more honest, consultative and acting at
a higher level. Mel described an initial concern over the interaction form where
students were more knowledgeable. Later, however, he was able to share problem

Professional Influences
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Unravelling Rules and Exceptions

Recently, we were fortunate to have Gary Stager, from the Network for Action in
Microcomputer Education (New Jersey), work at the school for a week. From one
of the problems that Gary presented at a Logo workshop, we were able to
investigate a number of areas in language and tool making. As the experience
exemplifies some of the underpinning ideas in the project at Coombabah, we felt
that it would provide one means of expressing how these ideas might be put into
practice.
·The problem concerns altering English nouns so that their plural forms are
crea ted. Gary introduced a simple Logo procedure that pluralised words,
something like this:

Karen Hallett
Teacher, Coombabah Sunrise Project
Coombabah State Primary School

Michael Ryan
Research Fellow
Australian Council for Educational Research

How is our language structured? Are there simple sets of rules which determine
how words and sentences can be created, modified and built into larger units?
While the complexity and eccentricity of English may be obvious to adult
language users, these questions represent a real challenge to a student who is
beginning to use language extensively. Perhaps just as challenging is the
organisation of instruction so that students can untangle, and make explicit, the
structure of language in an exciting, constructive and rewarding manner. How
can a student play and solve problems with language apart from reading, writing,
listening and speaking?
This chapter looks at some ideas that grew from one small pan of a professional
development experience recently held at the Queefisland Sunrise Centre Coombabah State School. A number of perspectives will be offered, including
those of adult users of language, teachers of language, as participants in a
research project and as tool constructors in Logo.
THE CONTEXT

As pan of the professional development of personnel associated with the project
at Coombabah, we have invited a number of 'experts' to assist us in such areas as
Logo tool construction, working with Lego materials and other aspects
concerning the design and management of the curriculum.

to plural :root
if (1:ist :root) = "y
[ op word (bi :root) "ies I
op word :root "s
end

This procedure accepts a word as input and checks to see if the last letter is a y. If
it is, the procedure outputs (passes on a result) of the word formed by taking off
they and adding ies. Otherwise the procedure simply adds an s onto the word
before passing it on.
Of course this procedure works well for some words:
show plural "tree
show plUJal "house
show plural "fly

--> ttees
--> houses
--> flies

but has problems when other words are tried:
show p!UJal "monkey --> monkeies
show plural "chUich
--> chUJchs
show plural "child
--> child.s

After some initial attempts at altering the procedure to allow for the mistakes
found, we soon realised that the pr oblem was not simple, but quite complex.
While there were some regularities, there were also many exceptions to these
rules. If we had continued by adding bits and pieces to our procedure, it would
soon become intractable and unreliable.
Off and on, over a couple of days, we were drawn to the problem because of the
insights that it enabled us to make over a range of issues, including our own
knowledge of language, curriculum development, organising experiences for
students, programming in Logo and researching students' appropriation and
facility with tool building and problem solving in a computational medium.
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WHAT WE AELEAANT

A TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE

Perhaps the most powerful outcome that this experience provided was the
opportunity to view language, and our knowledge of it, as an object of study.
Through our own training and use, we have all gathered a large suite of implicit
rules of word, sentence and story construction, but we rarely take the opportunity
to make these rules explicit, to externalise them for inspection and analysis. We
suspect that many of these rules are tied to particular contexts (or scripts) in such
a way that we do not actively think about chem (unless we make an obvious
ntlstake!).

For the teacher, the pluralising problem presents a range of opportunities for
classroom organisation and curriculum development and evaluation. The range of
classroom experiences associated with word construction can be broadened
significantly with the aid of the computer and associated tools.

Programming in Logo provides a representation that goes beyond simple
illustration. Because of its dynamic nature, rules can be quickly, easily and
extensively tested. Hence rules can be proposed from observed panerns, written
and tested on a collection of difficult words. For example, the observation of the
way in which these words arc pluralised:
hero
domino

--> heroes

Other features of the project are attractive. The focus can shift to logical thinking,
as there is a need to examine details and specifics of the complex problem. There
is ample opportunity for much communicative interaction within groups and
there is an imperative to really understand underlying processes of the tools used.

-> dominoes

might suggest the rule:
if it ends in 'o', add an 'es'

which might be represented in Logo as:
if (last :toot)= "o [op word :root "es]

However, while the rule works for some words ending in o, it does not for others.
When testing the expanded procedure the following incorrect result is obtained:
show plural "memo

Perhaps the greatest opportunity lies with students solving problems in language
through experimentation, seeking patterns, then making and testing hypotheses.
These are activities normally associated with science and engineering rather than
with language use. Thus students can act in the same way as an engineer, seeking
'how' something works and in what manner the different parts are related to
function.

--> memoes

and an exception (or are the others the exception?) must be handled.

Finally, playing with the grammar of plurals allows us to build on the rich
resource that children bring to class - their own language. As Goodman, Brooks
and Goodman (I 988) suggest, rather than treating grammar as prescriptive
dogma, as rules to be followed at all costs, we can ask children to examine their
own grammar and see how it works.
As we went about the task we were surprised with the variety of 'tools' that we
(and eventually the students) could bring to bear on the problem. Apan from
writing Logo procedures, we used:
a (paper-based) dictionary to check the spelling of words and to uncover
information about pluralising in a style guide supplement;
• an instructional spelling guide that included pluralising rules;
• a (computer-based) dictionary and spelling checker which allowed us to search
for specific word endings; and
• paper and pen to summarise our findings in a table.

To summarise, through the natural use oflanguage, we acquire a large number of
rules (in this case pluralisation rules) that are predominantly implicit. By writing
and modifying a Logo procedure that attempts to pluralise words, we make these
rules explicit and uncover a bewildering complexity.

After some reflection on our own experience, we imagined how we might
organise instruction over a period of time. A sequence of tasks suggested itself:

We discovered (and rediscovered) other aspects of English that came from the
view that language was an object of study. For example, foreign words often
bring their own spelling conventions with them (for example plateau -->
plateaux). In addition, we discovered that the rules are often flexible, so that
alternate forms are permitted (for example bongo --> bongoes or bongos).

1 Set up the problem. Students might play with a rudimentary pluraliser written
in Logo. They could report on difficulties with its operation. Some students
might care to examine and alter the procedures.
2 Awareness of the tools. This would involve explanations of how the Logo
procedures work and how they can be modified and extended. Other tools,
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such as dictionaries, books and other resources, could be suggested as
potentially useful.
3 Mapping out the problem, planning a solution. Students initially make their
own way, subject to a time constraint. After gathering back into larger groups,
they look at and discuss solution techniques. Some techniques may be offered
from teachers.
4 lmplementation. Student groups work towards solutions, including the task of
publishing their work.
5 Extensions and connections. These might include:
pluraliser games, trying to beat the opposition (also gathering convincing
evidence);
building an educational game for the fourth graders;
writing a plural spellings guidebook; and
solving related problems (adding prefixes, suffixes; changing tense;
constructing sentences from restricted word lists; c onstructing
mathematics sentences; forming compound words; pluralisers in other
languages ...).
Investigations such as these challenge the role of the teacher. It is difficult to be
prescriptive and to predict student activity. Traditional classroom roles have a
habit of being overturned!
A COOMBABAH PERSPECTIVE
We turn now to those aspects of the pluralising investigation that resonate with
the classroom culture which has grown at Coombabah. Since the investigation
requires the marshalling of a range of tools and skills, there is a natural
imperative for students to work cooperatively. Typically, the students at
Coombabah have acquired a wide variety of planning and programming skills,
and a single problem will often generate a number of solutions within the group.
There is a natural tendency (pan of the inquiry culture) to share and compare
solutions to problems.
Within the classroom, students have been encouraged to form groups which can
vary in size and composition. Because the constraint of access to limited
computing resources has been lifted, we have found that students can have more
freedom to select and organise productive groupings. The pluralising and
associated tasks are such that effective groups can be formed from a mixture of
students - as language sources, program designers and testers, paper-based tool
researchers...
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A growing feature of the classroom organisation has been to allow sufficient time
for students to complete projects. Titis means that students caii p1an, research and
publish a whole solution rather than deliver neatly packaged partial solutions to a
remote problem (an unfonunate quality of many classrooms).The task that we
explored is sufficiently stepped so that completion can occur at any number of
stages. The extensions provide opponunities for motivated and resourceful
students to continue their inquiry as far as they like.
Because students at Coombabah have the opponuniry to take their computers
home, they can continue to work there, when they are motivated. Home also
brings a variety of tools and people who can positively influence the solution.
Parents can be quizzed as spelling experts, and siblings used to test solutions.
In summary, there are particular fearures of the Coombabah classroom that make
investigations like the pluraliser potentially fruitful. These have to do with
features_ that are essentially cultural (the value attached to inquiry conduct,
cooperative conduct, freedom from time constraints ...) as well as physical (such
as the availability of tools and resources). Together, these aspects of the project
combine as necessary and supporting components.
A CONSTRUCTOR'S PERSPECTIVE
The problem of constructing a computer program to handle the pluralising of
English words is an interesting exercise. It is immediately accessible in the sense
that simple procedures can be designed and implemented which solve a large pan
of the problem (as the above example illustrates), but (as we noted) a complete
solution is very complex. These two features of the problem combine to make the
programming task particularly instructive. Tilis occurs because of the tension that
is created by a natural tendency to initially take a 'bottom-up' approach and the
(eventual) necessity to adopt a 'top--0own' approach to deal with the complexity.
The issue of approach is important because of the simplistic notion among many
in the Logo community that a 'bottom-up' approach will suffice for the solution
of all programming problems. There are certainly good reasons why we might
want children to seek solutions by building up to more powerful solutions. They
can immediately 'see' their programs working, they can gain confidence in their
ability to program, and they can refine their solution incrementally. The problem
arises when the solution becomes complex. A bottom-up approach carries with it
historical patterns of solution that often blind us to more comprehensive and
powerful solutions.In addition, procedures become increasing difncult to read,
share and reuse.
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After pursuing a bonom-up approach on the pluralising task, the procedure may
start to look like this:
to plural :root
if (last :root) = "y
[ifel.se vowel? last bi :root
[op wotd :root "s]
[op wotd bi :root "ies])
if member? ward last bl :root last :root [eh sh]
[op word :root "es]
if "f = last :root
[ifelse member? :root (chiefroof]
[op word :root "s]
[op word bi :root "ves]}
oulptlt word :root "s
end
to vowel? :letter
output member? :leaer [a e i o u]

end

After a few more rules are added, the picture becomes even messier. As Abelson,
Sussman and Sussman (1985:xv) write: • ... programs must be written for people
to read, and only incidentally for machines to execute'. Thus, if the complexity of
a procedure means that it becomes difficult to comprehend, then it is time to
change your approach.
In this exercise, one of us (Michael Ryan) pursued this problem towards a neater,
simpler and more regular solution. The idea is to present the pluralising rules i:°
_
the form of a table that concisely presents the word ending patterns, theu
substitutes and exceptions in a regular fashion:
make "rule.uiblc
[

["y
[y
[wn
(ex
[ica

[a
[f

0

1

2

s

ics
a

0

es
s

1

ves

0
0

e

(]]

I])

OJ

(]]

I])

01

[[chief dwarf roof] 0 s]]

The first element in the table indicates a word-ending pattern (the " indicates a
vowel match). The second column represents the number of characters chat must
be removed from the root word. The third column represents the replacement
word-ending. Finally, the last column represents a list of exceptions to the stated

rule (with their own rule attached). The table has a number of associated
• selector' proce dures which al low the user to match endings, pick out
replacement patterns and look for exceptions.
Of course this went much further than (most) students at Coombabah would be
comfortable with, but it is important to realise that carefully planned and clear
solutions will not inevitably arise from exclusively bottom-up approaches.
Perhaps students need to begin solutions in a bottom-up fashion (for they
typically lack the ability to suspend closure). At some stage, however, they may
need to be made aware of systematic approaches as well.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The experience and the thoughts that emerged f rom reflection on our practice
have been most productive. While the end product itself does not qualify as a
useful tool, the processes involved in its construction have provided a wealth of
insights into language, teaching, the research project at Coombabah and tool
building.
Of course, many questions remain. Does it work? In particular, will children
respond to an examination of language as an object of experimental study? Are
there particular students, with special skills or learning styles, who readily engage
themselves in this form of open-ended inquiry? The answer lies in further
investigation.

PART4
END-POINTS

14
Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter will review some of the broad findings that have been reported in
earlier chapters, and provide some practical recommendations that grow from
these conclusions.
Two broad areas related to the research effort are considered. The first reviews
some of the major conclusions that relate to the contextual background. The
second reviews those aspects that are concerned with the conduct of the projecL
PROJECT CONTEXT AND DEVELOPMENT

Students
Substantial evidence has been provided that students have adapted well to the
changes brought about by this project. Perceptions gathered from students,
teachers and oursiders all suggest that students have:
• become more willing risk-takers;
• demonstrated more flexible approaches to solving (classroom-related)
problems; and
• established a network of cooperative practices.
While it is very difficult to measure the span of such features across the entire
range of students, these developments appear to have been widespread. In
particular, srudenrs have demonstrated through autonomous programming efforrs
an independent appropriation of the computer tools provided.
The quality of student interaction with their teachers has also been perceived as
undergoing a transfonnation. Evidence, corroborated by teachers and outsiders,
suggests that this relationship has:
• become less teacher-directed and mediated;
• allowed students to pursue their own forms of expression; and
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• set traditional classroom knowledge as something to be pursued and integrated
rather than simply accepted.
It is also evident that students have readily accepted some of lhe beliefs, myths
and imperatives that have been expounded about the project. While this is
understand able and expected, there is some danger of delusion and dis
appointment when these aspects cannot be sustained.
Finally, the students have demonstrated in some tantalising ways that traditional
expectations seriously underestimate what some students can achieve at this age.
These include:
• complex and innovative programming efforts, sustained over relatively long
periods of time and outstripping officially supplied knowledge;
• innovative and creative forms of written and graphical expression; and
• knowledge and use of computational variables - well in advance of
corresponding mathematical structures.
The Teachers
This project has demonstrated qu.ite clearly the critical role that teachers play in
the way in which new ideas and tools are introduced to the classroom. The
teachers have been able to show that the tasks of:
• constructing and supporting a learning culture;
• attaining technical knowledge and implications of its use; and
• choosing models, metaphors and practices as starting points for students
ar.e, by their nature, quite difficult to carry out. Despite quite intensive and
committed efforts by the teachers, these goals remain elusive. When considering
such endeavours, thought must be given to the pressures that constitute the daily
life of these professionals and the generally poor support that was provided
(particularly in the early stages). When it is remembered that the project
philosophy was poorly articulated, the perseverance of the teachers must be
admired.
The teachers' responses to innovation included some creative practices. In
general their responses highlight how the key issue of access (to technical,
curriculum and professional support) shapes the way they interpret the project
goals.

The Environment
The way in which student-teacher relationships developed indicated that some
growth towards a classroom learning culture had taken place. A significant factor
in tbis growth was grounded in the manner in which students gained expertise
and device-related knowledge independently of the teachers.
Despite some attempts, there was little evidence that the class was able to bridge
the gap between the school and surrounding professional cultures. Instead,
instruction and classroom knowledge remained largely context-bound, associated
with traditional forms and ways of transmitting knowledge. Of course it can be
argued tbat this project goal (bridging cultures) was never really established as
important.
Traditional ways of organising classroom experiences and displaying the
products of student efforts remained largely resilient to change. Despite some
technical innovations, these practices and patterns of behaviour were well
established and perceived as important by both the teachers and students in the
Sunrise class.
Support
Toe lack of professional and technical support has been often stated in this report.
Considering the bewildering array of equipment and threatening ideas that were
imposed on the teachers, this aspect stands out as one of the major flaws in the
project's design. It seems that support was provided in tangible and attractive
forms at the expense of some elusive, but critical, areas.
THE CONDUCT OF THE PROJECT
Goals
The Sunrise project has had to deal with a fundamental dilemma brought about
by some competing demands. On one hand, there is a desire to determine whether
a particular implementation of resourcing is viable. This goal may be expressed
as Ille implementation goal. Alternatively, there is a desire to generate ideas about
how classrooms might be able to function, and how students can gain and express
understandings with the aid of personal computer tools. This can be described as
the generative goal of the project. While a multitude of other goals exist, it is
imponant to examine these two because they tend to conflict. For example, the
generative goal might be best satisfied by having a small-scale, well-supported
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and interventionist style project. In contrast, the implementation goal requires a
project that reflects the conditions that exist in many schools (such as large
classes, basic support). In one sense the project has faltered because it has tried to
address both of these goals simultaneously. Toe resulting conflicts are yet to be
resolved.

The Initiation
The beginning of this project demonstrated that many of the mistakes of the past
have not been acknowledged and acted upon. For example, the unacknowledged
critical role of the teachers, the lack of support offered to them, the hardware
orientation and the top-down approach to change have all served to limit the
achievements that might otherwise have been gained. Most influential, however,
has been the deep-end philosophy that guided early implementation. This attitude
betrays a form of intellectual imperialism by those somewhat removed from the
daily experience of the classroom. It is also an attitude that tends to exclude
innovative solutions that may arise from classroom experience.
One manifestation of the de ep-end philosophy is the well documented gap
between expressed goals and implementable practice. Toe teachers quite rightly
expressed some concern with this vital, but missing, ingredient. The subsequent
struggle to make sense of the presented ideas and to translate them into action
adversely affected the teachers concerned.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations ari se from the conclusions de tailed and
reviewed in this chapter.

Access to Support
Each time a piece of hardware or software is considered for introduction to the
professional or instructional environment there needs to be some clear planning.
In particular provision should be made for:
• training in the operation of the item;
• giving advice and examples in the application of the item to the instructional
or professional domain; and
• monitoring and assistance when difficulties arise.
In addition some general principles should guide the inttoduction of such items:
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• There should be a clearly established need, preferably driven from classroom
experience rather than derived from notions of experts.
• Some attempt at coordination (such as the provision of training with the
introduction of new resources) should take place, particularly when potentially
conflicting resources are supplied.
• To combat the almost inevitable emphasis which is directed at hardware and
software, particular consideration should be given to, and procedures
instigated to enhance, the educational or professional benefits that may be
derived from the resources.
• Teachers should have the opportunity, well ahead of implementation, to
develop expertise in materials that are destined for student use.

An Activist Model for Innovation
In order to account for implementation, as well as generative goals, projects such
as the present one should incorporate structural features that resolve conflicts that
might otherwise arise. One such model could feature:
•

a small-scale prototype stage, which is well supported and resourced. The
prototype would be an incubator of ideas, designed to bridge the gap between
theory and practice;
• a larger-scale testing stage, which more closely resembles actual or projected
classroom conditions. The purpose here is to attempt to put into effect the
successful practices uncovered by the prototype stage;
• rather than telling teachers how they should apply innovative ideas, cycling
them through the prototype and testing stages. Thus, it is the teachers who
discover and subsequently carry the seeds of innovation.

Teacher Training
Models, derived from the Sunrise experience, for the use of technology need to
be provided and acted upon in preservice and in-service teacher training courses.
This should be communicated to the relevant tertiary aulhorities.

Vision
Toe Sunrise class has demonstrated the possibilities, but there is a need to present
a well-articulated vision that makes sense of work within a real classroom. Thus
there needs to be a translation process along with a communication process to
other teachers, teacher trainers, etc.
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Reporting Guidelines
Teachers need clear guidelines on how they are to report to the system and to the
parents and students. Cognisance needs to be given to constraints imposed by
traditional reporting mechanisms.

Ethical Questions
Projects such as the Sunrise project must provide statements of ethics. These
must justify the expenditure of time, concern and money when others are in need.
The beneficial consequences need to be expressed in both theoretical as well as
practical tenns.

Informatics in the Curriculum
A curriculum in computer studies is needed, both as a new element and as a
supporting element within existing discipline areas. This must occur in order to
establish computing as a discipline area, especially in the minds of teache.rs.

Curriculum Development
If teachers are co be engaged in curriculum development, they need assistance in
writing instructional materials. This needs to go beyond imitation of existing
materials and styles, especially in innovative domains. They need to be equipped
with broad principles of courseware design, training in the use of publishing tools
and the skills to evaluate Ch e effectiveness of the techniques employed.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Population and Group Test Results

An Emerging Philosophy

These statements were written towards the end of the first year of the project.
They arose because the teachers and project officer perceived a lack of direction
in the way the project was unfolding.

Table A.I Population and Group Test Results
Total Student Population (Scaled Scores)

Boys & Girls
Boys

Girls

n
mean

stdv
n

mean
sldv
n

mean
stdv

Age

WISCI

WISCS

WISCA

WISCV

WISCC

54
10.76
0.45
26
10.73
0.44
28
10.88
0.47

54
12.85
l.96
26
12.92
2.21
28
12.79
l.73

54
10.91
2.82
26
9.73
2.96
28
12.00
2.21

54
13.30
2.40
26
12.92
2.24
28
lJ.64
2.53

54
7.74
2.82
26
7.00
3.23
28
8.43
2.24

54
7.65
2.23
26
6.89
2.22
28
8.36
2.02

Sunrise Group (Scaled Scores)

Boys & Girls
Boys
Girls

n

mean
stdv
n

mean
stdv
n

mean
stdv

Age

WISCI

WISCS

WISCA

WISCV

WISCC

28
10.66
0.41
14
10.70
0.47
14
10.61

28
13.32
2.04
14
13.64
2.31
14
13.00
1.75

28
11.89
2.85
14
10.85
2.98
14
12.93
2.37

28
13.57
2.15
14
13.50
2.10
14
13.64
2.27

28
8.43
3.00
14
7.93
3.73
14
8.93
2.06

28
7.79
2.08
14
7.14
2.07
14
8.43
1.95

0359

Aurora Group (Scaled Scores)

Boys & Girls
Boys
Girls

n

mean
sldv
n

mean
stdv
n

mean
stdv

Age

WISCI

WISCS

WISCA

WISCV

WISCC

26
10.87
0.48
12
10.76
0.43
14
10.96
0.51

26
12.35
1.77
12
12.08
1.83
14
12.57
1.74

26
9.85
2.41
12
8.42
2.43
14
11.07
1.64

26
13.00
2.65
12
12.25
2.30
14
13.64
2.85

26
7.00
2.46
12
5.92
2.19
14
7.93
2.37

26
7.50
2.40
12
6.58
2.43
14
8.29
2.16

This philosophy has been prepared to give some background to the development
of the Queensland Sunrise Centre (QSC).
Functions of a Philosophy Statement
It is perceived that a philosophy is necessary for the following reasons:

.

..
.

It can establish convictions regarding directions and initiatives being
undertaken by the project.
Philosophy provides a means of checking consistency of actions and policies .
From a philosophy flows rational construction of policy within the project.
Philosophy provides a framework against which evaluation can be constructed.
Philosophy is an aid to communication with other educators so that they can
understand the underlying concepts of the QSC Project.

Introduction

Change will only enter classrooms through teachers. A major aim of the
Queensland Sunrise project is to observe and restructure practices ...to learn
something new about the educational enterprise.
In attempting to provide relevant and meaningful experiences for the children we
h ave tried to reduce artificiality to allow tools to tap into problems and
representations that transcend the normal functioning of classrooms. Education
goes well beyond the acquisition of rudimentary knowledge or skills.
Increasingly, educators are becoming aware of developing the whole child.
Implicit in this process is the gaining of new knowledge, growth towards an
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understanding, and the development of a system of values together with the
ability to m ake a continuing critical review of one's own knowledge,
understanding and moral and social values.

developmental work. For example, tool procedures within the Logo Writer
environment assist learners in becoming familiar with their own understandings.

Information technology is arguably exerting the most significant influence on our
present society. The speed with which information technology is developing
means that, unless educational institutions make a concerted effort to provide
some son of significant access to it for their pupils, those institutions run the risk
of becoming social dinosaurs.

Teacher's Role

Unprecedented social change is occurring. The needs of future adult citizens will
differ greatly from those in even very recent years. Students need to be given the
opponunity to develop strategies for dealing with the incredible changes that will
occur within their lifetimes. Thus they need to become aware of the value in
charting and sharing in the development of their own learning.
The Sunrise environment attempts to provide the chance for students to
participate in a program that allows them to interact with as much information
technology as possible while, at the same time, permitting them to t ake
responsibility for their own learning on a level that has not been generally
possible in the past.
STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Knowledge and Data
Knowledge is constructed from data. Knowledge can be recalled, is useful in a
variety of specific situations, and is extensible. The Sunrise philosophy sees the
information within texts as raw data to be used to construct knowledge (Nevile &
Vogler, 1988). This construction involves more than the mechanical transfer of
existing rules of knowledge to the computer. Learners engage in a process of
successive problem finding and problem solving to develop an understanding of
the subject at hand as well as an understanding of their own thinking processes.
Functional Knowledge
The creation of functional knowledge is aided by the use of computational tools.
In the Queensland Sunrise Centre the learning environment is designed to
enhance the child's opportunities for construction of knowledge by using
technology as one of the media for that construction. Studen ts can use
computational representations of their naive knowledge as a basis for their

Sunrise teachers guide the child's inquiry and provide appropriate tools to assist
the child's effons to develop his or her knowledge from data. The teachers' most
important function is to instil in their pupils confidence that they have the ability
to resolve their own problems and that they can be responsible for their own
learning. Teachers also provide their pupils with a role model and in the QSC
environment teachers model the role of an enthusiastic participant in the teaching
learning-process. Through this role teachers collate and broadcast student
achievement; for example, exemplar articulations of imponant work. The teacher
is accountable for assessing the student's progress and this role could be seen as
antagonistic to the other roles discussed here. This, however, need not be the case
provided the teacher deals with this function sensitively and in consultation with
pupils.
Learning Environment
The teacher fosters the development of an environment in which the process
described above is possible. The teacher's skills must extend beyond the
transmission of knowledge and skills to the ability to establish a place in which
students can take risks and are willing to do so because they consider it a
worthwhile exercise ... The teacher must act wisely and know the difference
between interfering with and assisting students' construction of knowledge. The
students are able to negotiate the manner in which they work by:
•
•
•
•

setting their own tasks;
choosing size and composition of their work group;
choosing their presentation media and tools within media;
being freed largely from restrictive time constraints of short timetable blocks;
and
• spending significant amounts of time on relevant tasks.

Less obvious but equally important are the support strategies that enable children
to take risks and undertake tasks prior to developing all of the skills necessary for
their completion.
Teachers and students value purposeful activity. The environment is evolutionary
in adapting to the needs and skills of the participants, all of whom have
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considerable influence on the environment. In a way teachers themselves have to
be risk-takers in the Sunrise environment.

Appendix 3

Technology
What we are interested in is not what will happen if you bring in the technology
and change nothing else. What we are interested in is how having lhat technology
allows us to rethink everything else. Technological tools (tool procedures) can be
built so that they can be explored, refined and modified at the whim of the user,
not just under the control of the original constructor. The user has control over
them and can adapt them to his or her own purposes. In this way the children not
only research information from a variety of sources (video, CD-ROM, print and
pictures) but can also design personal databases. The structure of these databases
reflects the concepts and understandings that the children have developed through
active interaction with the presentation technology.

Student's Role
The children are viewed as active agents in their own learning and development,
actively shaping their world as well as being shaped by iL Their development is
largely self-initiated and self-motivated; they are encouraged to consciously adapt
powerful and appropriate cognitive strategies to deal with a vast range of
situations.
Cooperation is extremely important within the Queensland Sunrise Centre:
cooperation between students and cooperation between teachers and students. As
everyone involved in the project is regarded as a designer and contributor, all
contributions are regarded as important and the students are made to feel that they
can legitimately influence the direction of classroom practice.

The First Contract
Contract 12/3/90 - 23/3/90
Date.____________
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

RalDl!!l.______________

I will complete all set activities and present
them to the best of my ability.
I will ask my teachers and friends questions if I
do not understand any of the activities.
When I complete each activity I will hand it in to
be checked off.
I will organise my time and activities so that I
will have all the activities completed by 23/3/90.
If I complete all the activities before the due
date I will be rewarded with -- ------------------ 
If I have not completed all the activities in the
specified time ---------------------------------- -

Activity
1
Get stencil 'writing Implements'.
- Make it presentable by neatly colouring each
implement.
Glue it nea t l y onto t h e next pa ge in y our
Social Studies Book.
2

-

Using logoWriter as a wordprocessor. List the
benefits of:
1 Cordless telephones
2 Fax machines
3 Automatic redialling
4 Keylink
Set out this information in an appropriate way
on your screen.
Print out t he final copy and glue it neatly
onto the next page of your Social Studies book.
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3

4

5

A
B
C
D

Using logoWriter as a word processor, write a
business type le tter to one of your teachers.
Check the poster near the Manual Mailing Board
to see the correct setting out.
Post the letter using the Manual Mailing Board.
The letter you receive from your teacher is to
be put into your writing folder.
or
Using logoWriter as a wordprocessor, write a
letter to Mrs Nevile, Mr Ryan or Mr Vogler
telling them about your experiences using the
computers, in the class. Maybe you would like
to include the discoveries you and your friends
have made. They would love to hear about those.
It may be possible to send these by Keylink to
each person so check with the teacher.
Using logoWriter as a wordprocessor, write a
business type letter to someone who lives with
you.
If y o u would l ike t o s e n d t h is l e t te r b y
Australia Post, bring in 41� to pay for a stamp
and we will post it from school.
If you are not sending it, make sure you put it
in your writing folder.
or
Using logoWriter as a wordprocessor, write a
business type letter to NRTV thanking them for
coming in your cl assroom and giving you the
opportunity to see how a news item is filmed.
If you would l i k e to s e n d t h i s l e tt er by
Australia Post, bring in 41� to pay for a stamp
and we will post it from school.

E
F
G

Print out researched information, glue it onto
a piece of cardboard and hang from the time
line . Make sure your name is on the piece of
cardboard.
6

spinning jenny
steamboat
telegraph
wireless
printing press

steam engine
steam locomotive
telephone
fax
typewriter

Making a Porn-porn.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ch o o s e one of the f o llowin g f i nd o u t t h e
following information.
spinning mule
water frame
electric light
aeroplane
macadam

What is the name of the invention?
Who invented it?
In what year was it invented?
How do you think this invention affected the
lives of people at the time?
W a s there any nega tive reaction to this
invention when it was first devised? Why/Why
not?
How di d t h i s invention ch ange or affect
industry at the time?
Do we use this inventi on in the same form
today? If your answer is no, then how has it
changed or what has replaced it? How has it
improved?

7

Cut two pieces of hard cardboard.
Take a long piece of wool and wind it around
both pieces of cardboard.
Keep doing this until the hole in the centre is
too small to let any more wool through.
With scissors, cut the wool around the outside
of the discs.
Thread some string through the centre of the
discs, and around twice. Tie this string very
tightly.
Cardboard will fall off.
Cut out a piece of cardboard and tie your pom
pom to it to make a bookmark. Decorate your
bookmark.

Get activity sheet 1 - 'Drawing with the turtle'
follow the directions;
print out your final page and on the text page
of your Maths book, glue it in neatly.

8

Get activity sheet 2 - 'Dandelions'
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9

follow the directions;
print out your final page and on the next page
of your Maths book, glue it in neatly.

Get activity sheet 3 - 'Sunshine'
follow the directions;
- print out your final page and on the next page
of your Maths book, glue it in neatly.

Remember, you are responsible for your own work. This
does not mean that you cannot discuss any discoveries
with anybody, or that you can't ask questions if you
do not understand. We hope you will help each other.
However you ffiust present individual work. If it is
lost, stolen, or eaten you must start again. It would
be a good idea to save your work on the disk just in
ca se your hardcopy is lost - then it is s imply a
matter of printing another hardcopy. All work handed
in after 23/3/90 does not become recognised.
Student

Parent

Teachers: Miss Betts, Mrs Hallett, Mr Mitchell.

Appendix 4
The Logo Skills Test
QUEENSLAND
SUNRISE CENTRE
'

1

I

_-(B)

Australian Council for
Educational Research

Skills Test
Name:

✓

Group:

Ql. Write a Logo Writer procedure that draws a staircase shape on the screen.
For example, if you typed staircase 5 10 in the command centre, this would
appear on the screen:

�

The first input tells the procedure how many steps to build. The second tells
the procedure how big the steps should be. When you have got your
procedure(s) working, print lhe flip side carefully in lhe space below:
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2.

You are building a Lego train with a motor. Unfonunately, the train moves
too quickly for the tracks. In a few sentences (or some diagrams) explain
how you could slow the wheels of the train down. The train should be able
to move more slowly with more power.

